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Cause Sought in $815,000 Fire

Volunteer Dler
After Attack
At Fire Scene

Magnusson Says
He Won't Resign

ST. PAUL (AP) .— State Insurance Commissioner Cyrus
Magnusson sent a formal rejection today to Gov. Karl Rolvaag's request that he resign.
Rolvaag said he planned to
meet with Atty. Gen. Robert
Mattson this afternoon to discuss the next step, which presumably would revolve around

17 Dead in
Minnesota
Accidents

Local and state fire marshals
were probing today for the
cause of a fire Sunday which
destroyed Randall's Super Valu
here and resulted in an estimated $815,000 damage.
A member of the Goodview
volunteer fire department, Roland J. Limpert . 36, 840' 39th
Ave., died Sunday evening at
Community Memorial Hospital
after suffering a heart attack
at the fire scene in the Westgate
Shopping Center.

an attempt to fire Magnusson.
The governor asked for the
resignation Saturday, one day
after Magnusson and 16 others
were indicted for alleged fraud
by a federal grand jury.
Asked bis reaction to Magnusson's refusal, Rolvaag said:
"My reaction is one of disappointment, since I was careful
not to prejudge his case but
merely sought to restore public
confidence in the insurance department."
.
In his letter, Magnusson echoed his statement late Saturday
in refusing to resign. Magnusson
wrote:

ONE OF THE fonr Winona
firemen injured in fighting the
blaze was expected to return
home from the hospital Tuesday. Capt. Lamar W. Steber,
1171 W. 5th St., sufered a muscle spasm in his back. He was
the only fireman hospitalized.
Lambert S. Bronk, Rollingstone, received a cut on his
hand while working with the
Rollingstone volunteer fire department in support of the Winona firemen. Minnesota City
volunteers also responded to a
call for help from Fire Chief
John L. Steadman.
Steadman, although currently
on sick leave, was at the fire
scene to aid Assistant Fire Chief
Edward M. Lelwica. in directing
the fire fight.

"In rely to your letter, I have
no reason to resign as insurance
commissioner and therefore reBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS fuse your request. I am innocent
of any wrong doing and will be
Seventeen persons died from fully vindicated in court."
Minnesota traffic accidents over In a letter earried to Magnusthe weekend, raising the 1965 son's home by a member of the
governor's staff Saturday, Roltoll to 672.
vaag asked the commissioner to
That compares with 696 a year resign "because it is imperative
earlier. On Oct. 1, the figures that public confidence in all
were 580 and 616, a gap of 36. matters pertaining to insurance
Edward Benson, 8, son of Mr. be restored."
and Mrs. Matthew Benson of Within hours, the executive
Crosby, was killed Sunday aft- committee of the Minnesota Asernoon when struck by a car in sociation of Mutual Insurance
Agents endorsed the governor's
Crosby.
LELWICA said today, "It
action.
wasn't a matter of lack of fire
Gary Lynn Davis, 24, Fergus But Magnusson fired back the
equipment or manpower. We
Falls, died Sunday night, the same day. "I can tell you with- H^HBBHHMiiHilsVHPtVHi^iVi^itBIHaHMr^-^SHiHii^B^B^BHHBV ^ilH^
'
just had to contend with that
"
La
Crosse
assistant
Al
Smikla
Highway Patrol said, after the out equivocation, I have no inLa
Crosse
Chief
Fred
Genz,
WHERE IT STARTED . -. . The chiefs and two assistant chiefs of the 2 p.m. From left,
car he was driving rolled over tention of resigning," he told The Winona and La Crosse fire department examine the general area of Randall's
(partially obscured) , Winona Chief John L. Steadman and Acting Chief Ervin false ceiling and lack of ventilation in the Randall's building."
on Highway 59 about five miles Associated Press. "I have done Super Valu at Westgate Shopping Center where a fire started Sunday about
R. Laufenburger. (Daily News photo)
The first fire rig arrived from
south of the Grant-Otter Tail nothing wrong. A man is pre?
the West End fire station at 2:22
County line, in western Minne- sumed innocent until founa
p.m., two minutes after the fira
sota. Alvena Mortenson of Fer- guilty."
call from Randall's manager,
gus Falls, a passenger in . Da- The federal grand jury charged
James Hogue. By the time Lelvis' car, escaped injury, as did that the u defendants conspired
wica arrived three minutes later
three passengers in the other to take $4 million from Ameriwith two other rigs, "the smoke
¦ ¦
-<>>"^ i** ri« «.,. .
car. The other driver^arroll can Allied — which sold high" "'¦"- ..-..
'
1
'
.
i
K»**
was so thick, you couldn't see>
Anderson, 24, Wendell, Muin'.i risk auto IhsiffancS'Iif32"states
your hand in front of your
suffered minor cuts to the face. — and related firms controlled
face," he said.
by
Philip
Kitzer
Sr.
of
Chicago
Ralph Lange, 33, a suburban
This smoke was to play a key
St. Paul father of six, and Wil- and his sons.
' acrole in limiting the ability of
Magnusson
is
specifically
liam J. Fenz. 21, St Paul, were
firemen to get at the fire's
killed early Sunday when a car cused of allowing American Al"base", according to all the
(AP) - The not required and would be vision of New York, the 90th
WASHINGTON
lied
to
start
operating
in
Minran off a U. S. 61 curve and
READING, Pa. (AP) - Dan- last six Army Reserve divisions phased out as soon as possi- Infantry Division of Texas, the SAIGON, South Viet Nam officers involved.
nesota
in
1963
without
proper
firolled over a bank in St. Paul.
their way The West End hose company
iel Burros, New York Ku Mux
33/d Infantry Division of Ohio ^AP) — Battling
Passengers Thomas Johnson, 18, nancial backing and of allowing Klan leader, shot himself to — tabbed by Secretary of De- ble."
and West Virginia, the 102nd through heavy missile and con- laid a 2%-inch line from a hyfense Robert S. McNamara for
and Brack Barkcus, 17, both of company officers to pocket 15 death minutes after learning his elimination — may be saved Of the 55,000 reservists effect- Infantry Division of Missouri
ventional antiaircraft fire, U.S. drant northwest of the building
per cent of premium reSt. Paul remained hospitalized ceipts without regard for its fi- 1 Jewish origin had been made after all.
ed by McNamara's action at and Illinois, and Che 81st Infanto the door at the building's
Navy
and Air Force planes hit northwest corner
today, Johnson in critical condi- nancial status.
where the fire
public, a fellow Klansman told It was learned today that that time, about 42,000 are en- try Division of Georgia, North
tion and Barkcus in poor "The charges contained In the police.
rolled in the six divisions and Carolina, South Carolina and three surface-to air missile started. The firemen were able
Army
planners
are
leaning
tocondition.
launching sites Sunday about 35 to open this door to get inside
Tennessee. '
indictment against me personal- Burros, 28, died of two bullet ward a proposal that would their component elements.
The
six
are:
miles
northeast of Hanoi, a U.S. where, according to a Randall's
Army
officials
said
these
diviAnthony Schwegel Jr., 18, and ly are extremely weak and in- wounds Sunday shortly after he preserve division structures and
employe, a whoosh and gush of
The
63rd
Infantry
Division
sions
average
about
7,000
of
men
Times
York
nocuous,"
Magnusson
said
Saturspokesman said.
had
read
a
New
military
identities,
although
the
outfits
Mark B. Waltzing, 16, both of
smoke had preceded the blaze.
California,
the
77th
Infantry
Dieach.
One Navy plane was shot
thev-St. Cloud area were killed day, "and they form no basis story detailing his long-hidden would be smaller than they are
the
govfor
a
demand
such
as,
background.
now
and
their
members
would
Saturday night when Schwegel's
down and the pilot was listed as THIS HOSE company proceeded to a hydrant southwest
motor scooter collided with a ernor has sent to my home to- The shooting was in the apart- drill without pay.
missing.
of the burning building, accordment of Roy E. Frankhouser Such a solution might satisfy
car on Minn. 152 south of St. day."
Pilots reported they counted ing to Lelwica, and laid two
Earlier, Rolvaag had said he Jr., 25, who has been named by congressional critics of McNaCloud, the Highway Patrol replanned
no
action
over
the
week17
missiles fired at them during more 2%-inch lines. With these,
mara's
plans
to
streamline
the
the House Committee on Unported.
The auto driver, Bene""
member said American Activities as grand Army's National Guard and Rethe attack.
they attacked the blaze along
dict Feld, 42, of Waite Park, end. But a siaff
the governor's decision to seek dragon of the Pennsylvania Ku serve forces, although reservist
the west end of the building.
was unhurt.
They said they observed hits However, Lelwica said, at no
Magnusson's resignation came
groups still might object.
Six teen-agers were injured after an all-day conference with Kmx Klan.
on launchers and vehicles in the time was he able to get more
and Keith E. Briggs, 18, Spring the attorney general's staff.
¦ Frankhouser told police that On Oct. 22, the Senate Armed By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS continued without letup over In- target areas of all three instal- than four or five men into the
Valley, was killed when Briggs' The governor's letter said:
after reading the Times Services Committee'adopted a Torrential rains which ended terior sections of the state. In
building at once. The smoke
car ran off U.S. 63 and hit a "I hereby request your imme- Burros,said he had to go to New resolution fowrfally calling on one of the wettest Octobers in the Los Angeles basin, cooling lations.
story,
was so dense that entry was
culvert at Rochester Sunday.
diate resignation as commission- York to "wipe out" the Times McHamajp r to postpone the Florida history have brought winds swept the heat and smog A highway bridge in the midst impossible without breathing apof the missile installations was paratus.
Hospitalized at Rochester were er of insurance for the state of reporter who had disclosed his elimination of 751 Army Re- flooding along the state's lower out of the city Sunday.
serve
units
until
Congress
can
Minnesota.
east
coast.
Heavy
fog
on
Los
Angeles
would
destroyed during the coordinat- Inside the burning building,
secret and said he also
David Theiss, 18; Mary Anderson, 18; Terrance Kerwln, 19; "I make this request because "wipe out" the newspaper staff. take a long look at the plan next The Miami Weather Bureau area freeways caused 150 cars ed Navy-Air Force strikes, the one fireman said, it was nearly
reported up to 12 inches of wa- to smash together Sunday in a spokesman said.
impossible to find the fire.
Karen Ann Koch, 18; Daniel L. it is imperative that public con- Burros, whose death was lis- year.
Asked what the Pentagon has
Koch, 18, all of Spring Valley, fidence™ all matters pertaining ted by police as apparently sui- done in response to this Senate ter running through houses near series of chain-reaction crashes The attacks on the missile Brands did come down and igIn my
Biscayne.Bay Sunday.
in which 28 persons were innite merchandise in the meat
and Rose M. Greenwood, 17, of to insurance be restored.
considered judgment, your con- cide, had been identified at action, the Defense Department Civil Defense officials said 20 jured, 30 cars were demolished sites were ordered after mis- and bakery sections of the
was
listed
Theiss
Iowa.
Chester,
siles were fired at planes from
tinued presence as commissioner hearings of the House commit- said the resolution "is presently
In critical condition, the others of insurance can no longer effec- tee as New York State grand under consideration." Sources inches of rain fell in Boca Raton and damage was estimated at the carriers Oriskany and Inde- store.
in 24 hours. Fort Lauderdale re- $100,000.
pendence during an attack on The fires on the ground floor
as fair.
said orders to set in motion the ceived nearly 13 inches, and at
tively serve that highly desired dragon of the Klan.
the key highway bridge. It was could be located and extinguishof
11,
Schumacher,
Douglas
Detective Capt. Joseph Con- elimination of the affected units Coral Gables, 3 inches of rain
goal.
in the center of the missile in- ed, but the firemen had to lorural Stewart died near there "The criminal matter now fora of the Reading police said have not gone out.
fell in a single hour Sunday.
cate the ceiling fire which was
cf nllnf inno
Sunday when the tractor he was pending in the federal court will, Burros shot himself "as an aft- The six divisions account for
Pompano B e a c h reported
devouring the building — and
driving overturned and pinned of course, be determined in that ermath" of the article published about 500 of the 751 units which 10 inches of rain in a 24-hour
could do so only by shooting
McNamara said 'on Sept. 30 are period and Miami had 4.54 inchhis foot and gasoline ignited. The proceeding, and I make no pre- in the New York Times.
water up onto the ceiling.
boy, burned beyond recognition, judgment in that regard.
es.
If the water came back down
was the oldest of seven children "Sincerely yours."
The high school In Boca Raton
hot, they knew there was fire
was closed today as 18 inches of
of Mr. and Mrs. Myron Schuin the space between the falsa
water swirled through groundmacher.
ceiling and roof.
floor rooms.
Albert Wirtjes, 65, 7* Herman
BUT FIRE Marshal Cleo KeiFort Lauderdale recorded
died when his pickup Aruck colper said today that the smoke
nearly
43
inches
of
rain
during
truck
semi-ti&iler
lided with a
was so dense that firemen nevOctober, the heaviest for any WASHINGTON (AP ) - Luci
south of that western^Minnesota
er did locate the "base" of the
's
month
in
the
city
history.
Johnsons'
boy
friend,
Sunday.
The
Pat
Nulate
community
fire. He added that flames were
An intense storm over Quebec gent, 22, of Waukegan, 111., retrucker, driving for Daggett
probably spreading over the
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A fog "It isn't one big accident, " caused gale winds across the fused today to confirm or deny
unhurt.
was
Frazee,
Corp., of
said Robert Mills, highway pa- eastern Great Lakes. Syracuse,
whole false celling by the time
freeway.
across
a
bank
drifted
that he nnd the President's
The accident happened on Minn.
"It's
a
trol
operations
officer.
firemen arrived on the scene.
N.Y
.,
was
buffeted
with
70-milcraced
in.
None
cars
A stream of¦
8.
whole series of accidents. May- per-hour winds Sunday and daughter have soughT'fhe JohnHogue told Lelwica at the fire
came out.
son's
permission
to
marry.
be several cars in one pileup, w i n d s gustcd at 63 m.p.h.
scene
that the fire hod spread
24,
St.
Smith,
A.
Theodore
The tali blond , 22-year-old NuThe . fog muffled the screech- then a few yards away, several
so quickly after lie reported it
Paul, dj&Lwhen his car rolled RICE LAKE, Wis. WI - Two ing brakes nnd the crash of cars , in another. It stretches all through Buffalo.
gent said . "My private life is
that , by the time lie had herded
The heat wave In California my own and so Is Luci's."
off MinnToS north of Stillwater buildings housing & barber grille on bumper. By the time the way up the freeway. "
late Saturday. Nancy E. Wilson, shop, a shoe company, a hard- the last headlight tinkled broken
He did reveal that he is going
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5.)
20, of Amery, Wis., his pas- ware store and seven offices to the Santa Ana Freeway , 100 The first accident occurred at
SMOKE WAS
on active military duty next
¦
dawn Sunday near whore the
senger, was hospitalized at Still- In downtown Rice Lake, were cars had smashed together.
month and his current draft
destroyed by fire which started An hour later , as tow trucks Santa Ana Freeway crosses the
water.
status is ID, which indicates he
WEATHER
is already a member of an
Mrs. Edward Kokea, 65, of Saturday night and continued disentangled the wrecks, anoth- San Gabriel River, 15 miles
Sunday. Damage was esti- er fog bonk settled on another southeast of downtown Los Anarmed forces reserve unit.
Ord, Neb., died when her car into
FEDERAL FORECAST
HAGER CITY, Wis. UB - Nugent said he had enlisted,
mated tentatively at
freeway 20 miles away — and 50 geles. It was' a misty morning, Thirteen-year-old Leltoy Wilcollided with the rear of a truck The cause of the blaze $300,000.
Winona and Vicinity — Mostly
was
not
but
traffic
was
humming
along
mmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Worthlngbut
he
would
not
in
say
which
more cars piled up in two more
on U. S. 59 south of
fair tonight , occasional cloudidetermined immediately but it
the 65 miles-per-hour speed liam Denzer Jr., was asphyxi- branch because ho hoped his
MISSILE SITES BOMBED ness Tuesday. A little warmer
ton Saturday , officers reported. was believed to have started in cases of chain reaction, freeway near
ated
by
silage
gas
while
helplimit
when
river-bottom
fog
sudmilitary
service
could
be
a
pristyle.
. . . U.S. Navy and Air Force tonight and Tuesday. Low toHospitalized were her two pas- an unused coal bin.
ing his father fill a silo on the
denly blotted visibility.
sengers, Mrs. Edna Whltmore, Destroyed were the barber It took 41 police cars — two of No one knows yet who trig- family farm near this Pierce vate matter.
planes bombed three sur- night 35-40 , high Tuesday 65.
missile launching
face-to-air
LOCAL WEATHER
30, Maywood, Calif., and Mrs. shop, the Sockness Shoe Co., which also were in accidents — gered the first crash, but high- County community Saturday.
Nugent WUH at work today ON
Whltrnore's infant daughter Gamble's Hardware Store and to get the freeways flowing way patrolmen suspect it was
^ a Tho youth climbed to the top administrative assistant to the sites Sunday about 35 miles
Official observations for the
Yvonne. Mervln Williams 43, the offices, Including those of again after Sunday 's multiple motorist, panicked by the fog, of tho silo, opened the hatch executive director of tho Dis- northeast of Hanoi (A) in 24 hours ending at 12 m. SunWorthington, the trucker, was former Assemblyman Howard collisions.
and was overcome. He fell trict of Columbia Commission- North Viet Nam. Last Sat- day :
who slammed on his brakes.
Maximum , 73; minimum , 39;
unhurt.
Cameron and Herman Friess, The toll: one man seriously The car behind hit his, and through the opening and landed er 's Advisory Council on Higher
urday U.S. planes attacked
noon,
51; precipitation , none.
on
soft
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feet
Education.
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.
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The
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behind
hit
)
district
Injured, 27 persons with less
De Due (13 in error and
Timothy Land. 18,
Official
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_
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was
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below.
The
He
and
Luci
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back
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killed 48 civilians a n d
Heights, died when his car hit No one was injured but Ronald serious injuries. Damage: more freeway turned to a mass of overcome attempting to rescue Washington Sunday night after
24
hours
ending
at 12 m. todny:
pascareening
cars
as
screeching,
Omdelcn,
24,
including
30
cars
A
a fireman, was than $100,000,
wounded 55 others. (AP
a tree there Saturday.
Maximum
,
minimum, 20;
57;
his
son
who
did
not
regain
conspending
a
weekend
at
the
LBJ
senger, Martha Pattock, 18 Co- overcome by smoke. He was demolished, 120 others dam- traffic crashed and slammed to sciousness.
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noon, 57; nreclplatlon , none.
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lumbia Heights, was
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6 Reserve Divisions Planes Blast
Missile Sites
Kfar leaderMay Survive Cuts Near Hanoi
Kills Self

13-Inch Rain at
Fori Lduderdale

Nugent Silent
On Plans to
Marry Luci

Cars Crash
100
$300,000 Loss
In Smog Pile up
In Downtown
Rice Lake Fire

Silo Gas Kills
Hager City Boy

Rolvaag and
Knowles Sign
Boundary Pact

NASON ON EDUCATION

A Lazy Student
Needs Motivation
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
University of Southern Calif. '
The average American high
school student -is faced with
greater-than-average problems.
In many cases, when he reaches the middle of his High school
years, his grades tend to go
downhill rather than improve.
His instructors say he has greater capabilities and that his low
marks are the result of lack of
effort. They say he is lary and
needs motivation.
His parents are concerned
that his grades are not up to
college admission requirements.
They say he is morally good and
that hit procrastinating tendencies leave them in doubt as to
whether he will get into college.
But there usually is no doubt in
his own mind in this regard . At
some future time, he expects to
pull the whole thing out of the
fire.
His parents put special pressure on him when he approaches
the failing point In a subject.
And what success ha does attain
Is partially due to their constant
urging.

competence. Show him how and
he wil l do it!

FOR EXAMPLE , it takes only
short applications of the principle that minutes of study before class will increase learning
during the class period and thus
save hours of work and study
after class.
A few such demonstrations
will convince him that how he
studies is more important than
how long he studies.
Having specific plans as to
how he is to study will aid him
in overcoming the habit of procrastinating.
When a boy becomes as familiar with the procedures of
learning as he is with the rules
of football, learning takes on
enough interest to obviate the
need for undue parental pressure. Often it has the additional
effect of preserving friendship
between the boy and his parents.
While in our present school
setup, the average boy is more
of an under achiever than the
average girl, the same principles of learning and interest
THE BOY'S major interest Is apply to girls as well as boys.
centered on games of competition: football, baseball, basketball, golfing, swimming and so
on. It is not that he has been
overdoing sports but that he has
been underdoing learning.
This ail-American boy has
had excellent coaching in athletics. He knows how to condition himself and plan his play.
However, instruction in learning
techniques has often b e e n
DURAND, Wis. (Special ) neglected. He has had no coach- Several items from the 1910
ing on proper approaches to his cornerstone, as well as new
studies and he has been allowed material, were placed in the
to drift into inefficient learning cornerstone of the new Methohabits.
dist Church Sunday during 11
If he is to expend the same a.m. services conducted by
effort in planning his studies, he Supt. Herbert Thompson, Eau
must have coaching as expert as Claire.
that provided him in athletics.
A Bible and Discipline, which
Motivation follows a feeling of appear to have been placed in
the 1916 cornerstone from the
original 1866 stone, were retained and will be on display
fot the church's centennial observance next May.
Moved from the old to the
new were copies of 1866 and
¦^B^B^B^B^BVBL^B^B^BeV^W^B^Ba
^B
1916 church officers ; copies of
the Pepin County Courier; Entering Wedge, and the Link , a
monthly newspaper devoted to
the interests of Eau Claire District Methodism.
New material placed in the
cornerstone includes copies of
the Methodist Visitor : DurandEau Galle-Arkansaw News ;
Courier Wedge; the congregaYOUR CHOICE Of
tion's annual report; church
history to date; current coins;
5 STYlf J AT
copies of the ground-breaking
CORTLAND'S—
service, building brochure and
parsonage dedication listing the
Sunday school children who
likely will be older adults when
the stone is opened again; a
1866 conference yearbook proORDER NOW
vided from a private collection
by Sept. Thompson; a picture
FOR CHRISTMAS!
from the C. G. Branch scrapbook of two young men who entered the ministry in 1905, the
Rev John Rodewald and the
Rev. George Austin ; a yearbook
of the local church from 1941-43
with a picture of the old church
QUALITY JEWELERS on the cover, donated by Ruth
Prissel, and excerpts from the
Corner Third and Ctntar
quarterly conference minutes of
In Downtown Winona
Ed Doughty, Circuit Rider
preacher, 1861-1875 .

Methodists Place
Cornerstone for
Durand Church

Mother's Family Ring

- *15«

CORTLAND

r

r-

ST. PAUL (AP) - Govs. Warren Knowles of Wisconsin and
Karl Rolvaag of Minnesota put
the Minnesota - Wisconsin boundary waters compact into effect
in a signing ceremony in Rolvaag 's office today.
Knowles said it "makes good
common sense", for the states to
join in a planning group that
will study development of the
border area, especially the St.
Croix and Mississippi River valleys.
The governors said there Is a
chance Iowa may join the compact later.

The compact provides for a 10member commission—five from
each state, a 20-member technical advisory committee and an
advisory panel of legislators
from each state.
Rolvaag refused comment on
what the group might have done
had it been in effect prior to
the dispute over building a
Northern States Power Co. plant
on the St. Croix. Knowles said
the compact would have provided a better public forum for discussion of the plant's effects.
Rolvaag also named the five
Minnesota members on the river compact commission. They
are :
A. Harold Peterson, attorney
and former state representative
from Chisago City ; Mrs. R.H.
Thomssen of St. Paul, representing the "Save the St. Croix Committee;" Richard J . Thorpe,
chairman of the Egan Township
Park Board; William D. Klapp,
president of the First National
Bank of Stillwater; and Richard
Cool, Lakeland, member of the
St. Croix Yacht Club.
Knowles said he expects to
name Wisconsin members this
week .
Rolvaag alio named the Minnesota members of the technical
advisory committee, all from
various levels of government.
They Include university President 0. Meredith Wilson, Highway Commissioner John Jamieson, Conservation Commissioner
Wayne Olson and Dr. Malcolm
Hargraves of Rochester, chairman of the Water Pollution Control Commission.

jgt
Open your eyes

the college problem
won't go away
-v
It won 't until we do something about this crisn in
higher education.
Some colleges predict that they soon may have to
turn away qualified high school graduates.
If they do have to turn away thtse potential leaders ,
it will be because of shortages --in buildings , I 'ncililics ,
and especially qualified teachers.
But we need leaders , more and more , Leaders man«fr«
and make \sise use of our manpower , resources and
human skills.
Go-od leadership protects our high level in jobs,
opportunities and living standards.
This is every body 's concern. Make it yours. Give to
the college of your choice.

New Yorkers
Farm Bureau Women
Voting for
Meet atlndependence
Mayor Tuesday

NEW YORK (AP) - Democrat Abraham D. Beame and
Republican-Liberal John V.
Lindsay end one of the city 's
longest, costliest and closest
campaigns for mayor today.
But Tuesday's election may
binge on the size of the vote for
William F. Buckley Jr., 39, the
Conservative party candidate.
E. J. Sievers

Harold A. Schrelner

E.' J. Sievers, former vice
president of finance, was named
to fill the new position of executive vice president of Watkins
Products, Inc., in a move aimed
at centralizing internal administrative responsibility and improving marketing operations of
the company, it was announced
today following a meeting of
the board of directors here Friday.

In recent months, Doyle said,
the company has instituted a
product manager system to handle the promotion and development of over 300 cosmetic,
household and farm products
distributed by the company; expanded research and development facilities; adopted a central Inventory control system,
and installed a department responsible for all phases of physical distribution.
SIEVERS, who was elected to
the board of directors of Watkins
Products in 1962, was made
vice president in 1947. He is a
member of the , board of directors of the Winona National &
Savings Bank and president of
the Winona Community Memorial Hospital.
He is a member of the College of Saint Teresa lay advisory
board and was appointed to the
board of directors of the Minnesota Taxpayers Association in
1965. He lives with his wife,
Mildred, and family at 1285
Parkview.
Previous to his appointment
as treasurer, SCHREINER was
associated with Richmond Brothers Co., men's clothiers,
Cleveland, Ohio. He has served
as accounting manager for Hot
Shoppes, Inc., and a controller
for the southeastern division of
Montgomery Ward & Co. He is
a graduate of Eastern College,
Baltimore, Md.
Schreiner plans to move his
family to Winona in the near
future. The couple has one child.

Watkins Makes 2
Executive Changes

E. L. KING JR., chairman of
the board, and James N. Doyle,
president, also announced jointly
that a new treasurer has been
elected to direct the financial
operations ol the international
direct selling company which
has manufacturing operations in
the U.S., Canada, South Africa
and Australia.
Harold A. Schrelner, 41, Cleveland, Ohio, former chief accounting officer for a multi-corporate
men's clothing manufacturer,
will assume the duties of treasurer which have been expanded
to include the administrative
supervision ot the company's
accounting, d a t a processing,
and credit and collection departments. He will report to the
executive vice president. .
The appointments, which become effective immediately according to Doyle, "are intended
to maximize the advantages
gained from major operational
changes in the past and concentrate increased attention on
the marketing functions of the
company."

Teresan Alumna
On College
Counseling Board

Beame, 59, city comptroller
under outgoing Democratic
Mayor Robert F. Warner, and
Lindsay, 43, a Republican congressman, reportedly have
spent $1.5 million each. Lindsay
has been on the hustings since
May 14, Beame since June 29.
Lindsay says Beame bears
much responsibility for what
Lindsay calls the failures of the
12 year Wagner administration.
Wagner is not seeking re-election.
Moreover,
Lindsay
says
Beame is allied with Demo
cratic bosses whom Wagner
failed to purge, and will open
City Hall to "a parade of party
hacks."
Beame, trying to capitalize on
a 7-to-2 Democratic volar registration advantage, appeals to
party loyalty, and says he can
work better with the administration of President Johnson,
whose outright endorsement he
got only last Friday.
Buckley says he is surprised
at the response to his candidacy. He renounced further political ambitions, saying he will
return to his job as editor of the
magazine, National Review.
Polls show Buckley with as
much as 18 per cent, of the vote,
while Beame and Lindsay have
around 40 per cent each, give or
take a few points.

Pranksters Block
Pepin Co. Road

DURAND, Wis. (Special) Halloween pranksters put road
blocks In two places across Pepin County Highway P, the lower
road between Durand and Arkansaw, Saturday night.
Pepin County Sheriff Roger
Britton was called about 11 p.m.
when a large tree had been felled across the highway near-the
second bridge. A county highway crew was called-out with
a power saw to remove it.
Nearer Arkansaw 25 bales of
hay had been taken from the
Wilfred Hartung barn adjacent
to the highway and stacked
across the road. The owner reUNITED NATIONS, N.Y. ! moved them.
(AP) — The leading boosters of The sheriff received a call conRed China for U.N. membership cerning damage to a fluorescent
are reported split over what to light outside the White House
propose to the General Assem- Cafe at Pepin. Juveniles involved were questioned this morning.
bly.
Diplomatic sources said the
division had developed among
the 11 delegations that got the
117-nation assembly to agree to
debate an item calling for "restoration of the lawful rights of
the People's Republic of China
in the United Nations."
WHITEHALL, Wis. f Special )
They said Cambodia sug- —Entries in this year's Tremgested a resolution proposing to pealeau County conservation
seat Communist China on all poster contest were judged
U.N. bodies without expelling Thursday.
Winners in order: Richard
Nationalist China.
Nelsestuen,
Ettrick ElemenAlbania, Red China's chief
ally in its feud with the Soviet tary; Patty Kujak . Arcadia
Union, urged that the resolution Public school ; Susanne Instenes ,
call for expulsion of the Chinese Blair public school; Hazel Jane
Gunderson, Osseo Community
Nationalists in favor of the Schools; Robert
Wagner, TremCommunists and meet some of pealeau school,
and Louanne
Communist China 's other condi- Thompson, Blair.
tions for joining the United Na- Judges Were Nic Jensen, prestions.
ident of the Trempealeau County Associated C o n s e r v a tion Clubs, Arcadia; Odell
Schansberg chairman, Whitehall , Trempealeau County Soil
and Water Conservation District
supervisor, and Mrs. Mildred
KENOSHA , Wis. (#) — Fire ot Stenberg, art instructor for the
undetermined origin caused an Whitehall and Blair school disestimated $25,000 damage Sun- tricts.
day to a chain food store on the The posters will be on display
city 's North Side.
in the hall on the first floor of
Fire Chief Jerome Gumbinger the courthouse at Whitehall for
said one-third of the city 's fire- two weeks. Prizes will be
fighting force worked to put out awarded to the winner at the
the blaze , which burned nearly public conservation recognition
three hours. Gumbinger estle banquet, Arcadia Country Club,
mated the damage.
Nov. 12.
¦

Friends Divided
3 Slightly Hurt
an Plan for Red
In Durand Crash A College of Saint Teresa
DURAND, Wis. (Special) — alumna, Miss Margaret E. Per- China in U.N.
Two passengers in a car that ry, has been elected to the ex-

went into a ditch and hit a tree
at midnight Saturday southeast
of Durand were taken to St.
Benedict's Community Hospital
and kept until Sunday for treatment of their wounds and for observation.
Bradley Andre , driving a 195$
car, told Bruce Stafford, traffic
officer , that as he came around
a corner there was a deer in the
road. In trying to miss it, he
lost control , went off to the right
and into a tree. He wasn 't injured, but Mary Ann Poeschel
and Anton Schuh received multiple cuts and bruises.
Damage to the car was extensive. The right front fender
of the car hit the tree, windows
were broken and a wrecker was
needed to haul It away. The accident happened near Dorwln's
Mill.
¦
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32 Confirmed
At Spring Grove

SPRING GROVE . Minn. (Special) — A class of 32 renewed
baptismal covenants at confirmation services Sunday at Trinity Lutheran Church before the
Rev. Rolf Hanson. Communion
followed. Members of the class
were :
Murk Clauson , Manley Dahler, Katherlne Deters, Dennis Dotseth. Roxanne
EHingson , lercvA Goodno. Gale Gulbranion. Els* Maneen, Mavratn Hlllman,
Mary Moegh, Jaenna Johnson, Itephen
Johnsrud , Mary Laniwerk, Gordon Myhr», Linda Newgaard, Russell Oakes, Jean,
ette Olerud , Terry Olerud, Spencer Ol'
ton, Mark Onsgard, Mercla Oslern, Nan*
<y Oslern, Veven Qulnnell, John Kauk.
Pauline Kauk Curtis Rovtrud, Diana
Sond. John Scheevel, Harlan Tweeten,
Donald Wendel, Duan* Wist* and Iftvan
Wl!,te .

BUDGET PLAN

ecutive board of the Association
of College Admissions Counselors and appointed chairman of
the publications board. Miss
Perry is associate director of
admissions, assistant dean j o t
students and assistant professorial lecturer of English in the
college of the University of Chicago. She has been associated
with the university since 1046.
The Teresan alumna completed her work at the college in
1932 and earned master of arts
from the University of Alabama
in 1939. Further graduate work
was done at the University of
Wisconsin Law School, the
Bread Loaf (Vermont) School
of English and the University
of Chicago.

Quie to Open Office
In Faribault Nov. 8
Cong. Albert H. Qule said his
1st District office will be open
from Nov. 8 through Dec. 17.
The office is on the second
floor of the Olympla Building
at 4th and Central Avenue In
downtown Faribault.
During November and December, Qule will fulfill numerous
speaking engagements a n d
meet with constituents to report on the first session of the
89th Congress.
¦

Spring Grove Drive
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special ) — The United Fund drives
are in progress in Spring Grove
and Wilmington Township.
¦

Ettrick Festival* Day

( FUEL QUI Ettrick
ETTRICK, Wis, ( Special) American Legion will
Phone 2314

DOERER ' S

Radio-Olipatchad Equipment

hold its annual festival day and
turkey shoot Sunday at Ettrick
Community Hall starting at
11 .30 a.m. Kenneth Willgrubs is
commander. The public is invited. Lunch will be served by
the legion Auxiliary throughout
the afternoon and evening under tho direction of Mrs. Willgrubs, president.

Dr. K. D. Barcel
Chiropractor

College Is America 's best friend
Publishes1 u • public »»rviei In cooperetlM with The Advtrtl»ln| >*?* «»
CoiincM . tin Counfll lor Hn»m ill Aid It Idu riHon and I'll fjflPXV
ftiwt ptpar A0v«rluin| (ntcutiv ts Assam! iwi.
JfiK f

DISTRICT SESSION

AT 268 LAFAYITTI
HOURS"
I I V U H Va

* *'m* '* 'pm ' D«'^Monday-Friday
,arf , H „ Httm j,tur day»
PHONE 1717

Winners Named
In Trempealau
Poster Contest

$50,000 Fire
At Kenosha

Farm Bureau policy." She urged
the women to take an active
part in politics. "Remember
your rights, and remember that
with every right there is resopnsibllity." .
Mrs. Baurnan also showed color slides and told of her recent
trip to Dublin, Ireland, where
she was sent as a delegate to
the 11th triennial conference of
the World Association of Country Women.
Mrs; Manley Hendrlckson,
Mihdoro, state vice chairman,
discussed "The Farm Bureau
Women's Role in Good Government." Mrs. Sexe spoke on "The
Farm Bureau Women's Role in
MRS. ALDRED Sexe, Town of Public Information and UnderEttrick, presided. She is chair- standing. "
man of Trempealeau County
selections were conFarm Bureau Women and dis- VOCAL
a Trempealeau
by
tributed
trict committeewoman.
Kurtzweil described the Farm County Farm Women's quartet
Bureau as a free, independent comprised of Mrs. Sexe, Mrs.
nongovernmental, nonpolitical, Arnold Brovold, Town of Ettrick,
voluntary organization designed Mrs. Louis Halderson, Town of
to analyze the problems and for- Gale, and Mrs. Richard Lettner,
mulate action to achieve educa- Centerville, with Mrs. Roland
tional improvement, economic Ekern, Town of Ettrick, accomopportunity and social advance- panist. The invocation and table
ment of farm and ranch famil- prayer were by Mrs. Leonard
ies. It is-4»npartisan, nonsec- Zeman, Melrose.
tarian and nonsecret in charac- Anouncement was made of the
ter.
national Farm Bureau meeting,,
The American Farm Bureau in Chicago Dec. 14-15 and of the Federation, Kurtzweil said, is state convention in Milwaukee
organized in 48 states, Puerto begining Nov. 13. Arrangements
Rico and Hawaii, and is the lar- are being made for a chartered
gest farm organization in the bus to travel from Eau Claire
United States. More than 800 to Milwaukee for the state connew members have been enroll- vention, with Arnold Brovold,
ed in Wisconsin the last year, director, of the Wisconsin Farm
Bureau, in charge.
he said.
He compared the Farm Bur- Mrs. Prosper Schank, Arcadeau with the Farmers Union, ia, was elected district secreGrange and NFO. He said the tary, and Mrs. Cecil Meyer,
Farm Bureau affords farmers Sparta, was named district
opportunity to determine and es- treasurer. Mrs. Sexe will serve
tablish agricultural p o l i c y . on the state resolutions comFarmers are provided with a mittee.
voice and can say what they
want or don't want.
Mrs. Baumann stressed the Though ancient artisans did
part that women play in the not know much about the chemFarm Bureau program. "Know ical elements in their glass,
first," she said, "that freedom some of their masterpieces —
of the individual is indispensible layered, multicolored, sculpturto man's well-being and develop- ed and mosaic — would be difment. Freedom and dignity of ficult if not impossible to duplithe individual is the basis of cate today.
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Rupert Kurtzweil of. Edgar, field
representative for the Wisconsin
Farm Bureau, and Mrs. A. J.
Baumann, Cottage Grove, state
president of Farm Bureau Women, were speakers Friday at a
meeting of District 4 > Farm
Bureau Women, at Club Midway, Independence.
Each of the six counties in
District 4—La Crosse, Monroe,
Jackson, Eau Claire, Trempealeau and Buffalo—was represented. La Crosse County received the attendance prize, having nine members present for
the opening at 10 a.m.
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1 Christmas Shopper Account
B
Starts Today,
1
November 1st
1
I
thru December 24th

Trempealeau Mental
Health Unit to Meet

I only.

J

The purpose and benefits of this new account are I
|

candidate for the two-year term
THERE WILL BE NO SERVICE CHARGE
of mayor of Minnesota City. No | •
ON THIS ACCOUNT.
one filed for the office. The elec- I
tion is Tuesday.
4 The use of the CHRISTMAS SHOPPER ACCOUNT
|Is OPTIONAL. However , should you desire to employ this account , special application for same
|
|must be made In our Main Office , Second Floor
. ^*»»W|^M"^«»»"aWaa*^a«a**BBi*^ta^fc^M^^^^
1 . . . in person. A special CHRISTMAS SHOPPER
AUTO PROTECTION |ACCOUNT CREDIT CARD will then be issued to
you . . . which must be presented at all times when
• Bodily Injury Liability
|j
Proptrty
Damag*
Liability
•
|making purchases to be charged to this account,
• Medical Paymtnti
• 51,000 Accidental Daath
• Unlmured Motorlits
All For
Per
A* Low *M AA
.pjaUU Month
A*
Can You Get It?

a
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special) —The Trempealeau Counn
ty Mental Health Association
will meet Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in the nurses' lunch room at TriPHILIP BAUMANN AOBNCY ;
County Memorial H o s p i t a l ,
Whitehall. Anyone Interested Is
&01 Main - Phont lMt
_ ....
invited to attend.
lLtlsWIMIlW«^^
i

J
1
1
1
fi

|. . . a new, and separate budget charge account |
I that has been created solely for Christmas shop- |
|ping charges, and will , therefore , be available f
% for use from November 1st thru December 24th 1

I threefold:
I
p
• All Christmas Purchases can be placid
on this special account . . . thereby,
|
I
eliminating ' a larga increase In your
regular
charge account.
|
|
• This account will be closed at the close of
First Sllverless
John Reinke Write-in fi
our business day, December 24th, and the
Quarters Issued
total amount pro-rated Into ten equal pay
Candidate for Mayo r
mints (with a minimum payment of $10.00)
|
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)- Of Minnesota City
. . . to be paid monthly over a ten month
The first silveriest* quarters go
f*
MINNESOTA CITY , Minn. into circulation today.
period, starting with January billing.
John *Reinke Jr. is a write-In y

Their use originally hadn't
deen expected until next month,
but President Johnson said mint
production has been faster than
anticipated.
Sllverless quarters and dimes
were authorized by Congress
this year because of a diminishing supply ot the metal and the
resulting increase in its price.
Sllverless dimes are scheduled to be Issued in January.
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Other Firm s Survive; Volunteer Dies
Rebuildin g Planned After Suffering

Aside from the Randall SuperValu building, destroyed in Sunday's fire, none of the neighboring Westgate businesses suffered damage enough to force a
shutdown.
All are open and operating,
although owners are looking forward unhappily to the upcoming Christmas buying season
when customer traffic will inevitably be cut back by loss of
the supermarket.
JAMES HOGUE, R a n d a l l
manager, estimated today that
five or six months will be needed to recondition the store.
Owners of the building had
assured him , Hogue said, that it
will be rebuilt "bigger and better than before ." The facilities
are owned by Second Consolidated Investment Fund, Huron.

S.D., a commercial real estate
holding company.
Put out of work by the fire
are the store's 55 employes,
representing a weekly payroll ol
$3,000, said Hogue.

STOCKS OF merchandise are
mostly unsalvageable, according
to Millard Chab, 1872 W. 5th
St., of the state .Department ol
Agriculture division for agricultural products inspection. Chab
said the department's function
is to rule on whether foodstuffs
are safe for human consumption . Canned goods were almost
all damaged beyond safe limits.
Some fresh produce,might" be
washed up and thus technically
usable, he said, but it would
probably carry a heavy smoke
taint.
Losses are covered by insur-

DENSE SMOKE . . . Fireman with breathing apparatus
strapped to his back shows the only way it was possible for
men to enter the smoky interior of Randall's Super Valu
In the Westgate Shopping Center. "You couldn't see your hand
in front of your face," one- said. Supermarket Manager Jim
Hogue follows. (Daily News photo)

ance, Hogue said. An incompletely installed ' sprinkler system did not affect coverage.
Had it been finishied, it would
have meant lower premium
rates, however .
A heavy pall of smoke, carried northeast by a 25-mile
breeze, apparently did little
damage to nearby homes and
businesses. Homeowners in the
Clark's Lane area, about two
blocks east of the burning store,
credited the fact that most windows were tightly shut with
storm sashes in place.

CARL RUGE, whose Ben
Franklin store is next door to
the Randall building, said the
fire was worse than its predecessor, five years ago. On Aug.
2, 1960, he recalled the store
suffered a serious fire and was
out of business until Nov. 1.
This time, said Ruge, the situation may be worse because the
shutdown' may last longer. Merchants have their Christmas
stocks on hand , he said, and
no cutbacks are possible. Ruge
is the only merchant in the area
who was in business when the
1960 fire occurred.
Kenneth Wurch , operator of
Ken's Hardware, said his store
suffered no damage but that
he also thinks business prospects for the next few months
have taken a sharp blow.
Robert Von Rohr, Westgate
drug store owner, said he was
forced to close his store when
the fire began. Each time his
door opened, a cloud of smoke
billowed inside, he said. Von
Rohr said he is still trying to
determine the extent of his
smoke damage. He opened at
the regular hour today.
NO PLANS for restoration of
the Gold Bond trading stamp
redemption center have been
made yet, according to Mrs.
Donald Schaefer, manager.
Company officials, expected to
arrive today, will probably decide soon whether or not to
set up temporary facilities, she
said.
The center, carrying a stock
of some 1,200 to 1,500 items, was
a total loss. Estimated value of
the equipment and inventory
was $15,000.

Heart Attack

Fire Department Captain Lamar Steber turned to Goodview
Volunteer Fireman Roland J.
Limpert, 36, 840 39th Ave., Sunday evening . at the site of the
Randall's supermarket fire and
noticed that Limpert looked ill.
"Don't you think you could
use some oxygen ," Steber asked
Limpert. "Yeah, I think I
could," Limpert replied.
STEBER himself inter an injury victim in the fire fight ,
beckoned to ambulance man
Melvin Praxel and a helper.
They immediately put Limpert
on a stretcher and rushed him
to the hospital, administering
oxygen on the way.
Arriving at the hospital at
6:03 p.m., Praxel turned bis
passenger .over to two doctors.
But their labor was in vain; he
could not be revived, and Limpert's body was, removed to
Fawcett Funeral Home at 7:25
p.m.
Praxel said that he knew Limpert had had heart trouble and
so wasted no time getting the
man to the hospital. Limpert
was near collapse when they
put him on the stretcher and
may have died en route to the
hospital.
STEBER, 1171 W. Sth St., later became the only other fireman to be ^admitted to the hospital. He stepped in a hole
while carrying a back-pack
breathing apparatus and fell on
his back, Acting Fire Chief Ervin Laufenburger said today.
The 50-pound apparatus apparently contributed to the muscle spasm Steber suffered. He
is expected to go home Tuesday. X-rays showed that the
hair-line fracture of his spine
which had be«n feared did not
occur.
Fireman Clem 0. Huff , 1780
Gilmore Avei , was at home today with an apparently sprained
back . Fireman Arthur D. Johns,
1286 W. 2nd St., received a minor hand injury as did Lambert
S. Bronk . Rollingstone, a member of the Rollingstone volunteer fire department.
Fireman ATvin J. Malotke, 910
E. Sanborn St., was treated for
face burns at Community Memorial Hospital Sunday night
and released. He is on duty today with a tender face, Laufenburger said.
Malotke was working with
two other firemen to break open
the rear door of the Gold Bond
redemption center in the Westgate Shopping Center Sunday
evening. When they got the door
open, a "flashback" — mixture
of hot air and flames — struck
Malotke in the face, according
to Assistant Chief Edward Lelwica.

¦::«¦:¦:¦ ;¦. :¦¦.-- . ¦¦*;¦:.. ¦:
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terior in the hope th at it would soak up some
GET THE WATER IN . . . Assistant Fire
of the intense heat being generated by the
Chief Edward M. Lelwica said today that
confined blaze. Here, the firemen are aiming
Randall's
burning
not
enter
the
his men could
their stream at the ceiling where the fire
supermarket Sunday without breathing apwas. (Daily News photo )
paratus. Those who had none had to contend
getting
water
into
the
inthemselves with

APPLICANTS
WANTED
FOR SPECIAL CENSUS FOR
CITY OF WINONA
Pick up app lication blank at Recorder 's Office.
City Hall. Application must be filled out prior
to interview.

*

Interview* to begin at . 10:00 a.m. Wednesday,
Nov. 3, 1965.

WORK TO LAST ABOUT TWO WEEKS
John S. Carter
City Recorder

vandals Break
Two Windows

Halloween vandals destroyed
an auto windshield and a house
window during the weekend,
according to city police.
Elmer Doerr, 4*30 Wilsic St.,
told police that someone smashed the windshield on his auto
parked at his house about fl::tO
p.m. Sunday.
A bock window at the barbershop at the L. J. Welch residence, 301 Chatfield St., was
broken during the weekend.
According to Chief James
McCabe it was a quiet Halloween weekend. There were a
few reports of minor vandalism, he said.

MR. LIMPERT had been employed the past 10 years as a
special a g e n t
for the New
York Life Insurance Co. He
was born Dec.
10, 1929, at Altura , Minn., to
the Rev. William C. and
Helen (P f e i 1)
Limpert.
He
had lived in
since
Winon a
law.
Mr. Limpert
Mr. Limpert
married Deloris Kratz Oct. 6,
1951 at St. Matthew's LutheranChurch , Winona . He served
with tha U.S, Army 1947-50. He
was a Lewiston High School
graduate and a 1953 graduate
of Winona State College.
Mr. Limpert was a member '
of Trinity Lutheran Church ,
Goodview , the Goodview volunteer fire department , Winona
Bow Hunters , Minnesota City
Boat Club, Izaak Walton League
and Winon a Association of Life
Underwriters.
Goodview Fire Chief Joseph
Trochta said of Mr. Limpert today, "Rollie was one of the
first to join the fire department .
He was a darn good man. " Mr.
Limpert served as first aid and
public relations man for tho department.
He was national vice president of Lutheran Pioneers and
past president of the Winon a
Association of Life Underwriters.
SURVIVORS: His w'fe; his
mother , Mrs. W . C. Limpert ,
Winona; four sons, Roland Jr.,
David , Joh n and Jeffrey, all at
home; two brothers , William
and Gerhard , both of Minneapolis , and three sisters, Mrs.
Lenora Wolfe , La Crosse ; Miss
Gertrude Limpert , La Crosse,
and Mrs. Harry (Adeline ) Bryan , Albany , Ga. His father nnd
one sister have died .
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at St. Matthew's Lutheran Church , Winona , the Rev. Larry Zessin officiating. Burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery. Friends may
call at the funeral , home Tuesday from 7 to i) p.m . and Wednesday nt the church from 1
to 2 p.m. A memorial is being
arranged.

GETTING TO THE FIRE . . . Getting at the fire was
the hardest part of the job for firemen Sunday at Randall's
Super Valu . White steam at top of the building indicates that

firemen were getting water directly on the flames in the
space between the false ceiling and the roof. Firemen found
this difficult to do all afternoon. (Daily News photo)

Smoke Was Problem
( Continued from Page 1.)

his 50 to 60 customers and 12
employes out of the store, he
was unable to get at the cash
registers.
Lelwica, meanwhile, was getting the maximum number of
hose lines laid . Two additional
lines were laid from the hydrant near the Westgate motel
to the north and east sides of
the building.
Since all the doors to the supermarket, with the exception of
the front one and the door at
the northeast corner, were locked and bolted, firemen were attempting to get water into the
building through the large plateglass windows at the east and
north sides. These had cracked
in the intense heat.

THEN THE wind shifted to
the east, and Lelwica realized
that fire could break into the
Gold Bond stamp redemption
center to the southeast.
To counter a spread of flames
in that direction , Lelwica set up
a water tower at the southeast
corner of the Randall's building
and ran two more 2%-inch lines
up it. With their commanding
view of the surrounding store
roofs, firemen in the water tower were able to knock down
firebrands.
However, flames were spreading to the redemption center by
another route — the connecting roof of the two buildings
with its flue-like space between
the false ceiling and roof.
An eighth hose line was laid
from the hydrant at the northwest corner and split into two
lVfe-inch lines so that the building could be surrounded by
streams of water.
PART OF this surrounding
action included the placing of
men on the roof of Randall's.
They shared the l 1.4-inch lines
from another split hose line and
attempted to cut holes in the
roof.
The fiteel-beam construction
of the roof at Randall's made
this slow work, however.
If they could have made some
large holes in the roof , the
smoke would have had a chance
to escape upwards , Lelwica
pointed out , making fire-fighting possible inside the building.
As the north edge of the roof
began to buckle, he had to pull
his men back to the center of
the building, Lelwica said.
There , they got a hole opened
and shoved a line with a whirling nozzle down inside to get a
spray action going.
The men were removed entirely, however , when the Gold
Bond stamp center erupted in
flames late in the afternoon. The
wood-joist ceiling of the adjoining building had let its roof collapse more quickly.

¦¦

ATTACK FROM ABOVE . . . When firemen found that they couldn 't locate the
"base" of the fire in the dense smoke of
the Randall's interior , they attempted to
open holes in the building 's roof. They hoped
of this kind .
The fire department rigs returned to station at 9:30 p.m.,
Lelwica said, leaving four men
at the scene with four hose lines
to combat flareups in the wreckage.
ACTING FIRE Chief Ervin R .
Laufenburger said today that
there were several flareups overnight but nothing unexpected .
He arrived at the scene about
9 p.m. immediately on his return from an out-of-town trip.
Laufenburger a n d Lelwica

by doing this to both clear smoke out of tho
interior and clear a path to the flames that
were raging in the space between the false
ceiling and roof of the store. (Daily News
photo)

joined in commending the action
of the many people who aided
Ihe Winona fire department at
the scene.

eral private businesses provided
free coffee, doughnuts and sandwiches for the firefighters, and
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 7)

The Salvation Army and sevmlm\
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INDEPENDENT

SMOKE WAS
Regular Meetings
3rd Mondays—8:00 p.m.
'** «nd
Social Nights — Othar Mondays

ORDER OF

ODDFELLOWS

Milton Knutson, N.G.

p— APPLICANTS WANTED-™,

THE COLLAPSE of the roof
at the Gold Bond center provided the needed ventilation ; but
/
too late , a fireman said.
Lelwica said that it was nearly
6 p.m. before lie knew for sure (
that the fire had been contained.
Keipor mentioned that the men
set up a "water curtain " shielding the other stores in the West- C
gate Shopping Center from posf
sible spreading of the fire.
It was late In the atfernoon,
Keiper mentioned, when the department turned Its efforts to
confining the blaze and gradually reducing its intensity.
j

A measure of the heat
produced , he noted, was that
Klcel beam* lose about 70
percent of their utrength at
Hteel
^mmm. 1,000 dcRrccfl. The
Ammmm ^mWaWmmammWmamaWmmmmmmmm
brums at ItnniiaU'H are all
tk
WINONA LODGE NO. 18 A.F & A.M.
either buckled or warped,
Stated
he
pointed out.
Communication
a^Jsft/v
Actuall y, Kdpcr said , temperT\&( Tuesday/ Nov. 2, 7:30 o'clock
atm
es of 1,21X1 to 1,500 degrees
Gsoigo M. Robertton Jr., W.M.
are not uncommon at big flroa
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Applications for employment with the City of Winona \
Street Department are now being accepted.

1

Applicant* muil be under 45 year* of ago , a resident of the city, and must

1

have a valid chauffer 's liconse.

1

Apply at Street Dept. Office, 201 Stone St.

)

Between 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
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By Jimmie Hatlo |
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Why Chris Kept
Her Clothes On
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Confession in .
Double Slaying
Al little Falls
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West Germans Plan
14-Day Survival Kit
BONN (API - The West German government announced a
14-day
survival ration kit
costing $5 per person will be
marketed to hel p householders
comply with a law effective
Jan. 1 requiring storage of a
fomtlght's food supplies for use
in case of war and disaster
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Some Additional Fall Suggestions

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Brace yourself for a little Broadway sermon.
Blonde, beautiful, bouncy little Chris Noel had come to
New York from West Palm Beach to model . . . it was a bitter
cold winter . . . she needed » heavy coat .
. but #the rent
was overdue . . . and while nobody could say she was 'flat, she
WM broke.
"I can get vou $5,000 if you'll post nude. " said a photographer who 'd noticed her nonflatness.
"No, " she said. "I couldn't
do that. "
"Oh, don't be so square,"
the photographer said. "You
think about it. "
"I don't need to think about
it. " she said, bravely for 18.
"But I did think about it . . .
for three days, in my apartLITTLE PALLS, Minn (AP- ment that needed furniture,
Anton E. Olson, 52, allegedly about what I could do with
$5,000.
has confessed the shotgun slay"I kept remembering a story
ings of Morrison County Sheriff I'd read when I was a little
John E. Stack, 45, and Deputy girl. There was a little schoolAndrew P. Herlitz , 55, it was boy whose mother had posed
nude. The other little boys told
brought out in a weekend court him about it, but he wouldn 't behearing.
live that about his mother.
District Judge Charles W. Ken- They brought him the paper
nedy of Wadena on Saturday de- with the proof and it broke bis
nied a defense motion to sup- heart.
"A corny story, but I kept
press an alleged confession and
certain other evidence in the thinking about how I would disappoint my mother .
first degree murder case against
"I went to my agents, told
Olson.
them I just couldn't pose nude
Stack and Herlitz were fatally — and asked them to lend me
wounded in Olson 's farm yard $200. They did — and I've been
west of Little Falls the night of work ing ever since!"
Oct. 15.
CHRIS, NOW 13, and a HollyOlson is held in Lieu of $100,- woodian, is the star of two
000 bond on each of two murder films, "Beach Ball" and "Wild ,
counts pending a preliminary Wild Winter. " And she's the
hearing at 11 a.m. Wednesday special girl friend of increasingbefore Municipal Judge H. M. ly popular Jack Jones — and
Braggang,
next spring, when he gets his
St. Paul attorney Robert Con- divorce, there might be some
nors Is representing Olson.
news about that.
"It's very easy, " she says,
"to lead a life that can hurt
Nivy Gets 31st
the people you care for. So if
you ever see me nude in a
Missile Submarine
film, you can be sure it's my
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (AP) double, or that I' m wearing
— The Navy has acquired its flesh-colored tights."
Vice President Humphrey
fi st ballistic missile submarine,
named for the Latin American rode up to the Hotel Americ ana
liberator, Simon Bolivar. The in a Lincoln convertible, with a
vessel is the 11th Polarois sub- N.J. license and just one man
marine built at Newport Newt. besides the driver — astonishing a reception committee
which thought he'd have a fleet
sf bodyguards. He f ound time
here to visit Jacqueline Kennedy.
There were some wonderful
momen t s w hen Christopher
MATINIIS-.:H
Plummer opened in "The RoyUt-S0« ?S*
NITI$ - 7:00*:»
al Hunt of the Sun. " John Carradlne, quite shattered, be said
lSt-mii-90*
watching his son David in a
major role, said David's name
Isn't really David, but John, and
| ENDS TUES.
^ama7a
that his name isn't really John,
***^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^aaam ^a7la7 ^mmmT
^k^mii
^mamm
but Richmond. You have that
now???. . .One viewer, bothered by the frequent references
to the Incas , said the title
should be "Inca Dlnca Don't"
. . .One angel, broker Bob Wittensteln
, went to the cast party
at La Fonda del Sol, leaving his
mother-in-law , Stella Katz, of
the Bronx , to flash him what
the TV reviewers said. Mrs.
Katz phoned him excitedly,
"They said Christopher Columbus was wonderf ul !"
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A
P'aHMa
'
T*aaWHIa
P
fellow explained that he and his
wife have a 50-50 relationship:
"Half the. time I cook dinner ,
the other half we eat out. "
WISH I'D SAID THAT. Jackie Kahane discussed a B'way
character : "He's not too bright.
In school he needed two years
of tutoring before he could qualify as a drop out. "
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"The mistake a lot of politicians
make is in forgetting they were
appointed, and thinking they 're
been anointed. " — Mrs . Claude
Pepper.
Henny Youngman, displaying
his new tie , said. "Like it? I
W OTTOPMNWWR rTLM have six more just like it —
the
salesman
didn 't
have
STARTS WE.D.
change of a dollar. '' . . . That's
earl, brother.
¦
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DEAR ABBY:

Goaf Farmer '
Protests Jokes

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: A while back , someone wrote in asking you
which was worse , a married woman going with a single man,
or a single woman going with a married man. You replied,
"One goat doesn't care if another goat smells," or words
to that effect.
Abby, that might have been a good answer, but the
belief that goats smell bad has done an awful lot of damage
to us folks in the goats ' milk business. I admit, the buck
does smell pretty bad , but the doe is as odorless and clean
as any other farm animal. Other rumors about goats, such
as goats will eat anything, including tin cans, garbage, etc.,
have given goats a bad name.
Goats' milk is recommended by many doctors for ulcer
patients, but some people refuse to touch it because they
think goats are dirty animals. I hope you print this in defense of goats.
"IN THE GOAT BUSINESS"
DEAR "IN": I never ^thought I'd
be defending old goats, or young ones,
but here I am! I, too, was guilty of harboring all the prejudices you mentioned
about goats. Forgive me. I didn't realize
I was butting into your business.
DEAR ABBY: What should a girl do
when she Is nice-looking, has a good education but she lives in a small town and
nobody lets her forget that she lives on the
wrong side of the tracks?
THE GIRL
DEAR GIRL: When the train cornea
through , she should get on it!

ABBY

DEAR ABBY : We have two teen-aged daughters. One
has started college this fall , which brings up something we'd
like your opinion on.
Do you think parents OWE their children a college
education? We believe that parents should "lend" their
children the money for college , with the understanding that
it will be paid back as soon as possible.
Our daughters contend that educating children is the
parents' responsibility , and should be anticipated by them
through a program of saving as soon as the child is born.
We welcome your comments and those of your readers.
C. J. P.
DEAR C. J. P.: Some parents could not , if they
wanted to. provide for extensive college educations for
all their children. (Medicine, law and other fields require
7 to 15 years of college.) Other parents can well afford
to educate their children and do so willingly without
strain. However, I go along with your daughters. Educating children, along with feeding and clothing them,
should be the parents' responsibility if circumstances
permit. However , many students have managed to continue their educations beyond high school wlth no help
^
from home.
CONFIDENTIAL TO BRUCE : Cast the first "stone."
And make it a diamond. If you are indeed her first love,
YOU are lucky. If SHE is your last romance, SHE'S lucky.
Problems? Write to Abby , Box 69700. Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
erance pav or transfer to other
Swift plants.
The plant, which opened In
1929, processes cream , butter
and poultry.
¦
MONTEVIDEO, Minn. (AP>Mapagement of the Swift and
Co, dairy and poultry process- LBJ Sends Birthday
ing plant announced to its 50
employes Saturday that the Greetings to Chiang
plant will close Nov. 28.
TAIPEI, Formosa (AP) The announcement was made President Johnson was among
by B. C. Kvanli , plant manager, foreign chiefs of state who sent
who said lack of volume result- birthday greetings to President
ed in the management decision. Chiang Kai-shek who was 78
Employes will be offered sev- Friday.

Another Swift
Plant Closed

Johnson Turns
To Study of
U.S. Spending

JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)
— President Johnson eases Into
a new work week today emphasizing efforts to both earn and
save money for the federal government.
Johnson ordered , a Washington conference today to explore
the possibility of selling off 1.4
million short tons of surplus
stockpiled aluminum — a deal
that could enrich the Treasury
by several hundred million dollars.
The President was said* to be
prodding special assistant Joseph A. Calif ano Jr., back at the
White House, to encourage trimming of budget and legislative
requests that will go to Congress next year.
Johnson and wife Lady Bird
were alone, again at the LBJ
Ranch — as alone as they ever
can be — following the Sunday
departures of both daughters to
return to college classes.
The Texas White House still
was keeping mum about reports
that the younger daughter , 18year-old Luci, had made a
roundtrip weekend flight from
Washington with 22-year-old boy
friend Pat Nugent to seek Johnson's blessing for marriage.
James H. Moyers, filling in
for his brother Bill as press secretary, told reporters he understood Luci and Pat left the
ranch for Washington before
Sunday lunch — and apparently
before a lay, minister of the
Christian Church arrived to conduct family services. Both Luci
and Pat are Roman Catholics.
She is a freshman at the
Georgetown University School
of Nursing.
After Moyers announced the
departure of Luci and Pat, he
Was asked if the chief executive's daughter had left in a
huff.
'
"Ob, no," he said.
Moyers did his best, in fact, to
knock down any speculation
that Luci's Friday night flight
here with Pat had led to any
explosion within the family.
"The family has enjoyed being together this weekend,"
Moyers said.
Johnson was described by
Moyers as still suffering from
back pains attributed to the incision through which surgeons
removed his gall bladder and a
kidney stone on Oct. 8. However, he added, Johnson "feels
that each day brings more progress" and both President • and
physicians are satisfied with his
recovery.
The chief executive was said
to have relaxed, worked a bit,
walked about a mile and worshipped privately Sunday.

of the glories
THIS is the first November, a time when most
of the autumn season have departed with the last days of
reOctober. A time when the leafless trees tell us that the
delay.
maining garden tasks should be completed without further
Our grape vines were laid on the ground last week and
covered with several Inches of soil, after they were given toe
necessary pruning. While listed as being hardy, the good table
varieties such as Concord, Niagara, Fredonia, Caco and others
are not always dependably so
in our area , especially if the
vines are young. After once be- growth will shoot up from the
coming established, any of these base of the plant, grow rapidvarieties may go through our ly and flower well, but the
winters without any protection. vines will not grow so tall. NeiThe University of Minnesota ther will they be so tall, if cut
has developed several varieties
of grapes that will survive the
winters without any covering,
but they are not as large and
flavorful as the above mentioned varieties. The Alpha and
Beta varieties, also, are hardy
without any winter protection,
^i, \f *'Z£tflf
but they are inferior in size
and flavor. ,
GENERALLY, we cnt back
our grape vines in the fall before covering them, as this
makes them easier to handle.
When pruning grape vines,
the long canes of the past season's growth which bore fruit
should be cut back to within
four or five joints of the stems
from which they grew. From
the buds at these joints new
growth will start in the spring
that will produce the succeeding crop of grapes. By cutting
back the long canes, the new
spring shoots will be stronger
and a better crop of fruit produced, than if left untrimmed.
Peonies that were newly
planted this fall should be protected the first winter with a
three or four inch mulch of
leaves, marsh hay, straw, or
similar materials. Established
peonies do not require much,
if any, mulch, although a light
covering will do no harm.
BEFORE mulching peonies
in the fall, it is a good garden
practice to cut off all of the
old stems at ground level and
destroy them, if there was any
evidence of peony blight during the growing season. Otherwise, «the tops can be cut down
to about six inches. This saves
doing the work in the spring
and the stubs help to hold the
snow as well as any mulch that
is applied.
We always receive some
inquiries at this time of the
year as to whether clematis
vines should be cut down in the
fall, or spring, and how close
to the ground it should be done.
If the gardener does not object to having the dried vines
on the trellis during the winter,
they can be cut down in the
spring which is usually more
advantageous. Otherwise, they
can be cut off now.
HOW FAR to cat them down
Is a matter of nidividual .preference. We leave' our vines on
the trellises until spring and
wait until new shoots appear
on the old stems. Then the top
of each stem is cut off just
above the uppermost new shoot ,
this may be four feet, or more,
above the ground, thus adding
height to the vines. Some of
the weaker stems may not show
any new growth and they can
be cut off at ground level. Old
clematis vines are quite brittle
and may appear to be dead,
so they should be handled with
care to avoid breakage.
If all of the old stems are
cut off at ground level, new

down to about two feet. If
handled in this way, the vines
can be cut down either in the
fall or spring. In the last' analysis it becomes a matter of the
owner's preference.
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CIVIL LIBERTIES

Action Against
Baccalaureates
Being Considered
The Minnesota Civil Liberties
Union (MCLU ) will consider
next weekend bringing court action to bar state operated
schools from holdings baccalaureate service as part of their
graduation exercises , the organization's executive director
said here Sunday.
This is being done, according
to Director Lynn S. Castner , in
accordance with the U.S. Supreme Court 's decision on school
prayer.
CASTNER, with two 'members of the MCLTJs board of directors and an attorney who
worked on civil rights cases
last summer in Florida , appear-

Minnesota City
School Job Cut
To $177,482

ed on a panel at Kryzsko Commons of Winona State College.
The panel discussion was organized to inform its audience
of about 40 "how the CLVJ
makes, decisions and how it
takes action on those decisions,"
according to Dr. Margaret Boddy, board member of MCLU and
an English professor at WSC.
The question of MCLU's efforts to preserve separation of
church and state came up in a
question from the audience after presentations by two of the
panelists.
One audience member wanted
to know whether the MCLU
might not have been aiming at
a rather insignificant target
when it won withdrawals last
spring of a pledge for graduating teachers to "seek to build
strong in their (pupils') minds
and souls reverence for God."

THE QUESTIONER said that
she had attended many graduation exercises and never been
morally offended by the admittedly watered-down version of
religion which was often a part
of the ceremonies.
MINNESOTA CITY , Minn. - Panelist Dr. Matthew Stark,
Contracts totaling $177,482.50 MCLU board member and ashave been let by Minnesota City sistant professor at the Universchool district for construction sity of Minnesota, vigorously
of a 12,000-square-foot addition opposed the idea that the
MCLU's concren with oaths to
to its school.
The contracts are lower than teach about God and baccalauthe total of low bids, $197,794, reate religious services is insignificant.
opened recently.
Stark noted that the MCLU
The general contract went to
Ebner Construction, La Crosse, was alerted to the oath origat $114,066. Ebner 's low base inally by students who 'had combid at the bid opening was plained about it. If there was
$126,583. The board selected al- even one student offended by
such practices, Stark said, it
ternates.
The mechanical contract was would be reason for MCLU to
let to O'Laughlin Plumbing & step in and secure that person 's
Heating Co., Winona , at $44,- rights.
Castner noted, in answer to
850. The firm submitted a base
another
question, that MCLU has
bid of $49,500 for the bid opening. Apparent low bidder at the hired a young attorney who is
opening was American Plumb- touring northern Minnesota to
study possible infringements of
ing, Winona , at $49,476.
Best Electric, Winona , receiv- the civil liberties of Minnesota
ed the electrical contract at $18,- Indians.
His report will be ready in a
566.50. Its base bid at time of
few
weeks, Castner said. The
opening was $21,735.
The district sold a bond issue MCLU board would take action
of $195,000 at 3.89 percent for after studying this report.
Stark said he believes that
construction of four classrooms ,
library and multi-purpose room, Minnesota Indians suffer the
plus renovation ol heating and same "kind" of problems as do
electrical equipment in the pres- Negroes in the South. Castner,
however, asserted that the Inent building.
dians' situation is not as severe.
He added that the availability
of more money to the poor counties in which the Indians live
would solve a lot of the problem.

Eleva Man Loses
Hand in Digger

MONDOVI, Wis. — A 63-yearold Eleva seasonal employe of
Huntsinger Farms, Inc., Mondovi, lost a hand in an accident
at the farm Saturday morning.
Floyd Livingston was working
on a two-row horseradish digger about 10 afitt*, Darrel Olson , assistant manager of the
farm, said . The machine stopped at the end of a row and Livingston reached in to clean
weeds from the digger. Another
employe, not knowing Livingston was cleaning the machine,
began moving ahead.
Livingston cried out. After
the machine was halted , seven
other men working in the field
nearby hurried to his aid and
applied a tourniquet to stop the
bleeding. He was rushed to Buffalo Memorial Hospital and
transferred to Luther Hospital ,
Eau Claire, where the hand was
removed at the wrist.
Olson said it took f ive minutes to free Livingston 's hand
from the machine and apply
first aid.
Advertisement
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THE AUDIENCE had received
an exposition of the Negro's situation in the South earlier from
Henry W. Pickett Jr., an MCLU
volunteer attorney who represented Negroes in civil rights
cases for two weeks last summer in Florida.
Pickett said he believes that
the problem is no longer primarily with integrating schools
and public accommodations. The
next stage of civil rights activity will concentrate on law enforcement in the small-town and
rural Sottth.
The "high sheriff" is the law
in these rural areas in a way
that Northerners can't imagine ,
Pickett said. And Negroes are
deathly afraid of him.
Pickett cited several cases
which he, personally, learned
about although he was not able
to verify all details of them.
Each involved the placing of a
Negro on the chain gang after
"trials" which didn't even pretend to be fair, according to
Pickett.
What goes on in the county
jails is largely unknown to the
"many decent white people" in
the South, Pickett said. But
what goes on there is designed
to keep the Negro where he belongs, supporting a rich agricultural system of big farms.
Pickett said that the methods
used actually impose a modified
form of slavery on the Southern
Negro.

Bus Falls Into
Nile. 48 Killed
CAIRO (AP)-A Cairo trolleybus fell into the Nile River today and 48 persons perished.
Rescue operations were being
supervised by Deputy Premier
Mahmoud Yunes and other highranking officials.
Rescue squads still were
searching for
bodies
under water while others tried to
lift up the bus.
Cause of the accident is unknown.
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4 Lanes Opened
On Highway 61
At Minneiska
About 4.5 miles of four-lane
roadway on Highway 61 to the
north was officially opened to
traffic today.
The 4.5 miles include a mile
at Whitman Dam and the re•'^cWV mainder at Minneiska.
NEW MEDICAL CLINIC . . . This new medical clinic,
The opening of the four lanes
built by Drs. E. C. Bayley and David W. Sontag, .opened near
results from a 13-mile surfacing
the Lake City (Minn.) Municipal Hospital; this morning.
project extending from near
The 28-by 78-foot brick structure includes a two-bedroom
Minnesota City to a point just
apartment on the lower level in addition to the clinic facilities, south of Weaver. - Previously
there had been temporary surwhich consist of six examining rooms, laboratory, X-ray
" and emergency rooms, plus reception room, general office, facing on two lanes and the other two lanes were not in use.
. storage and utilities. LeRoy Sprick was the contractor. (Mrs.
At the northern terminus ol
Meta Corieus photo)
the present project , the old concrete is used for northbound
traffic and new bituminous, at
Railroad Accident
a higher elevation , for southbound traffic.
Survivor Discharged
Minor work , such as seeding,
Miss Margaret Lyndahl, Wiremains on the summer projnona State College student from
ect. Some of it will carry over
Harmony, was discharged from
to spring.
Community Memorial Hospital
Bids for the Weaver-Kellogn
Sunday.
The total valuation of build- project may be opened next
The 21-year-old student was ing permits issued in Minnesota year.
the survivor.in a car-train col- in September increased from
lision Oct. 22.
$35,815,315 in 1964 to $48,575,841
She plans to return to classes this year, the Federal Reserve 929,941, down from the Januarya week from today.
Bank of Minneapolis reports in September total for 1964 of
its monthly survey of building $540,840,443.
Totals for selected Minnesota
data for reporting centers in
and Wisconsin cities:
its district.
—Jan.-Sept.—
The state's cumulative total
1965
1964
for 1965 is $389,381,118, compared with $413,290,895 for the Owatonna $2,117,879 $2,019,752
same period last year.
Red Wing
2,280,475
983,275
For the district as a whole, Rochester 22,771,913 11.000.915
5,456,589 6,254.679
the valuation of permits for re- St. Cloud
5,762,926 5,109 .384
pairs, alterations and new con- WINONA
struction in the first nine Eau Claire 6,255.540 7,104.24fl
A Winona motorist who has
months of this year was $529,- La Crosse 11,836,465 6,020,382
had 16 traffic violations in the
last five years added two more
to the total today.
He is Dennis E. Johnson , 21,
71 Mankato Ave., who pleaded
guilty to charges of speeding
70 m.p.h. in a 55 mile zone, and
for driving after suspension of
his driver 's license. He was arrested by the Highway Patrol
at 9:20 p.m. Oct. 24.
¦
JOHN, McGILL, municipal
:
court judge, fined him $25 or
eight days in the county jail on
the speeding charge and $100 or
60 days in jail on driving after
suspension of his driver's license. He also ordered that
Johnson surrender the registration plates and the registration
card of the vehicle he was driving.
Johnson asked the judge if
he could work and serve out
his jail term under the Huber
Act. McGill said he would not
allow it because of Johnson's
long list of violations.
Jacob J. Overing, 43, 561 Garfield St., pleaded guilty to a
charge of drunken driving. He
was arrested at 7:12 p.m. Sunday at East 3rd and Franklin
streets after being involved in
an accident. He was sentenced
to pay $100 or serve 60 days
in the county jail and was ordered to surrender his vehicle's
registration plates and registration card.
Richard R. Wrycza, 702 E.
King St., pleaded guilty to a
charge of failing to dim the
headlights of his vehicle, and
paid a $10 fine. He was arrest-,
ed on 3rd Street at 12:30 a.m.
today.

State Building
Total Gains

Young Motorist
In Court on
Counts 17 and 18

1960 Fire Knocked Out
Store for Three Months

The fire that swept, Randall' s ( Work done after the fire inSuper Valu store in Westgate volved reconstruction of the
Shopping Center Sunday broke ! fire-damaged rear area , repair
out almost exactly five years ! and replacement of fixtures
after repairs and renovations ' and general cleanup and renowere completed following anoth- vation of the smoke^lamaged
'
er costly fire in the same build- store.
togTHE FIRE in mn was disThen operated as Paul Far- covered hy the manager
^
of the
ley's Super Valu supermarket , ' bakery department who arrived
the store was damaged exten- at the store about 12:45 a.m.
sively the morning of Aug. 2, and discovered smoke rolling
1960, by a blaze that erupted out from under the front doors,
in the meat-packing room at the j
Harleigh Swanson , 1537 Gilrear of the store.
|
more Ave., didn 't open the doors
DAMAGE TO the building i but went to a nearby public teleand contents in that fire ranged I phone and called the Winona
.around $175,000, with $50.000 1 fire department. It was believed
listed as the estimated cost o f : that the fire had started within
work for which a building per- 1 a half - hour prior to Swanson's
mit was issued after the fire. *\ arrival at the store.
The store was closed for j The time of the outbreak of
about three months , with the the blaze was estimated on the
grand reopening of the super- basis of observations of a mainmarket observed on Oct. 26, tenance man who had inspected
1960.
the store around 12:15 a.m. and
Unlike Sunday's fire , the j saw no evidence of fire or
blaze five years ago didn 't smoke at that timme.
cause extensive structural dam- 1 Some 30 firemen were sumage to the main portion of the moned to the scene and battled
store building'.
the blaze for approximately
The fire , in a building that Z Vz hours.
As far as fire damage was
had been opened in November
of the previous year , was con- concerned , the meat - packin g
fined for the most, part to the room was burned out , a rerear portion of the store with frigeration unit destroyed and
the remainder of the building some roof beams buckled as a
and contents sustaining heavy result of the intense heat.
Elsewhere in the store damdamage from the dense black
smoke that billowed out from age resulted mostly from smoke
' . - ¦¦> . '
and water.
the rear.

The exterior^-of the building
sustained relatively little, damage and nearby stores in the
shopping center were saved.
AS IN Sunday 's iirp , the flr«
department was hampered in its
firefighting efforts in the other
blaze by the intense hea l and
thick black smoke that issued
from the building.
An investigation by the state
fire marshal , with local fire
department officials and insurance adjusters, resulted in findings that the fire probably started in an electric defrosting cable in the refrigeration unit.

Fountain City
Contract OKcd
FOUNTAIN CITY , Minn . The Fountain City Common
Council has let the last contract
for its new water system.
Layne Northwestern of Milwaukee got the contract for
pump controls and chemical
feeder at $8,123. McCarth y Well
Co., St. Paul , also bid but for
a higher figure .
The pumphouse ' still Is under
construction but tho reservoir
and water mains are completed.
The city anticipates having water available for fire fighting
this winter .
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How come 470,000
Minnesotans
are insured
by Metropolitan Life?
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TWO MOTORISTS pleaded not
guilty on charge of failing to
stop for a stop sign.
Arthur D. Huebner, 18, 479
W. Mark St., was arrested
at 9 a.m. Saturday at West Sth
and Hilbert streets, and Michael
C. Creeley, 19, Lake Boulevard ,
was arrested at 3:40 a.m. Saturday at the same intersection.
Huebner will appear in court
at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday. He
posted bond of $25. Creely will
appear in court at 11 a.m. Friday. A second charge against
Creeley — driving without a
driver 's license — was dismissed after he produced his driver's license in court. He posted
bond of $25.
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Sheriff Notes
Quiet Halloween;
Vandalism Light
Halloween weekend in Winona
County was one of the quietest
ever , according to George Fort ,
Winona County sheriff.
His office had six cars patrolling Saturday and Sunday night.
The vehicles logged 1,667 miles ,
he said.
Sheriff Fort said the only Incident which could have been
serious was a dummy someone
had placed along Highway 14-61
south of Winona.
"It looked like a person and
could have caused a serious accident If a motorist would have
stopped quickly to investigate ,"
he said.
There were a few Incidents
where corn shocks were tipped
over and reports of minor vandalism.
Fort said he wanted to "commend the boys for holding
things down during the weekend. " He said his office usually
employs extra personnel to help
patrol during Halloween but
didn't this year.

so thorough that sufferers made
.ktonl.h.n* .UtrmenU like ••PH..
tyve
r ceased to, be • problem!"
Mw fc rf| iub .
iecret
«U«« (Blo-Dy,.«)-dl.cover y ot
„ wor |d-famou. research institute.
In 1B05, the White House
This aub.Unc. I. now av.ll.M. Christmas party was so gay
in .MW.HI.nf pr ointmant form that Thomas Jefferson was
lion m%
under ft Mm( Pr
moved to play lively tunes on
hla violin.
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More and more of your neighbors are training a sharp eye on ffie
future. In the process, they're discovering how useful Metropolitazi's modern, diversified lineup of plans and policies can be.
For instance, Metropolitan has a plan that guarantees you an
income as long as you live. Even if you live to be 110!
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New-life income of 9% for men 65

•

If you're a man about to retire at 65, our
new rate of payments on straight-life annuities can guarantee you an annual income
for life-derived from principal and interest-of 9% of the purchase price.
And,although women outlivemen,weean
provide almost as good a return for them.
We also have annuities for couples, provid-

ing income for as long as either one lives.
Note especially the word guarantee. For
the amoun t you pay in , only an annuity
p Ves you s0 \&rge anf ] so dependable a retirement income -guaranteed for life.
And remember, too, you now get the advantage of Metropolitan 's best annuity
rates in a quarter century.

Exceptional value for younger men and women
ance plans you 'd expect from America'a
leading life insurance company. Get the
facts from your Metropolitan adviser.
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The younger you are when you invest in
an annuity, the more it builds up for you
overtheyears.Now'sthetimetogetstarted.
Annuities are just part of the up-to-theminute selection of life and health insur-
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There are many reasons why Metropolitan I/ife insures 45,000,000 people—more than
any other company. One good reason is local, personal service from the Metropolitan
advisers at your nearest office:
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MR, DANIEL WAGNER

•

64 W. Sth St., Winona, Phono 4978
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h Gallaoher , John Loesch, Edward Urn«»».
A sf*FWsCV CTA sfTIT " J°"P
MUtllV I 31 Ml ¦¦
Amold Msrtlnion, Robtrt Mtiar , Stanley Wlacxorak ,
Richard Rapiniki.
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More choose Metropolitan Life
millions more than any other company
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS 'Cheer Up, Comrade. In America Natives Are Rioting For Peace!

Guest Editorial

¦
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Luverne Ed itor
'A Tired American '

By DAVID I.AWRK'NCK
WASHINGTON - Protest movements by college students against America 's Viet Nam policies arc confined to a small percentage ot
college students , according to an Associated
Press survey of top officials of 'fts colleges and
universities.
.
The immediate impression conveyed is that,
since only a minute fraction of the student
bodies-is involved , the whole thing doesn't really amount to very much and need be given
no further concern. It isn't however, merely
the number of Communists who are active inside the colleges that is important, but what
they are actuall y engaged in doing today and
will be doing in the future . The Federal Bureau of Investigation is convinced that the Moscow government has a devious purpose in furnishing funds to its agents, who utilize small
groups of American students to persuade other
students to engage in demonstrations which criticize American foreign policy.
The Soviet*government does not openly send
Russians to America to conduct this operation.
It depends upon secret agents to inveigle innocent Americans into protest movements. Most
of the students who participate in the demonstrations probabl y believe sincerely, as many
pacifists do, that the onl y way to stop war is
to protest against it publicly. Some of the earnest objectors to U.S. policy in Viet Nam think
that they are merely exercising their constitutional right of free speech.
BUT. UNFORTUNATELY , there is no widespread knowledge among students as yet of
Communist techniques and why it is important
for college authorities from coast to coast to
take seriously movements that are directed
against American foreign policy at a time
when American boys are sacrificing their lives
in a war overseas.
Probably one of the most knowledgeable men
in university life in America on the subject of
Communist techniques is Dr. Stefan T. Possony, director of the program of international
political studies at Stanford University . He is a
recognized authority on communism and on psychological warfare. Among many assignments,
he has been adviser to the U.S. Air Force and
to the French air ministry. An excerpt from
a copyrighted interview he gave to "U.S. News
& World Report" this week follows :
Q. How large a following do the Communists have in American colleges and universities?
"A. IN TERMS of total enrollment, the
Communist following is small. Most of the
American college students are not particularly
interested in politics. They may listen to a
speech or two. But they certainly are not very
'activist.' The Communist following on any campus is always a minority. "

am a tired American.
I I'm tired of being called the ugly
American.
I'm tired of having the world panhandlers use my country as a whi pping boy
365 days a year.
I nm a tired American — weary ©{ having American embassies and information
centers stoned, burned, and sacked by
mobs operating under orders from dictators who preach peace and breed conflict.
I am a tired American — weary of being lectured by General DeGaulle (who
never won a battle) who poses as a second
Jehovah in righteousness and wisdom.
I am a tired American — weary of Nassar and"the same group which subscribes
to a "no win" policy in Vict Nam.
I am a tired American -- real tired of
those who are trying to sell me the belief
that America is not the greatest nation in
all tho world — a generous hearted nat i o n — a nation dedicated to the policy of
t rying to help the "have note" achieve
some of the good things that our system
of free enterprise brought about.
I AM AN AMERICAN who flots a lump
in his throat when he hears the "Star
Spangled Banner " and who holds back
tears when he bears those chilling high
notes of the brassy trumpets when Old
Glory reaches the top of the flag pole.

^

I am a tired American — who wants to
start snapping at those phoney "high
priests" who want us to bow down and
worship their false idols and who seek to
destroy the belief that America is the land
of the free and the home of the brave.
I am a tired American who thanks a
merciful Lord that he was so lucky to be
born an American citizen — a nation under God, with truly mercy and justice for
all.
I am a tired American — who is getting
madder by the minute at the filth peddlers
who have launched Americans in an obscenity race — who try to foist on us the
belief that filth is an integral part of culture — in the arts, the mo\ies, literature,
the stage, and the mobs who see Lenny
Bruce as brightly amusing, and Norman
Mailer as compelling.

IN YEARS GONE BY

I'm tired of these artists who scavenge
In tht cesspools for inspiration and who
refuse to look up to the stars.

Ten Years Ago . .. . 1955

The construction of the Grace Presbyterian
Church at Franklin Street and Broadway has
been started."
Beverly Sobeck and Kay Babcock were installed co-presidents of the Winona Future
Hornemakers of America Chapter.

I AM A TIRED American — woary of
the bearded bums who tramp the picket
lines and the sit-ins — who prefer Chinese
communism to capitalism — who see no
evil in Castro, but sneer at President Johnson as a threat to peace.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

I am a tired American — who has lost
all patience with that civil rights group
which is showing propaganda movies on
college campuses from coast to coast.
Moviea denouncing the United States.
Movies made in Communist China.
»

James Melton , magnetic young tenor of opera, screen and radio, will sing in Winona on
the Community Concert series.
A touchdown on the first play from scrimmage gave Winona a 7 to 0 victory over Owatonna. It was Winona 's third Big Nine victory.

I im a tired . American — who is angered by the self-righteous breastbeater critics of America, at home and abroad, who
set impossible yardsticks for the United
States but never apply the same standards
to the French, the British , the Russians ,
the Chinese.

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1915

A most successful membership campaign of
the YMCA was closed and now the association
has the largest membership in its history . The
campaign netted 184 new members.
Charles Kroeger returned from Cathan , N.D.,
where he has been for the past three months
looking after his farming interests.

I am a tired American — who resents
the pimply faced beatniks who try to represent Americans as the "bad guys on the
-black horses."

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890

The Sugar Loaf district of the city received
its first free delivery of mail , under the authority recently granted by the postmaster general
to extend tho carrier system to that locality .
An enthusiastic Republican rally was held in
the 4th Ward at which 200 persons were present. Addresses were delivered by Dr. J. Salinger and W. H. Yale.

I am a tteed American — who is weary
of some Negro leaders who , for shock purposes, scream four-letter words in church
meetings.
I AM A TIRED American — sickanad
by tyhe slack-jawed bigots who wrap themselves in bedsheets in the dead of night
and roam the country-side looking for innocent victims.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
We notice that V. W. Nichols and W, K, F.
Vila have returned from the East. The former
lias doubtless seen well to the grocery interest
and the hitter to boots and shoes.

I am a tired American who dislikes
clergymen who have made a career out of
integration causes, yet send their own children to private schools.

tators who play both sides against the middle wi lh threats of what will happen If we
cut off the golden stream of dollars.

I am a tired American who resents
those who try to peddle the belief in schools
and colleges that capitalism is a dirty word
and that free enterprise and private initiative are only synonyms for greed.

I am a tired American — nauseated by
the lazy-do-nothings who wouldn 't take a
job if you drove them to and from work
in a Hulls Hovre.

They say they hate capitalism , but tlvy
arc always right at the head of the lino
demanding their share of the American
way of life.

I AM A TIRED AMERICAN — who l»

tired of supporting families who haven 't
known any other source sof income other
than government relief checks for three
generations.
¦

I am a tired American who gets more
than a little bit weary of the clique in our
State Department which chooses to regard
a policy of timidit y as prudent — all the
other blood sucking leeches who bleed Undecani white and who kick him on the
.shins and yank his beard if the flow falters .
I AM A TIRED American — choked up
to here on this business of trying to Intimidate our' government by placard , picket
line , and sit in by the hordes of dirty unwashed who rush to man the barricades
against the forces of law , order, and decency.
I am a tired American - weary of the
beatniks who say they should have the
right to determine what laws of the land
they are willing to obey.
1 am a tired American
fed up with
the mobs of scabby laced , long-haire d
youths and short-haired girls who claim
they represent the "new wave '' of America and who sneer at the old-fashioned
virtues of honesty, integrity, and moralit y
on which America grew to greatness.
I am a tired American -- weary unto
death of having my tax dollars go to die-

What About

Onl y o Small
Number Protest

. (By Alan Mcintosh, Editor and Publisher
Rock County Herald, luvtrnt, Minn.)
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WASHINGTON CALLING

Auto Prices?

By MABQUIS CHILDS
WASHINGTON — With economic indicator at go-go-go
the auto industry expects to come up with another 8 minion
car year and it might go to 9 million which would be an
unprecedented fifth boom year in a row. Only one slight
cloud mars this glowing horizon as seen from here.
That is whether the new models are m fact higher
nriced and whether these higher prices could be inflationary.
When Chrysler, leading the
pack, committed the indelicacy of announcing that new
models would cost more the
White House took alarm and
Sen. Phillip Hart of Michigan rose on the Senate floor
(Edit or 's Note: Letto view with concern. Hart's
ters muat be tempera**,
subcommittee
antimonopoly
o/ reasonable length and
has been delving into consigned by the writer.
centration, monopoly control
Bona fide names of all
and administered prices,
letter-tenter* will be
Then came General Mopublished. No religious,
tors and Ford announcing
medical or personal conthat they were lowering
troversies are acceptp r i c e s and Washington
able.)
cheered. Tho White House
Disagrees With Analysis
called the Bureau of Labor
of Threat From the Left
Statistics d era a n d i n g to
To the Editor:
know where the truth lay.
Oct. 24 a letter appeared
But there is no quick anin this column citing the
swer to that one and the
threats the right and left
bureau is sending a team
pose to democracy by their
to Detroit to try to discovresponses-to the war in Viet
er if new equipment on 1966
Nam. I certainly agree that
models is the reason for
right
wing efforts to supthat
"adjustments''
price
press the freedom to protest
can be rated as higher or
are dangerous.
lower than the. prices for
I would disagree with his
1965 cars.
analysis of the threat from
the left, however. Mr.
THE WALL Street JourBrown says that protesters
nal in an analytical article
have the right to protest but
called it sleight of hand and
never to break the law and
awarded high marks in pubthat "the only objective
lic relations to GM and
standard of what is just
Ford. All prices are highis the law itself."
er and it is only a question
The logical extension of
of how skillfully the insuch an argument reveals
creases were masked, acits absurdity. According to
cording to the Journal analthe argument we must adyst. Whether the Labor
mire Adolf Eiehmann, a
Statistics team, measuring
model
and law-abiding citisafety devices and improved
zen who accepted law as
performance with their slide
"the only objective standrules, will support this is
ard of what is just." Acimportant since their findcording
to the ^argument a
ings will enter into the cost
man must abdicate his conof living index, and a lot
science to law.
turns on the index, includBob Gilliam
ing the wages of auto workGilmore Valley
ers.
The flap over prices is a
Justice had what was half
dramatic illustration of how
jokingly called a GM secthe auto industry dominates
tion. Today three GM cases
the American economy and
— on buses, which are a
how the motor car has come
small part of GM's business,
to dominate American life.
diesels, and earth-moving
exBLS
Index
auto
In the
equipment — are in the
penditures are 18 percent of
courts.
an
increase
all family costs,
from HMs percent in 1950.
THE PRESENT head of
In the Cities, 73 percent of
antitrust, Donald F. Turner
all families list expenditures
out of the Harvard Law
for the motor car in one
School, takes a broad,
form or another; in rural
philosophic view of enforcenon-farm areas it is 82 perment untainted by the popcent.
ulist view that the law could
be used to break up bigness
THE CURRENT sleight of
and give small business a
hand is also an illustration
chance, He believes that the
of how much more sophistivast empire of General Mocated the industry has betors, for example, is so income. The antimonopoly intertwined m its operation
vestigation Into administerthat it would be impossible
ed auto prices developed
to break up, even if it were
that in 1956 Ford announced
as in the crusaddesirable,
an average increase of 2.9
ing days of antitrust the
models.
percent for 1957
Standard Oil empire was
Two weeks later GM came
dismembered.
Chevalong and announced
Contrary to the findings of
rolet prices were up 8,1 pera rapidly growing concenat
cent. A sardonic witness
tration of all assets in tha
the hearings waa Walter
hundred largest corporaReuther, head of the United
tions, as developed before
Auto Workers Union, who
the antimonopoly subcomsaid:
mittee, Turner wrote la'st
"Now Ford was supposMay that "no threat, not
ed to have established their
even a mild one" exists to
prices baseel on cost figures.
small business. He argues
But what happened? As
that the number of small
soon as General Motors anbusinesses has risen steadnounced higher prices Ford
ily and substantially.
revised their prices upward
For the average Amerin line with GM- TWa Is the
ican entranced by the sleek,
first time in the history of
shiny new models the price
a free enterprise economy
tag is beyond hia ken. The
where a company raised
industry is so big, so gethe price of their products in
mote in its operations, so
order to be competitive,"
clever that if price competition has been all but removREUTHER ARGUES (hat
ed he Is hardly aware of it.
the Big Three with 90 per¦¦•aiaaaiaaaaia^aaaaasaHBaaaiaaaiiaaaaaiaaaaaai*
cent of the business could
reduce prices particularly In
the light of swiftly rising
profits — GM pronto were
up 12 percent for the first
half of this year — and
thereby benefit the whole
economy. This gets down
to concentration. GM has
had in recent years roughly
half of total production. It
Burns Cleaner
seems to be widely agreed
that GM could reduce prices
and Hotter
and still make big profits.
But this would be likely to
JOSWICK FUEL
squeeze out American Motors with 5 percent of proO
duction and it could hit both
Phone 331V
Chrysler and Ford, result901 East Sanborn St,
ing therefore in greater concentration.
Where j|ou get mora heat
at lower cost.
In an earlier and simpler
day the antitrust laws were
m——m~m—mBm— **mrmm *mmemm ^— *m
considered a remedy, Mot
*\rm^m*m$VNW*N*nmmavm
long ago the antitrust division in the Department of
j
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Editor
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Test of Bank Merger
Comes Before Justice

By JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON - A private session is scheduled to
take place in the chambers
of U.S. District Judge Lloyd
MacM ahon in New York today which may decide the
question of banking competition for years to come.
It will also decide whether Attorney General Nicholas
Katzenbach is a dishrag or
a man of principle.
Finally it will climax one
of the most amazing exhibitions of backstage wirepulling and secret congressional maneuvering that Washington has seen this year.
The basic issue vs whether
the banks of the United
States shall be exempt from
the antitrust laws. The specific issue is whether the
merger of the Hanover Bank
and the Manufacturers Trust
Company of New York shall
be allowed to stand ; or
whether the divestiture already worked out by the
Justice Department shall be
overruled by Judge MacMahon, an Eisenhower appointee, when he meets with
the bankers and the Justice
Department in his chambers
today.
Gabriel Hauge, another
onetime Eisenhower appointee, is now president of
the two merged banks, a
merger which the Justice
Department previously had
ruled must be modified.
LINING UP on Haugc 's
side against the-Justice Department are the following
potent forces :
Force No. 1 — Five senators who on Oct. 22, the
last day of Congress, wrote
H letter to Attorney General
Katzenbach pleading for
leniency toward two bank
mergers — the Manufacturers Hanover merger in New
York and the First National
Bank with the Security
Trust In Lexington , Ky.
The five senators pointed
out that a bill exempting
banks from the antitrust
laws had passed the Senate
and "it waa our hope that
by the conclusion of the first
session of this Congress, fiction, would have been completed." The (iv» senators
then took the unusUal step
of asking the attorney general to "refrain " from enforcing the antitrust laws
against the two bank mergers in which lie had already moved to force divestiture.
The five senators were:

THE WIZARD OF \o

Robertson, Va. , Eastland,
Miss., Democrats; with
Dirksen, 111., and Bennett,
Utah, Republicans, all four
friends of Ihe banking industry ; plus Mike Mansfield,
Mont., who seemed like a
fish out of water in this
company.
Force No. 2 — Was a coalition of all Republicans on
the House Banking and Currency Committee plus six
Democrats, who sneaked
one of their members into
the locked committee room,
on a pretense, unlocked the
doors, then held a secret
meeting unbeknownst to
Chairman P a t m a n and
claimed to have a quorum
present to OK the bill exempting banks from the
antitrust laws.

HOWEVER. Rep. Frank
Annunzio of Chicago, Democrat, began to realize what
was happening and walked
out of the committee, along
with Rep. Henry Reuss of
Milwaukee , also a Democrat. This broke up the
quorum.
How carefully the bankers were following this
meeting was indicated by
that fact that, a few minutes after Annunzio walked
out , he got a phone call

from the Continental Illinois
Trust in his hometown, Chicago, telling him to get back
in the rump committee
meeting.
"Hell no, " replied Annunzio. "It's an illegal meeting. "
Continental Illinois Trust
is one of the banks involved
in a merger which the Justice Department is opposing.
A more dubious force is
Attorney General Katzenbach. He has wavered on
this issue like a limp dishrag in the wind.
On Aug. 18 he appeared
bravely before the House
Banking and Currency Committee to call the proposed
Robertson bill, passed by
the Senate, an outrage.
"I can see no justification
for legalizing mergers already found to be illegal,"
Katzenbach said, "I appear
to express the strong opposition of the Department
of Justice. The central impact of this bill is that it
would immunize six consummated mergers challenged by the department
and now pending in the
courts , Two of these already
have been found to be illegal.
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Winona Deaths

Lewis P. Bean
Lewis P. Bean, a roomer at
512 E. Mark St., died about
11 a.m. Sunday, He had been
ill two years.
SATURDAY
A native of Nashua, Iowa,
ADMISSIONS
had lived at Rochester
he
Mrs. James Keller, Winona andalso
Hugo, Minn.
Rt 3.
Teryl Hatleli, Rushford, Minn. Fawcett Funeral Home is
completing arrangements.
DISCHARGES
Roger Hazelton, Minnesota
Winona Funerals
City.
David Warlike, Minnesota
Nicholas J. Lorang
City.
Funeral
services for Nicholas
SUNDAY
J. Lorang, 1027 E. Broadway,
ADMISSIONS
were held this morning at BorMrs. Steda Scovil, 835 47th zyskowski Mortuary and at St.
Ave., Goodview.
Stanislaus Church, the Rev.
Mrs. Angeline Holmgren, 614 Douglas Fiola officiating^ BurW. Broadway.
ial will be in St. Mary's CemeByron Schneider, 616 E. 4th tery.
St..
Neville-Lien Post 1287, VeterPerry Kamorowski, 540 W. ans of Foreign Wars, provided
Mill St.
the pallbearers and the firing
Herbert Blanchard, Lewiston, squad. Participating were:
Minn.
Bugler—Charles Koeth ;
Shirlene Holz, 209 E. BroadColor
detail — Martin Boe,
way.
Frank Cieminski, Charles Zenk
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Charles Smith and baby, and John Anglewitz;
Firing squad—Carl Hargesh29$ Orrin St .
eimer,
Edwin Prosser, Robert
Mrs. Gregory Hubof and baby,
Nelson, Joseph Hildebrandt, Jo752 E. Broadway.
Miss Peggy Lyndahl, 517 W. seph Stanek, Russell Williams,
Louis Lang, Milton Knutson,
>
Sanborn St.
Sparrow and Melvin
Arthur Thurley, 207 E. King Rudden
Plate;
St.
Pallbearers — Donald Siegler,
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Althoff , Floyd Kulas, Isadore Jumbeck,
William Mil, Edward Wilson and
Minnesota City, a daughter .
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Nelson, Arthur Sanden.
Houston, Minn., a son.
Mrs. Julius F. Justin Sr.
Funeral services for Mrs. JulBIRTHS ELSEWHERE
ius F. Justin Sr., 427 W. Mark
St., were held this morning at
SPRING GROVE, Minn . ( Spe- Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
cial)—Mr. and Mrs. Lennis the Rev. Virgil Duellman, La
Langtte, Warner Robins, Ga., a Crescent, a grandson, officiadaughter Oct. 21. The Oscar ting. Burial was in St. Mary 's
Langlies, Spring Grove, are Cemetery here.
grandparents.
Pallbearers, all grandsons,
At Tweeten Memorial Hospi- were Gerald and Larry Justin,
tal :
James Rebhabn, Charles MathMr. and Mrs. Alden Walhus, ias, Robert Reuter and Merlin
Spring Grove, a son Oct. 1. Duellman.
Mrs. Walhus is the former HazJacob Johns Sr .
el Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Henry, Funeral services for Jacob
Burr Oak, Iowa, a daughter Johns Sr., 157 W. Sarnia St.,
Oct. 14. Mrs. Henry is the for- will be at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday at
Burke's Funeral Home and at
mer Patricia Erickson.
10 at St. John's Church, the Very
Rev. Msgr. James D. Habiger
X-RAYS
FREE TB
officiating. Burial will be in St.
Mary's
Cemetery.
1-5
p.m.
(Mon.-Wed.-Fri.,
Friends may call at the funerRoom 8, City Hall)
Winona Co. residents fre e. al home this afternoon and evening. Rosary will be said by
others, $1 each.
Msgr. Habiger at 8 tonight.
59
Last week
57,553
Total since 1959
Vlslflna. tioort: Medical and turglcal
pallenU: 1 lo 4 and 7 to »:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 30,400 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m. today.
SATURDAY
10 p.m. — Wisconsin, 8 barges, down.
12:40 p.m. — Bull Durham , 2
barges, up.
Small craft—4.
SUNDAY
5:15 a.m. — Lawrence B., 4
barges, up.
^11:40 a.m. — Pere Marquette,
light, up.
" 1:10 p.m. — Arrowhead, 9
barges, upstream.
1:40 p.m. — C. R. Clements,
4 barges, down.
5:25 p.m. — Ann King, 13
barges, up
Small craft>-3.
TODAY
12:10 a.m. — Eleanor Gordon ,
16 barges, down.
2 a.m. — W. S. Rhea, 13 barges, down.
2:50 a.m. — David Vickers,
'
2 barges, up.
.
6:05 a.m. — Tradewmds, 9
barges, down.
11 a.m. - Dan C., 6 barges,
down.
Noon—Hilman Logan , 6 barges, down.
FIRE RUNS
SUNDAY
9:30 p.m. — Leaves burning
In street at East Sanborn and
Chatfield streets ; garden hose
used.

Municipal Court
WINONA
Forfeits: :
. . . .
John A. Plinski, 107 Mankato
Ave., $10 on a charge of failing
to stop for a stop sign. He was
arrested by city police at East
5th and Walnut streets at 6:50
p.m. Sunday.
LaVern L. Peterson, Whalan,
Minn.., $15 on a charge of driving with an improper muffler.
He was arrested by city police
at 10:30 p.m. Saturday at East
Broadway and Mankato Avenue_. «. L
A charge of driving without a
Jay J.
against
driver 's license
Mertcs, 327 W. King St., was
dismissed after court this morning when Mertes produced his
license. Earlier he had pleaded
not guilty to tho charge and
requested a trial. He was arrested by city police at 10:30
a.m. Sunday after he was Involved in a two-car accident at
East 4th and Market streets.
LEWISTON
LEWISTON , Minn - A Lewiston motorist was fined $20 and
$4 costs atfer he pleaded guilty
to n speeding charge in court
• ,
here Saturday.
He is Earl Hewitt , who was
arrested by the hig hway patrol
at 10 p.m., and charged with
speeding 75 in a 5S-milc zone
on Highway 14 in IMca township. He appeared before Justice
of th* Peace Raymond Nussloch.

HoustonCounty
Case Settled

CALEDONIA, Minn. — The
case that was to have started
before a jury in Houston County District Court here this
morning was settled before going to trial.
Linus Ernster, Caledonia, represented by L. L. Duxbury,
was suing DaphnelV. Lee, executrix of the estate of Harold
A. Lee, for $1,863 for damages
to his tractor in a collision with
the car driven by Lee. The accident happened at the Ernster
driveway. Lee was killed. Mrs.
Lee was represented by Brown
& Bins, Rochester, and Roerkohl, Rippe & Lee, -Caledonia.
A court case, William Miller
Sr., William Miller Jr., Harvey
and Aloys Miller against Cyril
Mighall, Ralph Tij sni and B. L.
Erwin was scheduled for trial
at 1:30 p.m. today.
Scheduled for Wednesday at
10 a.m. is the $50,000 jury case
brought by Myrta Widmoyer
against Ace Telephone Co, Rudolph Paulson and Donald Otis.
To follow this will be Belva
W. Schroeder against village
of Caledonia, a $6,000 suit for
alleged destruction of trees on
her property by fire spreading
from the dump.
V
Next is scheduled Joseph- F.
Meighon against Adam Fairbanks, Gerald Olson and Leonard Voight, a $9,000 suit for alleged trespassing.
Scheduled for the special
hearing date Thursday at 10
a.m. are two court cases : Arnold Kruckow against James
Botcher and others and Almor
H. Heintz and others against
A. K. Higglns as guardian.
Judge Arnold Hatfield is presiding.

Air Rifle Pellets
Break Windows in
Goodview Home
Two windows were destroyed
and five others peppered with
holes at the George Modjesk i
residence, 4255 8th St., Goodview.
According to Winona County
Sheriff George Fort , the Modjeski s were away from home
Sunday afternoon . When they
returned, they discovered someone with an air rifle had put
holes in fivo windows and completely shot out two others. Tho
incident is under investigation.
Wallace Knight , rural Minnesota City, told the sheriff's office Saturday evening that
someone had cut down several
small trees on his property .
Tho incident is being investigated.

MONDAY
NOVEMBER 1, 1965

TworState Deaths
Mrs. Lucile Barlow
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Lucile Scanlan Barlow,
66, died Sunday morning at St.
Joseph's H o s p i t a 1, Houston,
Tepc., of pneumonia and complications following surgery Oct.
23.
A former resident of Winona,
she was born in 1899 at Lanesboro, graduating from high
school here in 1917. She attended Winona State College and
taught school.
She was married to Frank P.
Barlow of Winona about 1921.
They lived in Winona , where
Mr. Barlow was in the clothing
business, and later in Minneapolis, where he was a traveling
salesman for a clothing firm.
Following his death 17 years
ago she taught rural schools in
the Lanesboro area and in Cati>
olic schools at Houston, Tex.,
several years.
Survivors are: One daughter,
Mrs. John (Frances) R y n d,
Houston; three grandchildren,
and one sister, Marion Scanlon,
Detroit, Mich .
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at Gill Mortuary, Minneapolis, with burial in
Fort Snelling National Cemetery.
Mrs. Mary Connelly
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Mary Connelly, 88, died
Sunday at 8 a.m. at Preston
Nursing Home following a long
illness. She had been a resident there about two years.
She was born May 17, 1877, in
Carrolton Township to Mr. and
Mrs. John Towey. She was married to Nickolas Connelly Nov.
7, 1900. They farmed in this
area until moving into town in
1918. She was a member of St.
Patrick's Catholic Church.
Survivors are : One daughter,
Mrs. Daniel (Sarah) Hennessy,
Lanesboro ; three grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren,
and one sister, Mrs . John Connelly Sr., Lanesboro. Her husband died in October 1955. Five
sisters and two brothers also
have died.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at St. Patrick's
Church, the Rev. Donald A.
Zenk officiating. Burial will be
in Carrolton Cemetery.
The Rosary will be said at
8 p.m. today at Johnson Funeral Home here.
Mrs. Charles Lmdell
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Charles Lindell, 88, Caledonia, died Saturday at 5 p.m.
at Spring Grove Rest Home,
where she had resided two
years.
The former Hannah Nobelin,
she was born April 30, 1877, in
Sweden to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nobelin. She came to the
U.S. with her parents in 1903.
She and her husband lived at
Madrid , Iowa, until five years
ago when they came to Caledonia to live with their daughter.
She was a 50-year member of
the Rebekah lodge and charter
member of the Scandinavian
Amercan Fraternity at Madrid.
Survivors are: Her husband;
one daughter, Mrs. Clara Sundell, Caledonia ; three grandchildren, Mrs. Robert Gaspard, Caledonia; Mrs. Louise Downs,
Jacksonville, HI., and Thomas,
Mason City . Iowa, and s i x
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at Potter-Haugen Funeral Home here, the
Rev. Otto Larson of Spring
Grove Evangelical Free Church
officiating. Burial will be in Evergreen Cemetery , Caledonia.
Friends may call at the funeral home this afternoon and
evening.
Herman Sie
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) Herman Sie, 77, Mondovi Rt. 2,
died Sunday morning, apparently of a heart attack , at his
Thompson Valley farm home.
He had been in failing health a
year.
He was born Sept. 19, 1888,
in Town of Modena , Buffalo
County, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Sie. He was a lifetime area
resident.
Survivors are: His wife, the
former Olive Aase, and two
brothers, Thomas and Bert,
Mondovi.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Thompson
Valley Lutheran Church , the
Rev. Paul Monson officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery. Friends may call
at Colby Funeral Home Tuesday afternoon and evening arid
Wednesday morning, then at
the church .
Fred Woodhull
TAYLOR , Wis. ( Special ) —
Fred Woodhull, 89, died Sunday
at Black River Memorial Hospital , Black River Falls.
He was born in the Town of
Curran in Jackson County June
15, 1876, and farmed in that
area until 1923 when ho moved
to Taylor. For three years he
was a star route mail carrier
and for many years waa an
egg buyer in partnership with
his brother , Lee.
Mr. Woodhull was a former
member of the village board,
of the Taylor Cooperative
Creamery Board , is remembeied as a well-known former
baseball player and sports enthusiast and hud voted In every
election wince ho was 21.
He married Lena Peterson in

1900; she died In 1932.
He 's survived by his second
wife, Margaret; five daughters,
Mrs. Deyo .( Helen) .Relyea,
Taylor; Mrs. Frank (Vivian )
Balby, Black River Falls; Mrs.
Edward (May) Goritschnig and
Mrs. Andrew (Freda) Czarniak,
both of Milwaukee, and Mrs..
Ha Breeze, San Diego, Calif.)
a son, Merlin, Mondovi, Wis.;
13 grandchildren and 14 greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Taylor
Lutheran Church , the Rev. W.
H. Winkler officiating, and burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery, Taylor.
Friends may call at Jensen
Funeral Home, Hixton, Wednesday afternoon and evening and
at the church for two hours
before ffie time of services.

Whalan Man
Drowns in
Root River

Wilson Believes
Warm One:
Rhodesian Crisis October: It Was
1985
—Temperature—
Precipitation
Degree
Inches
Can Be Settled
. Max. Min. Mean Normal Day* Total Normal
LONDON (AP) - British
Prime Minister Harold Wilson
says he believes a Rhodesian
settlement is possible. But the
colony's two leading Africans
have rejected plans for a royal
commission to work out a settlement.
Wilson returned Sunday night
from talks in Rhodesia to report
to Parliament on the agreement
he reached with Rhodesian
Prime Minister Ian Smith to set
up a three-man royal commission that will seek a formula for
conditions under which the central African colony could be
granted independence.

WHALAN, Minn. (SpeclaDA 59-year-old rural Whalan man
drowned in the Root River
about five miles west of Peterson late Sunday afternoon .
Alfred Odneson apparently
was walking across the river
to see his friends, Clarence and
Orvin Fossum, when he slipped
in rapids and was carried downstream about 5:30 p.m. Unidentified Rochester people saw him
walk into the water, go down,
Mrs. Kenneth Peterson
LANESBORO, Minn. (Spe- come to the surface, and then
cial ) — Mrs. Kenneth Peterson, disappear.
33, died suddenly at her farm THE STRANGERS called the
The British leader said the
home Saturday evening after Fillmore County sheriff's ofsuffering a heart attack.
fice from Tew's service station agreement has provided time
__ TJie_former-Jeanette M. Bal- just west of Peterson. The sher- for careful thought.
"We can, given the time, get
bach, she was born June 17; iff's office summoned help from
a settlement," he added.
1932, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest the Rushford fire department.
Balbach at Austin. They moved Sue firemen went to the British newspaper commentauated from Canton High School scene with a flat bottom boat tors agreed that Wilson's misto Canton in 1947, and she grad- with oars, plus boots and grap- sion had bought time for more
in 1950. She was married to pling hooks. Harry Arnold, negotiations. But they generally
Kenneth Peterson in May 1951 first assistant chief, was in did not consider as bright the
at Rochester, and they farmed charge in the absence of Chief prospects for an acceptable settlement.
in the area. She was a member Alfred Cordes.
St. Patrick's Catholic Church.
Firemen Harlan Johnson and Wilson went to Rhodesia after
Survivors include her hus- Jack Rislove found the body the colony's ruling white minorband ; two sons, James and about one-fourth mile down- ity threatened to declare indeThomas, and four daughters, stream from the point Odneson pendence without yielding to
Geraldine,' Patricia , Cindy and had gone in about 6:30 p.m. British demands for guarantees
Mary Lou, all at home; two It was on a sandbar—in one promising eventual rule to the
brothers, Donald, New Ulm, foot of water—at the side of the colony's 4 million Africans. The
and L a w r e n c e , Spring stream opposite from Highway white population numbers about
Valley, and three sisters, Mrs. 16. One shoe was missing and 255,000.
Jess (Theresa) Jackson and the one left on his foot was un- The leader of one of RhoMrs. Kenneth (Yvonne) Mor- tied. He was wearing overalls desia's two African nationalist
riem, Albert Lea, and Mrs. Hol- and shirt but no jacket.
parties, Joshua Nkomo, said in
land ( Kathleen ) Knox, Spring
a statement that Britain was
Valley. One daughter has died. FIREMEN assumed he had evading its responsibilities in
been
carrying
another pair of proposing the royal commission.
Funeral services will be at
10 a.m. Wednesday at St. Pat- shoes so he'd have dry ones to He termed it "a time wasting
rick's Church, the Rev. Donald change to when he got across, device."
A. Zenk officiating. Burial will but then found no trace of them. The leader of the other nationThe firemen placed the body alist party, the Rev. Ndabaningi
be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson in the boat and took him some Sithole, issued a statement "unFuneral Home Tuesday even- 60 rods across the river and to reservedly rejecting the idea of
a commission."
ing. A Rosary will be recited at Highway 16.
Dr. J. P. Nehring, Fillmore
8 p.m.
'
County coroner , attributed death Both the rival nationalist
to accidental drowning. He was leaders agreed to Wilson's proFrederick A. Rand
posal that the Rhodesian people
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)— found about 6:30 p.m. Johnson as a whole should be asked if
Funeral
Service
Lanesboro,
,
Frederick A. Rand , 87, died at
they want independence based
7:15 a.m. Sunday at Buena Vis- was called to get the body.
on the existing 1961 constitution.
ta Nursing Home, Wabasha. He Odneson , a carpenter and In separate statements they inpainter
himself
, had built the sisted this be done by a one-man
had been a resident there since
cabin in which he lived on the one-vote referendum.
December 1963.
He was born May 22, 1878. at north side of Highway 16 across
Plainview, to David and Malin- from the spot where he enter- Wilson and Smith have not yet
da Irish Rand. He married ed the river. Qffiers said the agreed on the ground rules for
Flora Irish Dec. 7, 1922, and stream is swift with rapids, at the commission nor on ways to
change the 1961 constitution to
they lived here until 1929, when the point where he entered.
they moved to Racine, Minn., Other Rushford firemen at make it acceptable to both
where he was a mail carrier . the scene were Harold Jacob- sides.
They moved to Rochester in son, Amos Bakken and Keith
1940. He was a steam engineer McCallum, plus Sheriff Neil Thief in Ri ght Place
/
at the Mayo Clinic until his re- Haugerud.
tirement in 1948 when they ODNESON was born June 27 . At Right Time;
moved here. She died Dec. 29, 1906, in the Highland Prairie
His Loot Is $15
1964.
area to Andrew and Isabelle
Survivors include one son, Odneson.
A forgetful moment cost a
Dean, Tucson, Ariz.; one daugh- Survivors are : His mother, Winona State College coed $14
ter, Mrs. Margaret Bruning, Whalan, and three sisters, Mrs. and her wallet Saturday evenSanta Monica, Calif. ; eight Adolph (Ida) Lee, Lanesboro; ing.
grandchildren; one great-grand- Mrs. Leo (tillie Sharp, Whalan , Kay Hicks, Richards Hall,
child, and one sister, Mrs. Sam- and Mrs. 'Henry (Clara) Hol- told police that she made a
uel Hall, Fort Worth , Tex. One land , Austin.
telephone call from a booth at
daughter, four brothers and one Funeral services will be Wed- 4th and Center streets at S
sister have died.
nesday at 3 p.m . at Highland p.m. Saturday and left her billFuneral services will be at 1 Prairie Lutheran Church, Pe- fold there after completing the
p.m. Wednesday at Buckraan- terson Rt. 1. Burial will be in call.
Schierts Funeral Home, Waba- the church cemetery.
She returned a few minutes
sha , Pastor F. Allen Sackett, Friends may call at the
Seventh Day Adventist Church, church from 1:30 p.m. Wednes- later and discovered her wallet
$14.
Rochester, officiating. Burial day until time of service. John- was gone. It contained
¦
will be in Greenfield .Cemetery son Funeral Home is In charge.
here.
Friends may call at the fuChurchill Speeches
neral home after 2 p.m. TuesWEATHER
Win Record 'Edison'
day.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
)
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS AMSTERDAM (AP - An
Edison,
the
Oscar
of
the
record
Two-State Funerals
High Low Pr.
industry,
has
been
awarded
to a
70 39
Albany, clear
Gilbert Johnson
Albuquerque, clear . 70 41 .. recording of speeches by Sir
Winston Churchill in the 191845
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - Fu- Atlanta , clear
71 41
neral services for Gilbert John- Bismarck , clear .... 59 33 .. period. His daugh ter , Mary
son, 76, who died Friday in a Boise, clear
66 36 .. Soames, received the statuette
Madison Hospital, were held to- Boston, clear ....... 67 42 •• in the Concertgebouw Hall from
day at 2 p.m. at Trempealeau Chicago, clear ..... 58 36 .. Dutch Culture Minister Maarten
Valley Lutheran Church , the Cincinnati, clear ... 66 30 .. Vjorlijk.
Rev. W. H. Winkler officiating. Cleveland , cloudy .. 61 38 ..
Burial was in the church cem- Denver , clear
66 34 .. ture changes i. ' *ed mid and
etery.
Des Moines, clear .. 60 30 .. latter part of the
k. kittle or
Pallbearers were T11 m a n Detroit, clear
59 38 .. no precipitation indicated exJ o h n s o n , Hjalmer Ryerson, Fairbanks, clear .. . 10 -18
cept for some light showers east
Goodwin Christiansen , Ingeman Fort Worth , clear .. 80 48
portion about early Wednesday
Skoiigh. Sanford Johnson and Helena , cloudy
58 29
and again Saturday.
Lawrence Amundson.
Indianapolis, clear . 67 33 .. DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Frederixon Funeral Home Jacksonville , clear . 75 53 ..
Flood Stage 24-hr.
was in charge.
Kansas City , clear . 65 34 ..
Stage Today Chg.
He was born Sept. 5, 1889, in Los Angeles, clear . 82 59 ..
Jackson County to Peter and Louisville, clear .... 70 33
Red Wing
14 4.4 . . .
Magli Johnson and spent most Memphis , clear .... 78 48
Lake City
7.4 -.2
of his life in the Taylor area. He Miami , cloudy
12 7.4 -.2
78 67 4.63 Wabasha
never married.
Milwaukee, clear ... 58 33 .. Alma Dam , T.W. .. 5.0 -.1
Survivors are: Two sisters , MpIs.-St.P.. clear .. 56 30 .. Whitman Dam
.. 3.1 . . .
Tillie and Inger , Whitehall; one New Orleans , clear . 75 37
Winon a Dam, T.W. . 4.0 . . .
niece, Mrs. Victor Christiansen, New York , clear ... 72 45 .. WINONA
13 5.8 . . .
and one nephew, Donald P. Okla. City, clear ... 73 47 .. Trempealeau Pool .. 9.3 — .1
Johnson , rural Taylor.
Trempealeau Dam.. 5.2 .. r
62 38
Omaha , clear
¦
9.6 — .2
Philadelphia , clear . 70 45 .. Dresbach Pool
Dresbach Dam . .. 3.2 — .1
91 54
Phoenix, clear
La Crosse
12 5.6 — .1
Pittsburgh, clear ... 62 34
Ptlnd , Me., clear ... 58 40 .07
Tributary Streams
Ptlnd , Ore., cloudy . 61 50 .. Chippewa at Durand 1.2 — .fi
Rapid City , clear .. 60 32* .. Zumbro at Theilman 28-1 — .2
St. Louis , clear .... 68 31 .. Trempealeau at Dodge 0.1 . . .
Salt Lk. City , clear . 70 33
ALMA, Wis. (Special) - Two San Fran.., cloudy .. 57 53 .. Black at Galesville . 1.8 — .4
La Crosse nt W. Salem 3.7 . . .
Mondovi men were fined Fri- Seattle, cloudy
59 53 ..
5.2 —.1
day morning in Buffalo County Washington , clear . 7 5 47 .. Root at Houston
RIVER FORECAST
Court on charges of carrying Winnipeg, clear . . . 52 25 ..
(From HaNtingii to (iuttenlicr")
loaded , uncased guns in an auto
EXTENDED FORECAST
The following stages are preand illegally shining wild aniMINNESOTA - Temperatures dicted for the Mississippi at Wimals.
Tuesday through Saturday will
Norrls Erickson , 21, and Jack average 10-15 degrees above nona: Tuesday 5.8, Wednesday
R. Cook, 27, were arrested in normal highs of 39-46 north and and Thursday 5.7.
tho Town of Naples Thursday 45 50 south and normal lows of
at 10 p.m. by Elliot Peterson, 23-27 north and 26-32 south ;
Mondovi , conservation warden. mild temperatures will prevail
Peterson confiscated two deer with a brief cooling early in
rifles, cartridges , spotlight , period and again lato In period.
rope and a hunting knifo from No precip itation of consequence,
ON ALL
tho car the pair were driving. except of up to .1 inch extreme
They were held overnight in north in lig ht showers at beginScotts
Buffalo County jail nt Alma ning nnd end of period.
Thursday, Each was sentenced
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
Lawn Products
to pay fines totaling $150 or Tuesday through Saturday will
serve 20 days in jail. Both paid average (t-12 degrees above norDADD BR0S the fines, In addition , Judge mal . Normal high is 42 north to
nUDD STORE
Gary Schlossteln ordered revo- 52 south . Normal low is 25 north
576
E. 4th St. Phon* 4007
trend
to
33
south.
Warming
cation of their hunting licenses
Tuesday. Only minor temperafor ono year.

2 Mondovi Men
Fined $150 Each

25%

0FF

October
September
August
July
June .
May
April
March
February
January

84 27 50.90 46.3
437
84 35 56.06 62.5
270
95 44 68.91 70.4
—
97 52 70.41 75.4
—
92 47 66.56 68.8
—
90 31 60.90 56.5
124
81 26 42.38 47.7
678
43 —16 22.35 32.3 1,322
49 —21 13.03 18.9 1,455
46 —24 13.85 17.3 1,585

1965 Totals to Date
December .... 39 —12
November .... 76 —4
October
81 22

1.01
10.13
4.42
5.82
2.05
3.07
3.79*
2.74
1.45
.71

2.49
3.76
3.62
3.70
4.70
4.06
2.31
1.62
.97
1.17

5,897
1964
~
17.85 21.5 1,462
38.56 35.1
793
49.21 46.3
672

35.19

28.40

.85
3.54
.35

111
1.61
2.49

6,877

21.20

31.07

Totals for aU ot 1964

SMOKE WAS

( Continued from Page 3)
the police department, at the
urging of City Council President
Harold Briesath, did a wonderful job of crowd control, Lelwica said.
The Rollingstone, Minnesota
City and Goodview fire departments provided men to help man
hose lines, but did not send any
of their own rigs to the fire
scene.
AT CHIEF Steadman 'g repuest, Goodview Fire Chief Joseph Trochta, 850 41st Ave., ordered his department's rig to
man the West End fire station
in Winona. He and eight men
also assisted at the fire scene,
Trochta said today. They arrived
about 3:30 p.m., and left about
8 p.m., he added.
Laufenburger noted that he
had one 750-gallon pumper, a
ladder truck and a tank truck
in reserve at the Central Fire
Station. He had two 1,000-gallon pumpers and the aerial ladder truck at the fire scene.
The pumpers were servicing
four 2%-inch hose lines apiece,
their maximum capacity, at the
height of the fire fight. Laufenburger estimated that 6,000 to
8,000 feet of hose was laid Sunday.
All off-duty firemen and officers were called on to help in
the fight, and there was 100 percent response, Lelwica noted.
A BUTCHER at the store,
Larry D. Hart, 476% W. Broadway, said today that he was just
driving into the store parking
1
lot.Sunday when he saw a puff
of smoke from the rear of the
building and heard a sort of
whooshing noise.
Running to the rear of the
store, he saw that the back door
at the northwest corner was
open. Flames blocked his entrance.
Hart said that he ran around
to the front of the building and
found that Hogue had already
been alerted to theAlaze by a
woman employe. The fire was
spreading fast, and Hogue's efforts to combat it were no good,
Hart said.
The fire department had al-

ready been called, so they began clearing the building of all
customers and employes , according to Hart.
The fast spread of the fire
Is partly attributed by Fire
Marshal Helper to the fact
that a sprinkler system due
to be operational inside of
a week was not able to contain the original blaze.
Keiper noted that 97 percent
of fires in buildings with sprinkler systems are controlled before firemen arrive. It is a sort
of first-aid for fires, Keiper said.
The sprinkler system was ono
of the last things to Deinstalled
as part of Randall's $140,000
expansion and remodelling program.
Store manager Hogue said
that $50,000 had been spent for
a 6,000-square-foot expansion
and $90,000 for remodeling.
Keiper would not make a damage estimate but agreed that it
would be no lower than $650,000.
Water Commissioner G. O.
Harvey said this morning that he
could not estimate how much
water was pumped in combatting the; fire. However, he said
it was "not too much. We did
have an adequate supply," ha
added.
The Westgate area Is served
by an 8-inch water line, he noted. The fire department waa
using all the water that was
available, too, he said.

World Output
Of Soybeans Up
W A S H I N G T O N (AP) World production of soybeans
this year was placed at a record
1.2 billion bushels in a U.S.
government forecast Saturday of
selected farm products of sig?
nificance in international trade.
The expected gain of 172 million bushels for a new high of
861.9 million bushels in the United States accounted for the major portion of the estimated
bumper total, which would be
one-sixth above that of last year
and one-third above the 1955-59
average.
Canada also expects a record
soybean crop this year, with an
indicated output of eight million
bushels.

Now—daily
round trip
Convair service to

MINNEAPOLISST. PAUL
Convenient departure
Leave Winona

10:04 AM

Arrive Minneapollsyst. Paul

10:39 AM

Convenient return service
Leave Minneapolis/St. Paul

5:30 PM

Arrive Winona

6:02 PM

Southbound service

Daily Convair flights to Milwaukee and Chicago
For information and
reservations , call your
travel agent or
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French Provincial Combines Old, New

ed to a "d" somewhere along
The newest House of the the line .
Week, an elegant French Pro- BESIDES the mansard 'roof,
vincial, has a roof design origi- many other exterior details of
nally created to avoid the pay- our house this week, are authentic French, among them stones
ment of high taxes !
set in the corner brickwork,
But the roof's practical ad- eyebrow dormers, full-length
vantage of permitting larger , shutters with panels below the
higher - ceilinged second _- floor windows, casement sash, chimrooms has kept it popular ney pots and plant urns at the
through the centuries, with front entrance.
many variations making their By locating the garage doors
appearance in this country.
at the side, the garage appears
BACK IN THE 16001, In from the front as an additional
France, two story houses were living area.
taxed at a high rate. In order On the inside, architect Ruto get a lower rate for their dolph A. Matern has interminclients , French architects built gled additional French touches
many one and a half story with all the modern convenienhouses, with resultant cramped ces American families have
upstairs rooms of the garret come to expect.
type.
Typically traditional is the
One architect , Francois Man- large center foyer, with the livsart , found a loophole in the ing room on one side and the
regulations that enabled his cus- dining room on the other, as
tomers to avoid the high tax well as an entrance vestibule
rate and yet have spacious with closet. The foyer ceiling is
quarters on the second floor . pierced by a small, round,
By keeping the roof eaves just railed opening through which
above the first-floor windows , drops a light fixture from the
as specified by law, he was able second-floor ceiling.
to have his houses classified as A log-burning fireplace is the
one and a half stories. But by focal point of the large living
redesigning the roof with two room, which has French doors
slopes, the lower one very steep, at the rear leading to an encloshe was able to offer much more ed porch. Housewives will apliving space on the upper preciate the unusually large
floor.
amount of living room wall
This type of roof is now space for effective furniture
known as a mansard, the "t" placement.
at the end of the French architect's name having been chang- THE COMBINATION kitchenBy ANDY LANG

FRENCH CHARM . . . The delightful
appearance Of this three-bedroom ¦• French
Provincial can be traced back to the early
17th century, when architect Francois MonL
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sart designed a two-slope roof that would
permit flat , high-ceilinged rooms on the second tloor
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FLOOR PLANS . . . Spaciousness Is the
keynote of this room layout; especially note
the long living room, the length of the com-
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bined kitchen-family room , the giant upstairs bath and the features of the master
bedroom suite.

RENUB e
IEMIBR "°
PHONE 746b

GEO. KARSTEN
Oenerel Contractor
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| May We
I Serve You?

Phont) 5965

Design G-8 has a living
room, dining room, kitchen,
family room, bath, foyer,
rear porch and two-car garage on the first floor; three
b e d r o o m s , an unusually
hir^e bathroom, dressing
room and porch on the second floor.
There are 1, 090 square
feet of living area on the
first floor , excluding the garage and porches. The second floor has Ofll square feet
of habitable area, excluding
the porches and storage
rooms. Overall dimensions
including the garage, are
531 feet 1(1 inches by 37 feet
7 inches.

KN/VMKL IS HK8T is
best for
Hi^li gloss enamel
paintin g areas that require frequent washing, advises the Nalional Paint , Varnish and Lac(|uer Associa tion. Knnmel dries
to it smooth finish and can be
washed * often without losing
its brilliant gloss nnd color.
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family room is an open 20 feet 1 the general bedroom area, the
of space, with the demarcation l rear porch or the master bedof the rooms being left to a room, with special door arlight-and-plant trough and turn- rangements for privacy.
ed poles. Features of the area
A GLANCE at the floor plan
are the larder, small desk with
a post light, and the laundry of Design G-3 discloses a truly
spacious master bedroom suite.
tucked into the corner .
is 22 feet long,
The laundry location allows The room itself
the homemaker to be "part of
the family" while these chores
'Thrust-Back Collar'
are being done. Cabinets above
TOILET TANK BALL
and at the side of the washer
America '! torgetr St/fer
and dryer provide plenty of
Tht •fftcient Watar Mcit«r instantl y ttopi
j
space to keep all clothes out of
Hourly tffl ^^v
H fht flow of waf ir aii *t «ach fluihing.
sight. Folding partitions hide the
75f AT HARDWA HE STORES
entire laundry when not in use.
Just outside the kitchen and
Contracted
\v\
I
I
Water Master Toilet Tank
close to a rear entrance is a
Ball Available a t . . .
sizable bathroom, including a
!
shower. Another bathroom is on
the upper bedroom floor. This
one is unusually large, is two
Phone 8-1225
^\ |
steps down, has a tub of mosaic
Corner 9th & Mankato Ave.
tile and can be entered from

Carpentry I

Gerald Buege % I
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fuel oil dealer for proof.

will
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the
present published prices, the annual cost of heating the average
At
it less with fuel oil than with natural gas. Oil will continue to be
home
the
home heating fuel. Price trends show
most
economical automatic
that gas will soon be pricing Itself out of the market. Ask your local

I

more

Modern

operate
furnaces
efficiently than ANY gas fired
oil
equal
fired
oil furnace will burn with efficiencies
Even the inexpensive
furnace.
better
furnaces.
or
than new gas

|
|
|
j
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|

the
Unusual eafety
claims for gas are being made and no recognition is
fact that
true
given
to
a
explosion from oil Is virtuall y unknown.
ness
There are
no
toxic
which
can penetrate your home, causing sickfume*
death
or
to plants, pets or your family, (In contrast, a recent gas
explosion in Wisconsin resulted in injuries to 13 and property damage
estimated as high as $500,000.)
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FACT ¦
CLEAN

that
There Is less burning residue from
a properly operating
fired furnace
tests oil
"a<e.
prove
laboratory
oily
*nan w '"1 ony °* n8r *yPB °* f ur
film on windows and walls consist of 95% cooking fats and 3%
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STREET

has a fireplace, a den area and
access to the rear porch.
A special feature is a long,
peninsula-like" section w h i c h
contains a dressing room, two
closets, a vanity, a desk and
storage space.

build a new market,many misleading and ex-^i
^L
in an
to
attempt
aggerated statements have been made
^^
V
get blind and hurried conversion to gas. Haste makes
effort
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Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
' ,„..,„
hand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOMEHow to Build, Buy 01 Sell It. " Included in it are small reproductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
the pla"ns or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
^
News.
?
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design G-8
D
Enclosed is W for "YOUR HOME" booklet
'
NAME
..t\...
•• •••

1965 dollar volume $5,878,221
Commercial ..... 1,775,839
Residential
732,582
Public (nontaxable)
3,369,800
New houses
24
Volume same
date 1964 ...
$5,819,484

G-8 Statistics

COI.OH MIRACLES
Heal color miracles can be
worked by merely changing the
lone of walls and woodwork ,
floor and ceiling, says the Notloiuil Paint , Varnish and Lacquer Association.

WINONA BOILER 4 STEEL CO.

143-167 Wttt Front Strwt

How to Build/ Buy
Or Sell Your Home

waste.

m

Second floor olan

In an

Building in Winona
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Contact /our local fuel oil supplier for positive proof on the advantages
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BAUER WINONA FUEL OIL DEALERS Association
ELECTRIC, INC.
225 Bflst Third St.

Serving the Heating Needs of Winona With 93 Full-Time Employees
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Property Transfers
In Winona County

City Building Edges Ahead of '64 Total

Building permits for construction estimated to cost almost
$100,000 were issued last week
at the city engineer's office.
Among Ahem were two for
house construction, the 23rd and
24th ot the year.
Last week's permits pushed
the total valuation of new con-

struction, repairs and alterations to $5,878,221, ahead of last
year's total of $5,819,484 at the
same date.
There had been 46 house permits Issued at this time a year
ago.

THE LARGEST of last week 's
permits went to Sun Red Cherry
Corp., 976 W. Sth St., for construction of a $25,000 storage building.
It will be 38 by 140 feet and
will
\>e located north of the exPainting-Decorating
•
isting structure facing Stone
• Dri-Wall Taping
Street. Of concrete block con• Interior and Exterior
struction with a pre-stressed
Painting
•
concrete roof , it will be used
for storage purposes and will
,
Phon*
house electronic grading and
sorting equipment.
The contractor is Nels Johnson Construction Co.
ROLLINGSTONE, MINN.
Both house permits were taken by Royce & Sather. for construction at 1636 Edgewood Rd.,
and 1266 Parview.
The former is estimated to
cost $22,000, will be 26 bj 49
feet with attached garage and
have gas-fired forced air heatA NEW LAVATORY FAUCET J ing. The other will be a
$16,000 split level, 24 hy 40 feet
W Onl y One Handle! « with attached garage and have
gas-fired torced air heating.
Fiberite Corp., 516 W. 4th St.,
received a permit for a $5,000
addition to its manufacturing
It will be of two-story
X Wlmm^m
WlKmWmWsSlm^mWbuilding.
construction, 31 by 75 feet and
the contractor is P. Earl
Schwab.
Froedtert Malt Corp., 500 W.
3rd St., received a permit for
construction of an addition to its
building. Schwab is the contracSanitary Plumbing
tor.
& Heating Co.

Bill Weaver

1

689-2210

I

Phon* 2737

US E. 3rd St.
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DONTWAIT
'TOO LATE
Before the little woman gets on
your neck about the house being
cold and drafty.,.before you 're
up to your neck in «now...flx
yourself iome low-cost storm
¦windows out of Warp's FLEXO-GLASS and get 'em up. It'g
easy! Just cut with shears and
tack over screens or frames.
Holds IN heat-keeps OUT
c»ld . . . saves up to 40% on fuel
costs. Warp 's crystal-clear
FLEX-O-GLASS lasts for years
at a fraction the cost of glass.
Only 90?! a square yard at your
local hardware or lumber dealer.

G. Bower, 462 E. 4th St., Paul
A. Meier Plumbing Co., for Roscoe Thompson. 325 Emherst.
Fair Heating Service, for Frank
Kella, 1053 E. Wabasha St.;
Frank Took, 302 E. Howard St. ;
Harry Losinski, at 507, 507V4
and 509 W. 4th St.'; Mrs. Jane
Nowlan, 53 Carimona St.; Orval Hilke, 1525 W. Howard St.,
and W. V. Conrad, 502 Grand
St.
OIL-BURNER permits:
Modern Oil Burner Service,
for Helen Gilgosh, 405 Steuben
St.; Kewpee Lunch, 151 E. 3rd
St.; Joseph Walsh, 952 E.
Broadway, and Francis Plinski,
928 E. King St. Carney Heating
Service, for Martha Kiese, 270 W
4th St.

Many Materials
Now Used for
House Siding

AP NEWSFEATURES
Look at the siding on a house
these days and you can't tell
whether it Is made of wood or
aluminum or plastic or cottage
cheese.
Factory-applied paint coattings give a look-alike appearance to most sidings, no matter
what they're made of — and
there are very few materials
that haven't found their way
into the building market as reMCVEY'S ICE Cream Shop, sidential siding.
451 Huff St., drew a permit for THE THEORY seems to be
construction of an addition esti- that home owners are willing
mated to cost $12,000. The new to use almost any material if
addition will be immediately they're convinced o{ its advansouth and connected to the tages, but they still don't want
present building, facing Huff it to look too individual.
Street.
A familiar material gaining
First National Bank of Wino- popularity as a house siding is
nona drew a permit for a $6,- galvanized steel, clothed in ac000 remodeling job at 101 John- rylic enamel colors of white,
son Street.
ivory, biege, yellow, light blue,
Fowler & Hammer is the con- gray and green. The panels are
tractor.
12V4 feet long and 8 inches wide,
Wesley Larson, 466 Minneso- with a thickness of .017 inches.
ta St., received a $900 permit Because they weigh only 6V4
for interior remodeling at 300 pounds each, they can be handlW. Howard St.
ed by a single installer, either
PERMITS for gas-fired instal- a professional or a do-it-yourselfer.
Iaticns:
Carney Heating Service, for The manufacturers of steel
John Pawlowski . 419 E. Sth St. siding guarantee the surface
Adolph Michalowski, for Mrs. F. against chipping, peeling and
flaking for 20 years. They say
such a guarantee is possible because of the zinc coating on the
steel. If the surface of galvanized steel is scratched, exposing the bare steel, zinc has
the unique quality of "healing"
over the exposed surface to
protect It. This attribute has
given zinc the nickname of "a
sacrificial metal." The protective phenomenon occurs even
after the zinc-coated panels
have been painted.

GIT

WINDOW
MATERIALS

¥
AT

DADD BR0$EllfDD STORE

Phone 4007

S76 E. 4th St.

STEEL siding is naturally termite-proof. Also, say its adherents, it expands so slightly that
rapid temperature changes do
not cause it to produce strange
noises. Because of its ability to
withstand impacts, it does not
require "backer boards" during installation .
Home handymen capable of Trick or Treaters
Installing siding can get instructions on the minor changes Get $168 in Cash
necessary for the use of galST. PAUL (AP) - Mr. and
vanized steel, such as the im- Mrs. Phillip Alesso of St. Paul
portance of using zinc-coated didn't intend to be so generous.
nails and the grounding of the When Halloween trick-or-treatlowest course with copper wire. ers called on their home Saturday night one of the youngsters
received an envelope.
Darts
Hurl
Marines
The envelope contained $168
Af Card-Burning Photo in cash and mistakenly became
mixed with treats for the youngBERNALILLO, N.M. (AP ) - sters.
A Marine from Bernalillo serv- The Alessos are asking the
ing in Viet Nam said in a letter youngster to return the money.
home recently that a picture of
a youth burning his draft card fun throwing darts at it." The
was nailed to a dart board in letter was from Sgt. Ramon
Viet Nam and "the Marines had Martinez.

BROKEN " |K|8j t
WINDOW? j p||lfH
|
Lit us take car* ef all
*^BBs^B!liV
L^^r
your OLASS n**ds. Pick|^Krg||B^BBSK
^
^
^
^
^
^-^
up «nd delivery servlc*.
Our j last men ar* *xperti and \«* hav* everything U mak*
your home more comfortable for the winter months.

CAULK
PUTTY
WEATHER STRIPPING
MORTITE TAPE
GLASS CUTTERS
GLAZIER POINTS

WARRANTY DIID
•—Lao J . Lltbscti tt ux to Stat* el Mrn=
ntiott—Part of WV4 of WUi of SW%
of S#c. S-103-J (ylno s, of County hlenway.
Garvin Sebo at ux to Statt ol Minnesota—Part of EVb of SWA and cf W'A
Of SWA of SE'A of Sac. 5-105-S.
Btrnhard R . St«va at ux t» Stat*
of Mlnnasota—SW/4 of SW% ami WV i
of EV4 of SW/4 of Sac. MOM.
Arnold E. Woodard at ux to Stat* ot
Minnesota—Part of N'^ of NViVt of Sac.
IMOM.
Clarenca J . Davis at ux to Clyd* McNally at ux-Lo»» 1, 4 and 5, Block 11,
Homar.
Ivan SparbacK at ux to State of Minnatola—Part of SE'A of Sac . a-lOJ-5 lying
S'ly of County highway except S. «o
acres of said SE'/i.
Daniel B. Stedman at ux to State of
Minnesota—Part of NVV of EVi ot E'/i ot
SEW of Sec. J-IC5-*.
Alfred Mueller at ux to State of Minnesota—Part of SWA . of SEV4 of Sac
1-105-7.
Alvln Kohnar at ux to Walter O. Albrecht at ux—Ert of SWA and S'A of
NWVi of Sec. 2J-10&-8.
Mary Drazkowskl to Dorothy Drazkowskl at al—Lot 2, Blank Block ol Hamilton 's Add. to Winona .
Wllhelmlna Hoffarth to Robert A. Pe rry et ux—Lot 4 , Block 3«, O.P. of
Winona .
Barnlca B. Bowie to David J. Kouba
et ux—Lot 29, Drew, Mead & Simpson' s
Lands to Winona.
Ethel Case to Dale N . Pearson et ux—
Lots 12, 15 in* 16, Block 4, Homer.
Charles O. Frank et ux to Arne Odeqaard et ux—N. 75 ft . of Lot 10 and
N. 75 ft . of. E. 40 ft . of Lot 9, Block
1. Herman J. Dunn Subd . In Goodview.
Lucille B. Clements to David J. Kouba
at ux—Lot 29, Drew, Mead & Simpson 's
Lands to Winon a .
Rudolph F. Houser to Paarl R. Haesly
—N . 40 rods of E. 20 rods of NWH of
SEV< of Sec. 11-105-7.
Robert A. Beatty to Winifred Beatty—
E. 60 ft . of W. 100 ft. of Lot ?, Block
8, Sanborn's Add. to Winona .
Walter Lawrenz et ux to Olal Evenson—Lot 3, Lawrenz Subd. In Goodview .
Martin A. Beatty tt ux to Robert A .
Beatty—E. 60 ft. of W. 100 ft. of Lot
9, Block t, Sanborn's Add. to Winona.
Edgar T. Hlllmar, a. attorney, et al
to David J. Kouba et ux—Lot 2V Drew,
Mead & Simpson 's Lands to Winona.
Emll Pflu^hoefl et ux to State ol
Minnesota—Part of NE'A of Sec. 12105-7, lying SWIy of highway.
Paul A . Kinstler et ux to State ot
Minnesota—Part of SE'A of HEY< ol
Sec. 10-105-6 lying S'ly of hlj hwty.
Robert L. Papenfuss to State of Minnesota—Part of EW of EVi of SW'A ol
Sec. 1-105-6 lying S'ly of highway.
Chester Wlczek et ux to Dominic L.
Jareczek et ux—Lot t, Block 1, E. C.
Hamilton's Second Add. to Winona.
Francis E. Beach at ux to Torrance
E. Beach et ux—Part of Lot 13, Subd.
of Sac. 12-105-J.
Raymond A. Caslnl at ux to Michael
E. Rompa et ux—EVi of Lot 3, Block
12, Chute's Add. to Winona.
Esther B. Dunn to Maurice E. Schuh
et ux—Lot 5, Block 1, Herman J. Dunn
Subd. In Goodview .
Varnon Larson at ux. to Stata of Minnesota—Part of NE'A of SE'A of Sic.
B-IOSHS.
Irvln Moslman ef ux to Albirt Neumann— N. 13.41 ft. of Lot 1 ahd S.
U.JO ft. of Lot 2, Nelson 's Add. to
Altura.
Goldle Bartz to Dorlna Allen—S'/ t of
SEV4, SEV4 of SW>/4 and part of SWA
of SWA of Sec. 4-105-5.
Daniel O. Stedman at ux to State of
Minnesota-Part of NE'/< of SWA of Sec.
6-105-5 lying S'ly of highway,
Bertha Vanderze* to State of Minnesota—Part Of NW'A of Sec. 11-105-4.
John Gady et ux to State of Minnaiota—Part of U'/i ot SWA of Sec . 9105-6.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Clarence j; Fiedler et ux to Edith A.
Wendt—Lots 1 and 2, Block 2, Gale J.
Kohner 's Add. to Winona.
Edith A. Wendt to Clarence J. Fiedler
et ux—Lois 1 and 2, Block 2, Gale &
Kohner's Add. to Winona.
Pearl R. Haesly to Rudolph f . Houser
—N . 40 rods of E. 20 rods of NW '/< of
SEV4 of S«c. 11-105-7 .
Elsie Moll* to David J. Kouba at uxLot 29, Drew, Mead & Simpson's Lands
lo Winona.
Harold J. Libera to Everett B. Englcr
et ux—EW of NE'A, NVJ of .iE'/i, part
of NE'A. of SWA lying NE of road and
part of SW.A of SEV« of Sec. 1-105-7 and
W'A ol NWVfc of Sec. 6-105-6; also easement across part of NWA and of WVi
of NE'A of Sec. 1-105-7.
Everett B. Engler at ux to Harold J.
Libera—EVi cf NE'A, NVi of 5EV4, part
of NEVi of SWA lying NE of road and
part SW'A of SE'A of Sec. 1-105-7 and
wVj of NW'A of Sic. 6-105-4; also easement across part of NW'A and of WVi
of NE'A of Sec. 1-105.7.
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Paul Edward Dooney to Frank J.
Pomeroy-W . 81 ft. of Lot 2. Block 141,
Subd. of Block 141, O.P , of Winona.
PINAL DECREE
Fred W. Dickson, decedent, to Orvll
Dickson et al—W'A of Lota 2 and 3, Block
31, Taylor i. Co .'s Add, to Winona; N.
150 fl. of EVs of Lot 4, Lakeside Outlots
to Winona In Sec. 28-107-7.
PROBAT E DEED
John Robert Case, by guirdlan, to
Dale N. Pearson et ux—Lots 12, 15 and
16, Block 4, Homer.

IN BUILDING
BLOCKS

Home ownership is easier for
the general public, veterans and
farmers by the new federal
housing law. Ervin P. Richter,
president of the Southeastern
Board of Realtors, pointed out.
The law reduced the .minimum down payment required
for Federal Housing Administration - insured financing of
homes, appraised in excess of
$20,000, said Richter.
Previously the minimum down
payment required for an FHAinsured loan under its Section
203 (b) program was 3 percent
of the first $15,000 of appraised
value, 10 percent on that part of
value from $15,000 to $20,000,
and 25 percent on value in excess of $20,000, he explained.
The new law reduces the
down payment on the value
above $20,000 to 20 percent.
"In other words, a house ap-

GRIN AND BEAR IT

DENNIS THE MENACE

SHE'U COtte \H AHOSKXL IT W TENAMrJUTfcS«•
BIG GEORGE

"We 're not really asking more fh is year when you
conside r all the extra padding you get . . . in the
upholstery, the instrument panel , tht price listl "

"H»y, Cary Grant, w turn THIS wiy."
By Alax KotzKy
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Law Liberalizes
FHA Loans for
Home Purchases

praised at $30,000 formerly
would require a minimum down
payment of $3,450. Now the
down payment will be $2,950, a
reduction of $500," said Richter.
The maximum mortgage
amount available under the
FHA insurance program is $30,000 for a single family.
Veterans benefits under the
law by an increase In the maximum mortgage amount permissible and by lower down
payments under another FHA
insurance program solely for
veterans (Section 222) , said the
Realtors president.
They now can obtain an FHAinsured ' mortgage loan up lo
$30,000. instead of $20,000 as
formerly, with down payments
the same as the above scale except that on the portion of value
over $20,000 their down payment will be 15 percent.
Richter said a new mortgage
insurance program for farmers
and rural nonfarm resident established by the new law was
aimed primarily at rural areas
near towns of under 5,000 population. It will be administered
by the Farmers Home Administration. Its offices should be
contacted.
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GLASS TOPS

MIRRORS

All made o« Llbbey-Owens-Perd Olast — th* flrmt quality.

For Your "Glass" Needs
See

Winona Paint & Glass Co.
55-57 Wait Sexond St.

Phon* 3652

Wa Deliver.

By Ed Dodrf

MARK TRAIL
s^._

BETTER CONSTRUCTION
STARTS WITH CONCRETE
PRODUCTS FROM
ESTIMATES

ff

CONCRETE BLOCK CO.
5569 West eth St ,

Phone 7207
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'Dnipro7 Chorus
Program Here
Varied. Colorful

¦Rhythm-asters Maintain Friendly,
Rocking Mood in WSC Jazz Concert

By EARL A. SCHREIBER
Jazz arid what some refer to
as "swing band" or "combo"
music - should be accepted as
art forms, each unique in conveying some special aspect of
musical message especially
well. Several paths and facets
of this sometimes spontaneous
creating were explored Sunday
evening when Winona State College pre^ntecTits Colleg Jazz
Concert in Somsen Auditorium.
The program, under the direction of Fred Heyer of the
college music department and
a master In stimulating audience contact and expectation,
opened with an original called,

"Cleff Dwellers," (punny only
to musicians), creating a friendly, rocking mood where everyone could anticipate a good
time — both audience and performers. To set such an atmosphere and then sustain it
throughout a show is difficult
for a professional group. Mr.
Heyer and his musicians accomplished this.

RESIDES the 17-plece awing
band, also appearing were a
seven-man combo featuring Bob
Schuh and Gene Steffes as soloists, and a septet developing a cool , full sound under the
direction of trambonist Orrin
Hagcr, and the Dave Heyer

Trio. Each group presented its
own specialty. These sounds
ranged from subtle sensitivity
to vigorously creative exploitation.
Not all the heat generated
Sunday in Winona came from
the tragic Westgate fire or the
above groups. Contributing
more than their share to the
rise in temperature were drummers Dave Heyer and Jay Epstein who collaborated in what
they called a "Drum Duo," but
which developed into, a primitive emotional "conversation"
which ran the gamut of feelings : humor, tragedy, sex,
sarcasm, glamor, suspense, to
name a few, all of which must
have impressed even the gargoyles who seemed suspiciously to continue their grasp upon
the ceiling of Somsen Auditorium.
Continuing a family tradition,
13-ycar-old Linda Heyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Heyer,
again showed the flair for
showmanship displayed by both
her father and older brotherdrummer, Dave. Linda sang,
"Bill Bailey," -and, "Everybody
Loves A Lover."

THE SWING band nsed
smooth, creamy sound effectively contrasting it with an almost violent cacophony to create tiie musical tension desired.
They are one of the few large
units capable of playing from
pianissimo to fortississime, all
in one selection. Ensemble
phrases were firm and solid.
Intonation created little problem until the last few numbers.
.
Maybe the subjective opportunity to interpret mood,
MR, AND MRS. NICHOLAS C. RICE will be at homo feeling, and expression the way
on a farm at Pettibone, N.D., following their honeymoon
each one wanted was what
In Northern Wisconsin. They were married Oct. 16 at Cale- made the performance of the
donia (Minn.) Methodist Church by the Rev. Roger Gustaf- Dave Heyer Combo intriguing
eon. The bride is the former Miss Joanne Albee, daughter but challenging to this listener
it to a folksong,
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Albee, Caledonia. Her husband is who compared
spiritual, or Latin American
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Rice, Pettibone. A complete caprice as analogous 'to the
wedding story appeared in the Wednesday issue of the composition of-v a Mondrian
Winona Daily News. ( Pongratz photo )
painting or the Cubism of Picasso.
To sum up the Jazz Concert
FRENCH CREEK CIRCLES
ETTRICK. Wis. (Special) - with a well-worn but useful
Four French Creek Lutheran cliche': "A good time was had
Church circles will meet Thurs- by all."
¦
day. Meeting at 1:30 p.m. are :
Elizabeth Circle, with Mrs. Lester Berg; Esther, with Mrs.
Lloyd Dahl and Hannah, with
Mn. Henry Mahlum. Mrs. Carl
Johnson will host the Martha
Circle at 2 p.m. Naomi Circle
will be held Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.
The hostess will be announced By WARREN C. MAGNUSON
later.
Saturday evening about 700
Winona
citizens were treated to
UNITED CHURCH WOMEN
one of the most honest and
CALEDONIA, Minn.—United touching plays written in recent
Church Women of the Caledonia years. Frank Gilroy's "The SubArea Council will observe World ject Was Roses" played to a
Community Day Wednesday at capacity house at the College of
8 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Saint Teresa Theater.
Church here.
This is a play in which not
much happens. Simply, it is
MISSANNA MARIE NOR- TRINITY GUILD
three people facing what they
BY'S engagement to Larry
Members of .Goodview Trinity are. What makes it great is
Dennis Soiney, son of Mr. Guild will meet Tuesday at that the vehicle is written and
and Mrs. Elmer Soiney, 7:30 p.m. at the church. All staged with an economy of efCanton, Minn., is announced women of the congregationhave fect, a directness of tongue, and
by her parents, Mr. and been Invited. The Rev. Larry simplicity of gesture that makes
it nearly a "happening."
Mrs. Walter Norby, Mabel, Zessin will conduct a devotional
period
and
Mrs.
Esther
Dunn
THE TERM "happening" is
Minn.
will show travel slides. Host- perhaps to some, a profanation
esses will be Mrs. Kenneth when it is appended to this play.
Brandt and Mrs. Marvin Nie- It is in the second act that the
meyer.
word may be just right. In Act
Advtrtlitmtnt
II three sounds make a silence.
The sons spits a single word at
his father , the father slaps the
boy hard, and the*mother is
WITH BLADDER IRRITATION heard opening the hallway door.
After 31, common Kidney o» Bladder Ir- In the sequence one could feel
liUtioni ¦fleet twice a*msvnjr women u
Wabasha J. High St.
men end may make you tenie and norroui the audience straining to hear
from too frequent, burnlnt or Itching
urination both day and night. Secondar- what the scene doesn't say.
WED., NOV. 3
ily, you may lose sleep and aufter from
The high level sequence is not
Headaches, Backaches and f <el old, tired,
Starting at 9:30 a.m.
depreued. In such Irritation, CY8TEX solitary however , there is much
Sponsored by the)
umilly brings tut, relaxing comfort by
curbing Irritating germs In itronf. acid in this play that makes for theLadit* Aid
urine and by analgesia pain relief. Get atrical miracles. In Act I as
cvarax at drunuta. mi batter fait
the trio returns from an uncustomary "night on the town,"
the boy , in the living room of
the split set, remembers how
much he loved vaudeville.
Meanwhile , the parents, in the
kitchen, discover that they can
remember the tune , and just a
few lines of "Pretty Baby. " It
is the crossbreed of the moods
y
D I A M O N D
R I N G S
that rises to theatrical magic.
What matters in this play is
the turbulence that evolves from
a lifetime of loveless living. It
comes
In up stuck waffles,
^k^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^m^mwSsSESN&iav
t
made with the last egg in the
house on Saturday nnd weak
coffee on Sunday, or an implication of unlimited funds at one
moment and a quick argument
regarding $5 nt ^another.
THE TURF.K charnctore are
not colorful people and they are
not what one would consider
"interesting." They arc however , most real , most believable , most human. They run the
gamut of emotion, but they
never belabor a point or a
mood.
Dennis O'Keefe as the father.
was a study in masterful timing. He Is alternately a slow
grump. hot-tempered Irishman ,
hiilting commentator , nnd a
• ONNIT . . . T R O M « 1 o o
quick-witted humorist. All without faltering nt anytime.
The .son, played by Peter buryen , showed Duryca's growing
greatness in a piny in which his
father couldn 't see himself .
Duryea g r e w magnificently
throughout the show. Ho ftrew ,
Third & Center
not only as the son, who learns
much about wrestli ng life 's
Welcome student* and instructor*. We 'll ln> open
problems , but also as an actor
until 9 p.m. tonight,
who builds throughout.

Capacity House
7
Hails 'Roses
At Saint Teresa

RUMMAGE
SALE
St. Matthew's
Lutheran Church
Basement

WOMENPAST 21

Q) hager (jewelry
QJ lore

By ELIZABETH L. HOLLWAY
The Twin Cities "Dnipro"
Chorus sang a varied and colorful program of Ukrainian choral
music at St. Mary's College
Sunday evening. Under the direction of Nicolas Bryn, the
concert was given in a section
of the college gymnasium and
heard by a sympathetic audience which substantially filled
the tiers of bleacher seats. The
acoustics, which might have
been poor, were reasonably
good.
A CAPPELLA. which was
sung during the first part of
the program, met the challenge
of the opening numbers with
some nice results in intonation
and interpretation. Good control and effect were achieved
in, particularly, the "Cherubimic Hymn," by D. Bortniansky and the "Three Compositions Based On Folk Tunes,"
by M. Leontowycz.

MR. AND MRS. JOHN F. KRAGE, 762 W. Mark St.,
will , observe their golden wedding anniversary Sunday at
an open house at Evangelical United Brethren Church,
where they were married Nov. 4, 1915. Hours will be from
2 to 5 p.m. Their children will be hosts. No invitations have
been sent.

(Durfey lludloi)

Mr. and Mrs. John Volkman

Volkman-Nowicki
Vows Exchanged
At St. Martin's
St. Martin's Lutheran Church
was the. scene of the Oct. 16
wedding of Miss Barbara Nowicki, granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. S. Anderson, 520 E.
Sanborn St. , and John Volkman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Volkman, 515 Center St.
The Rev. Armin Deye received their vows. Roy Burmeister
was soloist.
Miss Bonnie Risser was maid
of honor and Miss Sherry Nako
and Miss Betty Volkman, sister
of the groom, bridesmaids.
John Creeley was best man
and Alanson Hamernik and
John Englerth, groomsmen. The
latter is of West Salem, Wis.
Dale Kauffman and John Anderson ushered. The latter is of
Sparta, Wis.
THE BRIDE wore a floorlength gown of lace over taffeta with a fitted bodice and
bateau neckline that shaped into a square back. It had long
tapered sleeves and was accented by a chapel train. She wore
a silk illusion veil held by a
crown of seed pearls and carried a cascade bouquet of pink
roses.
Her attendants wore floorlength gowns of pink satin accented by empire waistlines.
Their headpieces were p i n k
crowns and they carried bouquets of pink carnations and
white pompons.
A reception was held in Redmen's Hall.
The newlyweds are at home
at 616 W. Sth St.
Both are graduates of Winona
Senior High School. The bride
was' formerly employed at Ted
Maier Drug Co. Her husband is
attending Winona State College
and is employed at Winona Tool
and Manufacturing Co., Inc.,
and Dale's Standard Service.
The bride was honored at a
prenuptial shower at the home
of Mrs. Byron Hock by the
Misses Bonnie Risser, Sherry
Nako and Betty Ramcr and
Mrs. Marlow Kram.

THE MIDDLE section of the
program was given over to solos by Madame Qksana Byrn,
soprano. Her ariak from Verdi's "La Forza dej Destino"
and Puccini's "Sister Angelica"
demanded a projection of pathos and appeal and Madame
Byrn was vocally and dramatically capable in both arias and
she sang them with sensitivity
and restraint. Her English in
the Puccini was poor and the
coloratura in the fourth solo
was not well-executed. Richard
Zgodava accompanied the soprano solos and the remaining choral numbers with skill
and authority.
The chorus sang the final
third of the program in costume. Generally speaking, the
numbers at the end of the program presented less musical
interest than those heard earlier and the performance was
less precise.

ST. MARTIN'S AID
The Ladies Aid Society of St.
Martin's Lutheran Church will
meet Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in
the social room of the church.
The Mmes. Edwin Wolfram, Ella Woodward, Manley Cooper
and Anton Prigge will serve.

SPRING GROVE SUPPER
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — The Black Hammer
Brotherhood is sponsoring a
pancake supper today. Serving
will begin at 5:30 p.m. ^
PANEL STUDY CLUBSPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — The Panel Study Club
will meet tonight at 8 at the
home of Mrs. Andrew Kjome
with Mrs. Evelyn Bakken as assisting hostess. The theme for
the club's program this season
is "Beauty." Mrs. Karl Hoegh
and Mrs. Raymond Rauk are in
charge of the program which
will be "Beauty in Fashions."
Roll call is "a fashion trend you
would like to see come back."

MR. AND MRS. REUBEN SCHROEDER will be at boms
Monday at Caledonia, Minn., following a wedding trip and
their Oct. 23 wedding at St. John's Evangelical Lutheran
Church, Caledonia. The Rev. Robert Kant officiated. Tha
bride is the former Miss Katherine Kilmer, Caledonia,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Kilmer, Lewiston, Minn,
Her husband is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Schroeder,
Caledonia. A complete wedding story appeared in the
Wednesday issue of the Winona Daily News. ( Camera Art
photo )

THE ENGAGEMENT of Miss Mary Lou Haeuser
to Marvin G. Hundt, son of Wilfred Hundt, Stockton, Minn., and the late Mrs. Wilfred Hundt, is
announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Stiehl, 461 E. 2nd St. An early spring wedding is
planned. Miss Haeuser is employed in the stenographic department at Watkins Products Inc. Her
fiance is employed in the service department at
Tempo Department Store, Miracle Mall Shopping
Center.
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by Miss Stiiela Coonan, a standby for Betty Field who, it was
announced had been ill for two
weeks prior to Saturday night.
Miss Coonan built , perhaps too
intensely, the feeling of pity for
a badgered wife in the opening
scenes, but she held the audience spellbound in her quiet
reminiscence in scene three of
Act II.
The set and props were obviously travel tired , though Lhey
were not at all shabby. The
stove log had a ten degree list
nnd a cornice of the apartment
had n part missing. However ,
these faults may well have fit
into the middle-class, walk up
flat presented,
One miscue of lights was obvious, but if there were other
technical errors, they weren 't
noticeable.
The College of Saint Teresa
is certainly to be congratulated
for bringing Winonmis the op528
portunity to see a great vehiTilt: MOTIIK U was played cle, well done.
——
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Packers'Need:Down-to-Earth Running Game
CHICAGO «> — The wonder-working Green Lombardi said.
side power and linemen to open the holes for
Bay Packers, whose pockets brimmed with miraBut Taylor, who has been hampered by an them.
cles during a fortune.filledl six-game winning ankle injury, was only effective in the first half,
The Packers' defense that has been comstreak , faced the future today with an obvious gaining 49 of his 50 yards in the first two quar- pensating most of the season, for a balky offense
need tor a down-to-earth running attack.
ters.
was unable to stop rookie sensation Gayle Sayers
Chicago's resurgent Bears picked Green Bay
The entire Packer team gained only 68 yards and sophomore find Andy Livingston and didn't
clean of marvels Sunday, hammering out a in the second half with 24 of them on the ground. have much luck against veterans Jon Arnett and
31-10 Mctory with a ground offensive that smackIt was the second straight Sunday the Pack- Ronnie Bull.
ed of the style that made Vince Lombard! famous. ers have been unable to score more than one
Rudy Bukich. the quarterback
The defeat left the Packers in a flrst-place touchdown. They defeated Dallas 13-3 a week ago whoRejuvenated
has led the Bears back into contention
tie with Baltimore in the the National Football despite being held to 63 yards in total offense. in the NFL race with four straight wins, passed
League's Western Conference. The Colts tangle They managed 227 Sunday with 121 on the ground. only to augment the running threat, completing
with the Bears next Sunday while the Packers
"The Bears blocked, passed and ran better five of 11 tosses for 53 yards.
face Detroit at Green Bay.
than we did," said Lombardi. "This club is
The Bears picked up 202 yards rushing with
"We're still on top of the league," said Pack- greatly improved since we last met them. In 73 of them supplied by Arnett and 66 by Sayers.
er Coach Lombardi. He was pleased witb the fact, they're a lot better than the 1963 Bears
Sayers helped break the game wide open
running of Jimmy Taylor, for the past six seasons who won the championship."
with a 62-yard punt return In the third period to
the mainstay of the Green Bay ground attack
The Bears had what the Packers needed set up a two-yard touchdown run by Arnett and
"This was Taylor's best game of the season '* Sunday, backs with breakaway speed and in- give the Bears a 24-10 lead.

But it was Livingston who pushed the Bears
Into the lead in the first place. The massive
fullback spearheaded a 17-point burst by the
Bears in the second period that gave them a
17-10 halftime edge. He carried the ball only
four times but picked up 40 yards.
Two interceptions helpod the rally along.
The steals, by Doug Atkins and Bennie McRae ,
both led to touchdowns. Former Wisconsin star
Jimmy Jones scored the first, badly beating
Doug Hart to take a 13-yard strike from Bukich.
Sayers scored the second, going to the outside
on a 10-yard run after finding the middle closed.
Roger LeClerc kicked a 24-yard field goal
for the Bears' first score.
Green Bay drew first blood, marching 70
yards in 13 plays after the opening kickoff for
a touchdown. Taylor scored it, barely getting
over from the 1.

The Packers weren't to score again until
the final play of the first half when Don Chandler kicked a 43-yard field goal.
Bart Starr had another poor day. Although
tie completed 10 of 20 passes for 103 yards, three
of his passes were picked off. Only two Starr
passes had been intertepted in the first si*
games.
"These things happen," said Lombardi. When
asked if Starr might be rested next Sunday, the
coach replied: "Starr's going to be my quarterback next week. "
Starr, who was held to minus 10 yards passing by Dallas, suffered bruises to his ribs and
shoulders. Linebacker Ray Nitscbke and tackle
Henry Jordan were also banged up. Tight end
Marv Fleming didn't play because of a leg injury.
Lombardi, though impressed with the Bears,
didn't go overboard. "Before the Chicago fans
get too excited," he said, "they should remember
the Bears have to play Baltimore twice. "

BUT THE OFFENSE GETS A-

A+ for Vike Defense

¦
^

CLEVELAND (AP) - Give marks grades on both counts. Dickson, who was awarded a
the Minnesota Vikings' an A "The Browns held us under game ball along with defensive
plus if you're keeping a defen- our scoring average," said end Jim Marshall.
sive report card.
quarterback Fran Tarkenton. Both layed key roles in keepThey get an A minus offen- The Vikings had averaged over ing Jim Brown, tho NFL's top
33 points a game until they beat Cround gainer, to 39 — yards —
sively, by their own grading.
Cleveland 27-17 Sunday. They U low for the season,
'It was our best defensive also
given up more points "We tried to stop Brown's
game by far," said Vikings' than had
other team in the Na- dangerous play *- the wide
Coach Norm Van Brocklin, who tionalany
Football League.
sweep where he hss a man
blocking
in front of him," said
A crowd of 03,008 taw the Vikguy is 70
ings boost their Western Confer- Van Brocklin. "That
offense.
"
per
cent
of
their
ence record to 4-3. Despite the
loss, the Browns still lead the Across the ball , Browns'
Eastern Division with a 5-2 Coach Blanton Collier said,
mark.
"They carried it right to us.
"J think we went out there They seemedto be a step-ahead
with the Idea we were going to of us. We seemed to be hitting
hit," said defensive tackle Paul their strength. "

JIM MARSHALL
. Gets Game Ball
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Collier said quarterback
Frank Ryan has been bothered
by a sore elbow, but added
"Prank's had this trouble off
and on before. I don't believe
that was the problem."
Jim Ninowski played the final
quarter and moved the Browns
for a touchdown in 13 plays. But
it was Tarkenton, Minnesota's
escape artist, and the Vikings'
stingy defense who settled the
issue,
The Browns were aware that
Tarkenton liked to throw to
halfback Tommy Mason and
fullback Bill Brown and he did
— for a touchdown apiece.
The Viking* like to get a run-
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ning back into a one-on-one situation against a linebacker and
it worked against Browns' captain Galen Fiss, playing his first
game since he was injured in
the season's opener against the
Washington Redskins.
"Mason said he could beat the
guy on the weak side," Van
Brocklin said. "I told Francis to
call the play as soon as he went
in."
It worked for a 72-yard touchdown, with both Tarkenton and
Mason thinking they had beat
Jim Houston, who was sidelined
earlier with an injury.
"No linebacker in the league
can keep up with Mason," said
Tarkenton.
The 35 mile - an ¦ hour wind
seemed to bother the crowd
more than it di'i the quarterbacks. "I kept Jirowing grass
up to see which way it was
blowing and I couldn't find out,"
said Tarkenton, who completed
17 of 27 passes for 234 yards.
"It was a big thrill to beat
Tarkenton.
said
t h e m ,"
"They 're the champs."
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PASS CAME GALLOPING BACK . , .
Green Bay Packer quarterback Bart Starr
(15) tries to intercept Chicago Bears back
Bennie McRae after latter had intercepted
one of Starr's passes in second quarter of

National Football League game in Chicago
Sunday. In foreground la Paul Hornung of
Packers. Bears beat previously undefeated
Packers, 31-10. (AP Photofax)

*

EVERYON E HAPPY .

Defense Did
A Great Job

CLEVELAND (AP ) - It was
a day of exoneration for the
Minnesota Vikings' defensive
platoon.
Bombed for 201 points in six
games this season, the Viking
defenders had drawn the ire of
Coach Norm Van Brocklin,
who once even called his
secondary "stupid."
Sunday, after the Vikings had
beaten the defending National
Football League champion Cleve
land Browns 27-17, Van Brocklin beamed with pride over the
defensive showing.
"It was our best defensive
game by far," Van Brocklin
said . "Cleveland earned only
one touchdown. Holding Jimmy
Brown to 80 yards< is a great
tribute to our defensive players."
When the Vikings trooped into
the dressing room it was the defensive team that drew the
plaudits.
Game balls were presented to
defensive linemen Jim Marshall
and Paul Dickson. But Gary
Larsen, Carl Eller, Rip Hawkins
and Lonnie Warwick all came
in for praise, too.
"We had the pursuit," Dick-

WINS STOCK '500'
ROCKINGHAM , N.C. Ml Veteran Curtis Turner zipped
across the finish line nine seconds before young Gale Yarborough Sunday, and won the
first annual American 500 stock
car race in a factory-backed
Ford.
NOPE.HERE,
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son said. "That's how we stooped Brown."
"Our defense worked together
better today," Marshall said.
"Everything seemed to fall into
place — the way it should for
a good defensive team."
The Viking's deefase now hss
allowed opponents only 23 points
in the last six quarters of NFL
combat — an average of less
than four points a quarter. Up
to halftime of the San Francisco
game the week before, they had
permitted nearly nine points a
quarter.
The offense matched the defense Sunday in what Van Brocklin called "our best balanced effort of the season,"
Fran Tarkenton passed for 234
yards and two touchdowns on
17 completions in 27 attempts.
Bill Brown rushed for 130 yards
on 26 carries and scored two
touchdowns, Tommy Mason added M yards on 12 carries and
caught a 72-yard touchdown pass
from Tarkenton. Paul Flatley
had six receptions for 65 yards
and Brown five for 46. ,-•
Fred Con booted field goals of
30 and 18 yards in the fourth
quarter to fee it.
"We wanted to control the ball
and we did," Tarkentqn said.
"Against a good offensive team
like Cleveland, you just can't let
them have the ball a lot of the
time. "
The Vikings ran 68 plays to
the Browns' 51.
"We just beat them man-forman, right down the line," Van
Brocklin said.
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JIMMY RIDES AGAIN . . . Cleveland
Browns fullback Jim Brown scores in tho
fourth quarter against the Minnesota Vikings
— with the aid of the goal post. The ball was
put into play only four inches from the goal
post. Brown hurdled the line — and for added

insurance pulled himself over by hanging
onto the posts. Vikings in the action are Rip
Hawkins (68), Karl Kassulke (29 ) and Bill
Jobko (67). Browns are Walter Roberts (27)
and John Brewer (83). (AP Photofax)

Blanda Gino Make Great
Changes in AFL Alignment

By THE AASSOCIATED PRESS
There have been some startling changes made in the
American Football League dtie
to the efforts of Glno Cappellettl, whose family tree has beon
traced back to Romeo, and Juliet, and George Blanda, who
goes bock that far almost by
himself.
Cappellottl caught two touchdown passes snd kicked two
field goals and two extra pqlnts,
personally accounting for 20
points as the Boston Patriots
won their first game Sunday by

upsetting previously unbeaten
San Diego 22-6.
Blanda kicked four field goals
and passed for one touchdown ,
personally accounting for 18
points as the Houston Oilers
moved up on Buffalo in the
Eastern Division race by upsetting the Bills 19-17.
In other games, Kansas City
defeated Oakland 14-7 and New
York walloped Denver 45-10.
Cnppelletti, whoso family has
traced his lineage back to the
Capulct family of Juliet —
Shakespeare is supposed to

have changed the name for
rhyme purposes — has not been
in tho spotlight this season
despite his Most Valuable Player crown.
But against tho Chargers he
was most of the offensive show,
grabbing 29 and 46-yard touchdown passes from Babe Parilli ,
kicking 30 and 33-yard field
goals and adding the two extra
points while the Patriots deHLANDA
(Continued on Page 13)
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Betty Englerth Slaps 617 Pin Series

Van Hoof Fight's
Exhibition Matc h
Winona 's star Golden Glover '
Tom Van Hoof and Busty Clark
of Rochester fought exhibition
matches at Stillwater - Slate
Prison last weekend .
Van Hoof met Rudy Rodriquez and Clark of Rochester
drew in a lighl hean*weight
match.
Winona wi ll have four or five
fighters in action at Rochester
Nov. 10.
|
¦
WHITEWATER WINS
\
RIVER FALLS. Wis . (.fl Whitewater State, capturing five
of the fi rst eight places, has
won the Wisconsin State Universities Conference cross country crown with a low score of.
only 23 points.
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BETTY ENGLERTH
Score* No. 1 Series

Gophers from 1st
Wildcats Up Next

NIC Teams
Cop 5 Wins
In 6 Games
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Concordia's Cobbers, who last
year swept unbeatento a tie for
the National Associated of Intercollegiate Athletics championship, this season find themselves
in the position to spoil St. John's
bid to duplicate that feat.
Concordia and the Johnnies
collide Saturday at Collegeville
Minn., with the Minnesota Intercollegiate Conference title at
stake.
Both won handily Saturday to
set the stage.
St. John's clinched at least a
share of the crown by defeating
Augsburg 28-6. Concordia kept
alive its hopes of gaining half
the championship by ripping St.
Thomas 25-7.
The Johnnies, with a perfect
R-0 record and ranked second by
the NA1A, likely will go after the
NAIA crown they copped in
1S63 — if they can get past the
Cobbers, who are frl.
Elsehwere in the MIAC Saturday, Gustavus Adolphus moved
into third place by downing
Hamline 20-6 while MinnesotaDuluth trounced winless Macalester 34-6.
The Northern Intercollegiate
Conference, its league race ended z week ago, enjoyed a banner weekend oy posting live victoris in six outings. Only
champion Michigan Tech lost ,
dowing 20-13 to Northwood.

hadn t caught the ball it would
have been good."
Ohio

State

Coach

Woody

Hayes, beating his long - time
friend Murray Warmath in the
first meeting between the two
coaches, agreed and said gratefully:
"The wind definitely took it.
Thank God for that. "
The Buckeyes ' hefty Bob Funk
had booted an 18 - yard field
goal with 1:17.left in the game
to put OSU in front by a point.
But Minnesota, with Hankinson
threading the needle on sideline
passes, stormed back to move
56 yards in 60 seconds. Hankinson 's pass to Aaron Brown took
the ball to the Buckeye 8-yard
line with 17 seconds left.
The Gophers, all their timeouts used up. rushed Ramey
into the game for the do-or-die
field goal try.

More Than
Just This
Bout Riding

TORONTO (AP ) - When towering Ernie Terrell and rugged
George Chuyalo meet tonight in
15 rounds or less they undoubtedly will be thinking of more
than Terrell's World Boxing Association
heavyweight
title ,
which will be at stake.
They will be thinking of being
not just WBA champion but of
being champion of all the world.

but his complaint
fell on deaf ears.
Warmath made no~ beef. He
said be couldn't see from his
angle, but felt the officials made
the correct call.
"It was an exciting, close
game," the Gopher coach said.
"The difference was that Ohio
State was bigger and stronger
physicially than we were. They
were able to push us around.
We stopped their running game
in the second half , but they were
versatile enough to go to the
air."
Warmath also said that loss
of halfback Dave Colburn, out
for the season with a broken
colarbone, hurt Minnesota's attack.
The outcome left the Buckeyes
and Gophers tied for second
place in the Big Ten with 3-1
record, both trailing unbeaten
Michigan State. The Gophers
have conference games with
Northwestern, Purdue and Wisconsin remaining. '

.
SI, Thomas al Guslavus.

Conlnrnico Season
W L.
W. L. T.
Michigan Tech
. . .
4 1
i 3 0
WINONA
) j
a l g
Mankato
i i
4 j )
Btmtd|l
j j
4 4 0
Moorheed
i s
4 4 0
St. Cloud
s j
i 4 a
Confrionci seaso n tiidcd
SATURDAY 'S GAMES
Michigan Tech al Superior (Wis ).
Mankato al Western Illinois
Mayvllle (N O.) at Moortiiad ,
SI. Cloud at Mlnot (NO I

¦

T 0 11 1 111 K progolfcr .lolinnv
Pott , formerly of LSI ' , is (lit 1
son of a golf pro .

Special New Car Loan Rales
$4.00 PER $100 PER YEAR

Loan

24 Months

36 Months

Amount

Payment

Interest

Payment

1000.00
1500.00

45 00
67.50

80 00
120.00

31.11
46.67

2000.00 ',

,

2500.00

90.00

160.00

62.22

112 50

200.00

77.78

Interest
119.96
180 12
239.92
300.08

MINNESOTA LOAN & THRIFT
166 Walnut , Winona , Minn

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!
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Colleges
1ASTSyracuse 11, Pittsburgh 1).
Dartmouth 10, Y*lt n.
Princeton *t, Brown 17.
Harvard 19, Pennsylvania 10 (tie).
Holy Cross 50. Buffalo 7.
Boston Colltst 41, Virginia Military 11
Colgate 7% Army 5«.
Cornell 10), Columbia 4.
Geo. Washington 13, Davidson 7.
Boston U . 10, Rutgers a.
SOUTHAlabama 10, Mississippi Slata 7.
Georgia Tech 35, Duke 13.
Georgia 47, N. Carolina IS.
Mississippi 13, LSU 0.
Auburn 21, Florida 17.
Vanderbllf 13, Tulane 0.
, Fla. Slata 7. Virginia Tech 4.
Louisville 3M, Wichita 10.
Clemun 14, Wake Forest 13.
Kentucky H. West Vlrlglnla I.
Maryland 17. S . Carolina 14.
N.C. Stat* 13, Virginia 0.
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MIDWEST—
Michigan Stat* 4t, Northwsslern 7.
Nebraska 14, Missouri 14 .
Notre Dame it, Navy 3.
Illinois 11, Purdue 0.
Ohio State 11, Minnesota 10.
Michigan SO. Wisconsin 14.
Indiana 21, Iowa 17.
Colorado 13, Oklahoma t.
Kansas 34, Kansas Stat* I.
Iowa Stats 14, Oklahoma Stat* 10.
Tulta SS, S . Illinois 13.
Xavier (Ohio) 35, Villanova t.
North Texas It, Cincinnati 24.
Dayton 13, Ohio U. 7.

\*

£^ *

o-

SOUTHWEST—
S
Arkansas 31. Texas AtM 4.
TCU 10, Baylor 7.
S. Methodist 31, Texas 14.
Texas Tech 17. Rice 0.
Arlions Slate U. 10, Tex. West. 10.
Houston 40. Chattanooga 7.
N. M.K . state 41 , E . New Max. 7.
FAR WEST-

I
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Mankato 13. St . Norbert 7.
SI. Cloud It, Morris 0.

NIC

DADD BROS .
IfUDD STORE
576 E. 4th St. Phone 4007

with Nelson's SUBURBANITE NU-TREDS that are

There is an excellent possibility that the winner of tonight's
fight will meet the victor of the
Cassius Clay-Floyd Patterson
bout Nov . 22 at Los Vegas, Nev.
Clay is recognized by almost
everyone as champion except
the WBA , which stripped him of
his crown for signing a return
bout clause with Sonny Listen
before their first meeting last
year.
This will be Terrell's first defense of the championship he
won in his hometown of Chicago
with a decision over Eddie
Machen earlier this year.

10. Air Force 0.
highly-regarded Lincoln , Mo.; them out of trouble at least sev- UCLA
Utah )1, Colorado. State U. 1»,
Winona ripped previously un- en times.
California 11, P»nn Stat* 17.
17, Idah*. 14.
beaten and high-ranked Elm"I know , because I counted Oregon
Washington Stat* 14, Oregon Slat* I.
hurst, III., 48-12; Bemidji crack- them. That's all I could do. "
Washington 41, Stanford I,
Utah State 34," Brigham Young 11.
ed La Crosse, Wis., 24-14 ; ManMontana 13, U . of Pacific 7.
kato belted St . Norbert , 23-7;
San Jose Stat* 77, N. Met . 7,
MIAC
N. Dskoli 11, Montana Slat* 11.
and St. Cloud bounced MinnesoConUrenct Season
W. L. T.
W . L. T.
ta-Morris 2fi-0.
St . John 's
Minnesota Colleges—
..
...440
$ 4 0
In the Midwest Conference , St. Concordia
s i g
St . John 's 14, Augsburg i.
t i g
4 1 »
Concordia 15, St. Thomas 7.
] } 0
Olaf lost to Cornell 21-13 , while Guttavut
SI, Thomas
Dululh 34, Macalatler 4 .
J i t
J J 1
stubborn Carleton succumbed 10- Augsburg
Guttavut Adolphut 10, Hamllnt « .
1 1 1
1 4 I
Dululh
Moorhead
14, Lincoln (Mo.) 11.
I t s
I S O
fi to all-victorious Ripon. Bethel
Hamlin*
Bemid|l 14, La Cross* 14 .
l i t
3 » 0
scored ,i ;«i-7 non-conference win Macelestcr
t t l
Winona 41, Elmhurtt (III.) it .
0 7 0
Saturday' s Qamts
Rlpon 10. Carleton 4.
over Jamestown , IN. D.
Concordia »t St John'i,
Corntll II. St. Olal ll.

Fast - Economical

GET YOUR CAR
READY FOR WINTER

In Chnvalo, Terrell, a «Vfoot-fi
counter puncher , will be meeting an aggressive fighter who
can absorb a lot of punishment.
This was seen in his loosing effort against Patterson in New
York last winter. The Toronto
battler 's game effort in that
fight put him into the heavyweight picture.
Despite Terrell's five-inch
advantage
in height and reach .
Ramey protested briefly to the
officials that the ball had curved Chuvalo has said he doesn't
to the left after going throush plan to alter in slam-bang, boring-in style.
the uprights,

The hard-hitting itruggle witnessed by 84,359 fans — the
fifth largest crowd in OSU history — was described by Hayes
as "a real squeaker . "
So awestruck was Hayas by
the play of Aaron Brown, the
Riant Gopher end playing wit h
his broken jaw wired, that he
sprinted across field after the
game to offer congratualtions.
"It was one of the greatest
performances I ever saw, - '
Hays said. "I don't know when
Moorhead State scored a pres- I' ve seen a more effective foottige - building 14-12 victory over ball player than Brown. He got

Small Engine
Service & Repair

Watkins Mary King also totaled j Coupled with 178—479 from
Jan Wieczorek, that gave his 4
911.
Irlene Trimmer clouted 212— Aces team 780—2,258.
HAL-ROD LANES: H i g h
566, Esther Pozanc 542, Vivian
H. Brown 206—526, Irene Bronk School Boys — John WaUki
507, Doris Bay 505 and lsabelle clouted 203-202-1907-595 for Good
Players. Bruce Biltgen led
Rozek' 503.
Leading the men over the Clydes to 767 with 212—578 and
weekend was 205-222-182-609 by Trojans ripped 2,178. Dave
Vera Bucholz in the Westgate Brom laced 544 and Pat Hopf
519.
Jacks and Queens League.

Betty Englerth Saturday night ; 224 and 191 in taking the No.
broke Helen Nelson 's strangle- j 1 spot ahead of Mrs. Nelson —
hold on top ten departments in I who owns second, third and
city women 's howling circles. I fourth with 610, 607 and 595.
Included in the series. were 17
Competing during a makeup
night at Westgate Bowl , Mrs. 1 strikes, 13 spares and two splits.
Englerth smashed a 617 error- Mrs. Englerth competes f o r
less scries that now controls the Main Tavern ,
series category.
j The 617 also brought her quinShooting in the Pin Topplers i tet good things as it used her
circuit. she ripped games of 202, j performance for 911 and 2,681.

Ill Wind Tumbled

COLUMBUS , Ohio (AP ) - An
HI wind probably shot Minnesota
out of the Big Ten football
championship race Saturday.
The strong crosswind in Ohio
State 's massive stadium, caught
Dcryl Ramey s field goal aternpt, from close range with
only 14 seconds remaining, and
blew It a few feet, to the left
of the goal posts, giving the
Buckeyes an 11-10 victory over
the Gophers.
"The wind blew the ball at
least six feet to the left," said
Gopher quarterback John Hankinson, who was holding the
placement. "I'm sure if the wind

Colbenson - Armstrong tagged
^TSS^^ae-bnhtni-Si^frOmHSill
Armstrong and 483 from Ruth
Armstrong. Qiientin Schmitz tip- ... ,
ped 206 for Schmitz-Lica and
Joan Loer 179.
Kings and Queens — Dave
High School Girls — Cheryl
Schewe, subbing, ripped 235-*
Biltgen dumped 167—441 f or
562 for C and K's. Bette Kram
Scramblers and Bev Biltgen 167
187—465 for Cherry Picktipped
for Alley Gators. Tigerettes tipers. Fabulous Four tipped 772
ped 737-2,153.
and Double 6's 2,208.
Park-Rec Jr. Boys — UnJunior Girls — Susan Cada
knowns belted 699—1,217 behind led Strikettes to 2,015 with her
197—288 from Kraig Lang.
145-358. Ash Trays dumped
WESTGATE: Guys and Dolls 741.

Phona 8 2976

UPPER MIDWEST—
Northwood 30, Michigan Jtth 1).
Bathal ll, Jamestown (N.D .) 1.
North Dakota Stat* St. So. Dak . I.
N. Dak. 71. Montana Stall 11.
Mornlngald* 11, Augustana (S.D.) 7.
Stat* College of Iowa 41 , South Da.
kola Slat* 0.
Dakota Wuleyan 41. Huron it .
Oen. Beadle 73, S. D Tach «
Northern (S.D.) 14. Black Hills 0.
Yankton 31. Sioux Falls 14.
Mlnot is. valley Cily n.
Dickinson 10, Wahpvton If.
Mayvllle 30, Ellendala 1.

Wisconsin (' ollo^es—

Beloit 13, Monmouth ll.
Bemldll 14. La Crosse 14.
Carroll It. Lake Forest 0 .
Carlhaqe 14, North Central 7.
Crlnnrll 14. Lawrence 14.
Mankato 11, SI. Norbert 7,
Michigan SO, Wisconsin 14 .
Norlhwnlern (Wis ) 14, Narlhland
v Rlpon 10, Carleton 4.
\ River Falls 7, Plallevllle 4 .
Whitewater li, Eau Clair* 1.
Stout l>. Oshkosh J.
Stevens Point 13, Superior 4.
Wli Mlli*»ukre 44 , III Chicago 7.
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La Ciena Aquinas S), Wau iau New
man 71 ,
La Gam Central 14 , La Crosse Logan
0.
Onaiaska Luther 31, Lanesboro 4.
Wisconsin Rapids Assumption 5], Eau
Claire Regis 14
v Prairie du Chlen Campion 33, Stevens
Point I'arelli 14 ,
CENTENNIAL Alma If, Wabasha *.
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MORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR TIRES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND

NELSON TIRE SERVICE
Fourth and Johnson

Phone 2306

Football Season Nearly History

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
City football gasps its dying breath for another season this weekend.
Winona State, of course,
concluded its season with a
most convincing 48-12 victory over Ebnhurst Saturday. But Cotter and Winona
High both have one game
remaining.
Bob Welch's Ramblers,
who have teen plagued
throughout the season by
open dates in the schedule,
will come back from a twoweek layoff to ' host Minneapolis De • La Salle at Jefferson Field Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Marv Gunderson's Hawks ,
the victim of a 13-6 upset
at the hands of Faribault

Friday, will try to reassemble the pieces for a Friday
run at second place in the
Big Nine Conference.
The Hawks must travel to
Austin (a narrow «W» victim
of Rochester's Friday ) for
their season finale. A Winona victory, plus a Rochester win over Albert
Lea, plus an Owatonn a loss
at Mankato, would give the
Hawkg a 5-8 league record
and a tie for second place.
Welch saw De La Salle
in a 13-6 defeat at the hands
of St. Thomas Saturday .
St. Thomas, of course, is
the team that tied Rochester
Lourdes 14-14 earlier in the
season.
One thing Saturday's game
did was convince welch
that a week of work on the

passing game was necessary.
"Oh are they big," said
Welch of the Islanders.
He illustrated his point

mim*
>» *^m *
v *a**
*m*V*ammmm

BIG NINE
W
7
5
4
4
4

Rochester
Albert La*
Austin
owatonna
WINONA
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o ft
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11
11
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Mankato
Rett Wing
Faribault
Nortnfleld

uyi T
3 4 7
141
15 0
* I ft

WASIOJA
. (PINAL)
W L
Hayfteld
1 1 Dover-Eyota
J 1 pine Island
» west concord
Wanamlngo
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Dodge Center

3 3

W
3
3
•

L
4
4
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with a game program that
showed nine De La Salle
players over 200 pounds —

five of those over 210 — and
seven more over • 190.
"I know one thing," he
said . "You can 't go through
them — you have to go over
them."
St. Thomas proved that
to Welch by striking for two
touchdowns on identical
over - the - middle p a s s
plays.
"Yes, we'll be working on
the passing game, " smiled
Welch.
Should both Winona High
and Cotter win, the city
schools would show a compound box score of 13-8-1.
Winona State finished with
a 6-2 record, Winona High
presently is 4-3-1 and Cotter
3-3.

¦tmhurst wtnoni

first downs
11
I
ll
Total yardi
71
Yards rushing ..,..->,..
17a
Yards pasting
Pastes attempted
25
13
Pastes completed
....
l
Pastes Intercepted by ..
Fumbles
4
fumbles lost
4
l»l»lrti
4-14
Punting average
11.5
Yards petialtied
3-13

12
41;
44
nt
41
21
2
1
1
444
3} 5
111

SCORING SUMMARY:
4 4 0 0—11
ELMHURST
WINONA
12 • » I—44
Winona—Skemp (21, past from UsPass failed.
gaard.) PAT
(10,
pass
from
Blmhurst— Rodgers
Knipp). PAT— pass failed.
WINONA—Walsh (7), past from Usgairdl. PAT—Skemp (past from - Usgaard).
Winona—Price (4, run). PAT—Walsh,
(pass from Usgaard).
Elmhurst
Ek (2, run). PAT—pats
failed.
(11, run). PAT—UlWInona-Prlee
gatrd, (run).
Winona—Holitad (11, past from Usgasrd). PAT—run lallao.
Winona—Skemp 03, pais from Usgaard). PAT—run lalled .
Winona—J. Usgaard (5, pass from D.
Ulgaard). PAT—run failed.

Hal as Says Victory
Tonic for Everyone

CHICAGO Iff) - George
Halas, owner-coach of the
Chicago Bears, called fiis
crushing 31-10 victory over
the previously undefeated
Green Bay Packers a tonic
for everyone .
The septuagenarian who
pioneered professional football said, "This game is a
tonic to everyone, the coaches, the players and the rest
of the league. We proved
Green Bay can be beaten
and I hope my coaching colleagues pay attention. "
Halas' Bears opened the
season by losing their first
three games. They made an
about face and have now
won their last four and trail
Green Bay and Baltimore
by two games in the Western Division of the National
Football League.
The Bears have two meetings with Baltimore , - the
first of which will be in

Chicago next Sunday, but
they have concluded business with the Packers.
Halas, who always has an
eye toward the title, knows
he's going to need help from
other teams in the league
against Green Bay if his
rejuvenated Bears are to
have a chance at the championship.
Once again it was rookie
Gayle Sayers who lifted the
Bears to victory. Sayers
scored one touchdown and
set up another when he returned a punt 62 yards to
the Green Bay 15 . The
Bears needed only three
plays to score after that
and pull into a commanding
24-10 lead.
Sayers, Andy Livingston ,
rookie linebacker Dick But.
kus and veteran quarterback Rudy Bukich have
been the cogs in the Bear

revival.
"Those guys are ^not only
doing the job for the Bears,"
moaned Packer Coach Vince
Lombardi after the Packers
suffered their first loss of
the season, "but they've got
the other guys playing great
ball. Look at the season Ron
Bull and Jon Arnett are having. It's given everyone on
the team a lift.
"The Bears are greatly
improved, " continued Lombardi. "In fact , I know this
is a better team than- the
Bear team which won the
championship in 1963. They
have weaknesses but we
didn't exploit them.
"The Bears are back but
we 're still on top of the
league. And before the Chicago fans get too excited
they should remember the
Bears have to play Baltimore twice , " concluded
Lombardi.
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Resurgent, Rebounding. Rebuilt.
Those are the three Rs for the
Chicago Bears, Minnesota Vikings and New York Giants —
who sprang the surprises Susday that turned the National
Football League's division races
into hectic scrambles.
The Bears, who have surged
back steadily after losing their
first three games, marched to
their fourth straight victory by

Pro Grid
Standings
National League

EASTERN CONFERENCE *
W. L. T. Pel. PT
Cleveland
5 2 0 .714 147
St. Louis
. . . : . 4 3 0 .571 113
New York
4 1 0 .571 lit
Philadelphia . 1 5
0 .285 142
Dallas
J 5 0 .214 124
Pittsburgh . . . . 1 » 0 .214 107
Washington
1 5 0 .284
44
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W. L. T. Pet. PT
Baltimore . . . . 4 1 0 .451 217
Green Bay . . . . i 1 0 .857 145
Minnesota . . . . 4 1 0 .371 224
Chicago
4 1 0 .571 211
Detroit
4 1 0 .571 134
San Francisco
I 4 0 .434 227
Los Angeles
I 4 0 .143 lit
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Baltimore 34, San Francisco 28.
Pittsburgh 22, Dallas 13.
Detroit 11, Los Angeles 7.
Chicago 31, Oraan Say 10.
Minnesota 37, Cleveland 17.
Washington 23, Philadelphia 21.
Now York 14, SI. Louis 10.
SUNDAY"! OAMBS
Baltimore at Chicago.
Detroit at Groom Bay.
Loj Angeles al Minnesota.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Pittsburgh at S«, Louis.
San Francisco al Dallas.
Washington al New York.

OP
ISO
121
173
180
123
142
174
OP
121
101
211
144
144
If!
228

American League

EASTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pel.
Buffalo
4 f t .750
Houston
4 3 0 .571
New York
. . . 1 5 1 .147
Boston
I 4 1 .143
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pel.
1 1 2
.833
San Diego
.
Oakland
4 3 1 .571
Kansas city . 4
3 1 .371
Denver
1 3 0 .375
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston 22, San Plego 4.
Kansas City 14. Oakland 7.
Houston It, Buflelo 17.
New York 45, Denver 10.
SUNDAY'S OAMBS
Buffalo at Boaton.
Oakland at Houston.
New York al Kansas City.
San Diego al Dinver ,

PT
174
143
143
110

OP
12*
144
134
181

PT
174
141
144
143

OP
104
130
14)
211

¦

STATISTICS

Packers Bears
M
First downs .. ";
'•
301
121
Rushing yardage
51
104
Passing yardage
, »-U
Passes
. . . . 13 »4
1
Passes Intercepted by
3
1-44
Funis
5-34
1
Fumbles lost
'
»»
Vards penalties
1*
»~1<>
OREEN BAY
7
3
»
7-31
7
CHICAGO
, . . . • 17
OB—Taylor (I, run). PAT—Chandler
(kick).
Chl-FO: Lsclorc (24),
Chi—Jonas (13, pass from Bukich).
FAT-Lacltrc (kick).
Chl-Saykrs (ID. runl. PAT-Leclerc
(kick).
PAT-Lecl»re
Ctii-Arnett (3, run).
(kick),
Chi _ Bull (I, run). PAT-Leclerc
(kick).
Attendance-43,444.

toppling Green Bay 's previously
unbeaten Packers 31-10.
The Vikings, whose defense
had been bounced around handily in earlier games , did some
defensive bouncing of their own
and knocked over the Cleveland
Browns 27-17.
The Giants, showing a remarkable spirited cohesion for a
team packed with rookies and
other newcomers, upended the
St. Louis Cardinals 14-10.
In the Western Division,
Green Bay now is tied for first
at 6-1 with the Baltimore Colts,
who topped the San Francisco
49ers 34-28 as Johnny Unitas
threw for four touchdowns.
Deadlocked at 4-3 are Chicago, Minnesota and the Detroit
Lions, 31-7 winners over the Los
Angeles»Rams. San Francisco is
3-4, Los Angeles 1-6.
Cleveland held onto the Eastern lead with a 5-2 record, while
the Giants climbed into a tie for
second with St. Louis at 4-3. The
Washington Redskins nipped the
Philadelphia Eagles 23-21 and
the Pittsburgh' Steelers beat the
Dallas Cowboys 22-13, leaving
those four clubs bunched at 2-5.

The Giants, under the Cardinals' domination in the first half
and trailing 10-0 at intermission,
blanked St. Louis in the second
half with a fine defensive effort
and mounted two scoring
drives.
The running of rookie fullback
Tucker Frederickson and Steve
Thurlow powered the first advance , capped by Earl Morrall's
21-yard pass to Aaron Thomas.
After Dick Lynch blocked a
fourth-period field goal try by
Jim Bakken, Frederickson went
40 yards to the St. Louis 10, and
later scored from the four.
Unitas hit Jimmy Orr with
two TD passes and also connected with Tony Lorick and
Ray Berry in the Colts ' seesaw
game with the 49ers. Lou Michaels took care of the other
Baltimore scoring with two field
goals and four conversions.
The Lions banged out two
touchdowns in the first 2
minutes, 45 seconds in their rout
of the Rams — one after a Ram
fumble on the opening kickoff
and the other on a 01-yard pass
play, George Izo to Terry Barr.
Washington edged the Eaglet*
on two fourth-period touchdown
passes by Sonny Jurgensen. on
a 55-yafd play to Charley Taylor and an 11-yorder to Bobby
Mitchell. Norm Snead, out the
past three games with a knee
injury , clicked for two Philadelphia scoring tosses, after coming
off the bench in the last half.
Bill Nelsen 's .marksmanship
paced Pittsburgh over Dallas.
Nelsen, who had passed for only

one touchdown this season , hit
on three — all in the second
quarter.

Michigan State Is 7-0 and oN
1 in the country but the fourth

BLANDA

(Continued from Page 11)
fense held San Diego scoreless
until the fourth quarter.
The Oilers are on their way
too, bringing their record to 4-3
while the Bills ' mark dropped to
6-2. And Blanda , who came off
the bench in the second half last
week against Kansas City and
passed for five touchdowns, was
the key again — this time with
his foot.
The 37-year-old veteran of 16
pro seasons, benched last week
when Houston fans called for
sophomdre Don Trull , got the
job done against Buffalo with a
10-yard touchdown pass to Ode
Burrell and field goals of 31, 30,
13 and 8 yards.
The Chiefs' victory moved
them into a tie with the Raiders
for second place in the West at
4-3-1 to San Diego's 5-1-2. Len
Dawson passed 10 yards to
Chris Burford for the first Kanthen
sas City
touchdown,
Capped an 80-yard fourth quarter drive with a one-yard touchdown plunge.
The Jets won their first game
by turning three interceptions—
by Ralph Baker, Larry Grantham nnd Ray Abruzzese — and
Matt Snell's touchdown run into
24 points in the fourth quarter.
Cookie Gilchrist of the Broncos
was limited to 37 yards rushing
In 11 attempts.

WABASHA, Minn. - Alma,
Wis., High School owns its first'
football title today after a 19-0
victory over Wabasha High here
Saturday night.
Lynn Iverson's Rivermen concluded the '65 season with a perfect W) record (6-0 in the Centennial Conference) and ran
their victory string to 17 straight
spanning two seasons.
Wabasha , which could have
tied for the crown with a win ,
fell to a 4-2 record and a secondplace tie with Randolph and
Goodhue. All Centennial teams
are from Minnesota with the
exception of Alma.
Alma scored first in the second period on a two-yard plunge
by Don Ristow. Brian Kreibich
passed to Mike Moham for the
extra point.
Then in the third period, John
Stohr went off tackle for 'twoyards and a TD and Kreibich
followed in the fourth with a
five-yard run.
Alma racked -up ten first
downs to three for Wabasha. The
Rivermen outgained the Indians
~ <,
260-72 in yardage.
Defensive standouts for Alma
were, Carlos Kreibich, Larry
Fluekiger, Lanny Krause and
Bob Gross.

WSUC
Conference All Games
W. L. T. Pet. W. L. T.
4 0 0
Stout
5 0 0 1.00ft
t 1 0
Whitewater . 4 0 4 .900
4 3 0
La crosse . . . 3 1 0 .700
River Falls
. 3 2 0
.«7
4 J 1
S 3 4
Stevens Point
3 2 0 .400
Oshkosh
3 I 4 .500
5 J 0
2 1 0
Eau Claire . . . 1 1 1 .ltl
Plettevllle . . . 0 5 0 .400
1 4
1
Superior
0 4 0 .000
0 4 0
FRIDAY'S SAME
Michigan Tech at Superior bright).
SATURDAY'S OAMBS
Whitewater at Stout.
Oshkosh at La Crosse (nlgfat).
Stavant Point at River Falls.
Plattevllle at Eau Claire.

PLEASE FELLOWS . . . HANG ON . . . New York
Giant's coach Allie Sherman strikes a prayer like pose as he
watches his defensive unit in action from the sidelines in
the fourth quarter of Sunday 's NFL games with the St. Louis
Cardinals at New York's Yankee Stadium. Giant quarterback
Earl Morrall (11) observes play from a standing position.
Sherman 's prayers were answered as Giants upset Cardinals
14-10. (AP Photofax)

Spartans Closing on
Big Ten Grid Crown

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two months ago optimist Duffy Daugherty planned to surprise a couple of teams on Michigan State's4 rugged football
schedule. Today the Spartans
are closing in on their first undisputed Big Ten title...but
Daughertv has set his sights on
bigger game.
Unbeaten MSU also is within
reach of the brass ring — the
national championship — and
the Spartans have only three
more hurdles to clear. The first
two — Big Ten have-nots Iow a
and Indiana — may come easy.
The third is Notre Dame.

Big Ten

Stout to Due!
Whitewater in
WSUC Feature

GIAN TS SURPRISE CARDINALS

Frosh, Newcomers
Form Cohesive Unit

Alma Takes
Bowl
Spot
for
Loop Title,
Tips Indians Michigan Sfate?

ranked Fighting Irish, on the
march since an early-season
loss to Purdue, are hoping to
turn their Nov, 20 South Bend
date with the Spartans into a
winner-take-all showdown.
Second-ranked Arkansas and
No. 3 Nebraska, ^unbeaten in
seven games apiece, have other
ideas but neither can expect to
overtake Michigan State unless
the Spartans stumble along the
way. And Notre Dame, which
was knocked out of the No. 1
spot by Southern California in
last season's finale , conceivably
could go over the top this year
by knocking off the leaders.
Daugherty, who has likened
playing in the 48ig Ten to
"trying to swim up a waterfall , " watched his Spartans wallop Northwestern 49-7 last Saturday for a 5-0 conference mark
while two challengers , Minnesota and Purdue, went under.
The Gophers, previously unbeaten In league play, bowed to
Ohio State 11-10 and Illinois
dropped the Boilermakers out of
contention 21-0.

While Michigan State virtually locked up a Rose Bowl berth ,
Arkansas kept the nation 's longest winning string alive by overpowering Texas A&M 31-0 for
Its 19th straight victory. Tail
back Bobby Burnett ran for 111
yards and two touchdowns as
the Razorbacks rolled to their
fourth SWC triumph.
Nebraska moving toward a
possible Cotton Bowl rematch
against Arkansas, nipped Missouri 16-14 on Larry Wachholtz '
fourth-quarter field goal after
coming from 14 points down on
the passing and running of Fred
Duda. The victory kept the
Cornhuskers on top in the Big
Eight Conference.
Notre Dame ripped Nnvy 20-,'t
for Its fifth victory in six starts
as Nick Eddy galloped 55 yards
with u screen pass for one
touchdown nnd safety Nick Russas returned a punt 66 yards for
another.
The remainder of The Associated PreHs' Top Ten was due
for a shnkcup this week after all
but Alabama , No. 10, and Idle
Southern Cal , No. fl , were beaten.
The Crimson Tide edged Mis-

sissippi State 10-7 and remained
in the thick of a wide-open
Southeastern Conference race.
Mississippi dashed Louisiana
State 's title hopes by belting the
fifth-ranked Tigers 23-0 and Auburn, beaten by three nonconference foes, moved into the
SEC lead by stunning seventhranked Florida 28-17.
Purdue. No. 6 last week , and
Texas, No. fl, were the other
upset victims, with the Longhorns ' 31-14 loss to Southern
Methodist making the loudest
thud. Texas has lost three
straight and most likely will fall
to land a bowl bid for the first
time in seven years.

Youngsters Keep
Wings Going, Tie
With Montreal
NATIONAL HOCKEY

W. L. T. PT
Chicago
4 4 *
•
Montreal
I 1 1
7
Toronto
1 1 0
4
1
Detroit
l ) 1
New York
1 1 0
1
notion
, 0 1 4
o
SATURDAY ! RESULTS
Chicago 4, Montreal 4.
Toronto 4, Detroit I.
Now York I, Boston 1.
SUNDAY'! RBSULT
Montreal l, Dttrelt l (tie).

OF 0A
11 7
11 IS
i 11
10 l»
14 in
514

DETROIT (AP ) — A couple of
youngsters are keeping the Detroit Red Wings going, while the
usually reliable veterans are
trying to find the range, and
M a n a f i e r - Coach Sid Abel
couldn't be happier.
Paul Henderson scored his
third goal of the young season
with less than 2% minutes remaining to give the Red Wings
a 2-2 tie with Montreal In the
only National Hockey League
game played Sunday.
The deadlock enabled the defending champion Red Wings to
climb into fourth place but left
the Canadienn a point shy of
Chicago, which grabbed sole
possession of first place with a
6-4 victory over Montreal Saturday.
Detroit bowed to Toronto, 4-3
and New York clobbered Ttonton
fi-2 for its fir.it victory in Ihe
other games Saturday.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Stout and Whitewater, both
unbeaten in Wisconsin State
University Conference play, easily won Saturday to set up their
sudden-death duel for the championship in the league football
finale this weekend.
Stout turned two fumbles into
touchdowns to win its fi fth
straight WSUC test 13-7 from
Oshkosh. Whitewater , unbeaten
in four games since an opening
WSUC tie with River Falls,
capped the collapse of defending champion Eau Claire with
a 26-2 rout.
In other games, fourth-place
River Falls squeezed past
Platteville 7-6 and Stevens Point
edged winless Superior 13-6.
Third-place La Crosse went outside the WSUC and bowed 24-14
to Bemidji (Minn.) State.
Stout and Whitewater will collide Saturday on the Blue
Devils ' field in Menomonie.
Each has a 6-1-1 over-all record
going into the final weekend of
play for all WSUC teams except Whitewater , which has one
non-conference match remaining.

Celtics Play
Like Champs,
Tumble Baltimore
NBA

EASTERN DIVISION
W.
L. Pet. 05
Philadelphia
3
4
1.000
Cincinnati
a
4
.400 V/i
Boston
1
3 . .504 Vft
New York
. ,,
. J
4 1 .424 1
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB
San Francisco . . . 4
1
.(47
St. Louis
3
2
.400
Vi
Los Angeles
4
3
.571
Vj
Detroit
3
5
.373
J
Baltimore
, 2
...
4
.250 J
SATURDAY'S RESULT!
Philadelphia 134, Clnlnnatl 114 .
San Pranclsco 124, Loi Angelas 132.
St . Louis 122, Detroit 15.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
'Cincinnati 113, Detroit 107.
Boston 10S, Baltimore 100.
New York 104, San Francisco 101,
TODAY'S OAMBS
I
No games scheduled .
TUESDAY'S OAME!
No games scheduled.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For awhile it looked like Boston was going to lose its fourth
straight National
Basketball
Association game , then the Celtics started playing like the defending champions they are.
Trailing 53-43 at halftime after scoring only 13 points In the
second quarter , the Celtics
roared buck with 62 points after
the intermission for a 105-100
victory over Baltimore Sunday
night.
In the only other games , the
Cincinnati Royals beat the Detroit Pistons 113-107 and the
New York Knicks snapped San
Francisco's four-game winning
streak. 104-103.
Bill Russell blocked seven
shots, grabbed 29 rebounds and
scored 17 points, including the
biisket which put the Celtics in
front to stny Sum .lones scored
30 points and Willie Naiills 24
for Boston. Don Ohl led the Bullets with 33.

Michigan State
Ohio State
Minnesota
Purdue '
Illinois
Northwestern
Wisconsin
Michigan
Indiana
towa

W. L, T. PT OP
I « • 141 41
t t « 44 43
1 1 0
u 45
2 1 0
44 44
1 2 4 11 41
2 2 0
43 70
?»
1 1 0 41
1 1 0 I
i I
1 1 0
15 4t
. . . 4 1 1
47 77

State finished second to Ohia
State but again made the trip to
the Bowl.

CHICAGO (AP) - Michigan
State, the nation's No. 1 football
team , should be able to fill the
first bowl slot of the season ,
needing only a victory over
Iowa Saturday .
The mighty Spartans humbled
Northwestern 49-7 Saturday to
reach the doorstep of their
greatest season since joining the
Big Ten competitively in 1953:
That year Michigan State tied
for the Conference title with
Illinois and went on to the Rose
Bowl. Two years later Michigan

This year the Spartans not
only figure to represent the Big
Ten in the Rose Bow l but also
can carve their first undisputed
conference title and might even
go on to the mythical national'
championship,
Neither Iowa this Saturday
nor Indiana the following week
should give Michigan State any
trouble. The Spartans then finish their regular schedule at
Notre Dame and
victory at
South Bend could give Duffy
Daugherty 's charges the mythical national championship.
Ordinarily it is suicidal to assume victories in the Big Ten
but Michigan State 's performance
against
Northwestern
leaves little doubt that the Spartans should have easy sailing
against Iow a and Indiana.
Both Iowa and Indiana were
handled rather easily by Northwestern , which proved to be no
match for the Spartans.

SPORTS |
SHORTS I

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Twenty-nine college football
teams including Michigan State,
currently the No. 1 team in the
weekly Associated Press poll,
remain unbeaten and untied
after games of Oct. 30.
The other major schools on
the list are Arkansas, Nebraska,
Utah State, Princeton and Dartmouth.
The only teams on the list
with eight games are North Dakota State, which has rolled up
308 points to its opponents' 73,
and St. John's of Minnesota,
which hag 194 points against 20
scored on it.
¦
?

•

•

ROCHESTER. Minn. (/Tl —
Minnesota Twins outfielder
Tony OHva Is expected to be
dismissed from the hospital
the middle of this week after
nsdergoing hand and knee
surgery Friday at Mayo
Clinic.
OUva had a bone growth
and fibrous tissue removed
from the middle finger of
his right hand and also had
a small piece of loose cartilage removed from his right
knee.
SAN JOSE , Calif . W-South
Africa's Bob Verwey joined his
brother-in-law , Gary Player , in
a golf victory circle half a world
apart over the weekend with the
pros' next stop coming at Hawaii, located in between.
While . Player, the U.S. Open
champion, captured the Australian Open at Adelaide, brotherin-law Verwey came in first at
the $46,000 San Jose-Almaden
tournament.
Player posted a 72-hole total
of 264 and won $2,632. Verwey,
24, shot a final round 72 for 273
and took away a check for $6,800.
¦

BRAVES' m SQUAWS
Westgate
W.
L.
Houst - McDonald
14Vi ll'/i
Morrison - Stork
18 12
Wegmets ¦ Draikowskl . . . . 17
11
Duellman - Wiciak
14Vt lift
Menkute Bar
14
14
Knopp - Lublnakl
14
14
Faklsr ¦ Nletneyer
13
17
Shorty 's Bar-Cafe
13
17
Olson - Tuttle
13 18
Brisk - Thelen
12
IB
SUGAR LOAF
Wsitgale
Points
L-Cove Bar
30
Bauer Electric
24
Heilemann 's Old Style
24
Black Horse Bottle Cluk
23
Vikings
33
Kelly Furniture
It
Keller Construction
12
Ooodall
.
s
UITB

Athletic
Curly 's
Tempo
Dick's Marina
Local 21
Masonry Mike
Bitlntr Oil

AUfl

W.
14
ij'/j
.Ol
13
ll'/i
1

L.
I
t
4
11
IV 'i
2ft

MAJOR
Athletic Club
W.
L.
Home Furniture
14
*
J. R. Watkins
14 1ft
Nelson Tires
13 11
Bob's Bar
10 14
Peerless Chain
It
14
Mlsslsshpplan
» is
LAKESIDE
Wtstgafe
Points
Kline Bleclrlc
18
.
Winona Printing Co,
37
Wally's B FC Liquor Slora . . . 13
Hauser Studio
24
Emll's Menawaar
17
Shorty 's Bar
lift
Iprlngdile Dairy
15
Llnahan'a Inn
7Vs
SATELLITE
Wastgtte
W.
L.
Watkowikl' s
32
a
Coiv Corner
it
n
L-Cove
15 15
Schmldl'a
ii
is
Rslllngalone Lumbar
13
ll
Jo* Las Maintenance
7
33
LESION
Hal-Hod
Points
Hamerrilk's Bar
jo
Bunke Apco
37
Bauer llactrlc
35
Mayan Grocery
23
Williams Annex
i
Winona Plumbing Ca
21
Hamm 't Beer
17
NSP
14
Freddie 's Bar
,
14
Mutual Service
15
East Side Bar
14
Watkins Pills
12
PIN OUSTERS
Hal Rod Lanes
W.
L.
TeamsSsrs
1»
8
H, Chsute * Co
II
t
Dorn's IOA
11
»
Winona Rug cleaning
17
10
Oraham I, McOuira
it
11
Blanche's
14
n
Viking sewing Machine . . . ii
15
Black Horse Bottle Club . . . 12
15
Scnmldl's Beer
10
17
Steve 'a Lounge
t
18
Louise 's
f
II
federated Mutual
4
14
CLAIS "A"
Rail M4n
W.
1..
Winona Boxcraft Co
II
t
Dunn's Blacktop
11 11
Kalmai Tires
t
13
Winona Milk Co.
1 13
LADIES
Red Men
W
L.
Schmidt's Beer
14
7
Paffralh Palnl
13
I
Lelchf Press
I
»
Wm. Miller Scrip Iron
,. 7
11
Mtrchints Hal'l Bank
I 11

Only a close 11-10 Ohio State
triumph over Minnesota left the
Spartans on top of the Big Ten
heap. It was Minnesota ' first
Big Ten loss of the season.
At present, only Ohio Statu
^
ahd Minnesota have any reasonable chance of tying Michigan
State for the Conference title. In
such an event , Michigan Stat*
would still get the Bowl nod because both of the other school*
have taken the Pasadena trip
since Michigan 's 17-14 triumph
over UCLA in the 1956 game.
Onrushing Illinois crushed
Purdue 's once-lofty title and
bowl hopes with a 21-0 triumph,
Michigan recorded its first Conference triumph with a smashing 50-14 decision over Wisconsin and Indiana edged hapless
Iowa 21-17.

Bell, Wnuk in
WBA Doubles
Tourney Title

Clarence Bell and Dave Wnuk
teamed to win the Winona Bowling Association League presidents-secretaries bowling tournament "Saturday at Winona Athletic Club.
Bell fired 221-190-200-611 and
Wnuk 162-155-186—503, for 1,114
and then built it to the 1,202
winner with 88 handicap pins.
Ronald Dreas and Bob Kratz
were second with 1, 183 and John
Richter Jr. and Frank Kottschadel third with 1,139.
Two prizes, donated by Winona Athletic Club, were given
to the doubles team with tha
lowest score, Marvin Fenske
and Quentin Schmitz. The other
prize was given to Frank Kottschade for rolling the first 200
game of his career.
Following the afternoon tournament, a banquet was held at
Red Men 's Club. A total of 60
persons attended.
First vice president, Evan (OIlle) Davis , presided at the banquet. Past president Joe Page,
an honorary WBA member,
spoke briefly.
A merit award (a gold belt
buckle , furnished by the American Bowling Congress for the
high series of the 1964-65 season) was presented to Pete Marr
for his total of 728. A merit
award also was given for the
high single game of the year.
The winner Gary Baab received
his award of an electric mantle
clock earlier in the season for
his high single game of 299.
This award is also furnished by
the American Bowling Congress.
The James J. Schneider
Memorial Traveling Trophy was
presented to Paul Gardner , who
accepted it in behalf of the winner Jerry Dureske. Jerry averaged 198 for the Hot Fish Shop
team of the Classic League at
the Westgate Lanes. It was presented by the previous winner
Fran Mongol Dure.ske was unable to attend the banquet.
Clarence Bell . Winona Bowling
Association secretary told of the
responsibilities , of league secretaries and announced the
dates and reservations for the
State Rowling Tournament to
he held in Dululh.
DOUBLES WINNERS
ClareBte Ball
Dave Wnuk

2JI 1M 100-411
161 135 144—50]
1114
it
Ronald Drcat
14? 1BI 314— lit,
Bob Krnli
l i t HI U5- in
I0V9 - 04
John Richter Jr . 144 1)4 141 - 453
P. Kotlichade
153 105 170 Sir
VI -140
J. Boriyskows kl 170 141 111- 445
Clem Ronk
1»2 1«6 147- 545
1030— 44
John Moytrholf
193 111 1/1 -544
Pale Mar
140 144 174-501
1047- 70
R nernsfinam
115 144 135 404
Dimnls Nilknn
178 173 1)4- 404
893—131
1*4 n» 175 500
Mylos Vaunrin
4«i
N. Overland
14a uo l».i
941 — 134

¦

1102
1141
1134
itll
HIT
1114
1111

ANTKiO TUIHiMPHS
HARTKOltl ) , Wi.s. un — The
bridesmaids of n year ago
dominated Ihe HMi.r> Wisconsin
prep cross-country championships Satuiday a;; Anligo and
Dennis Kramer swept large
school honors.

Woman Hurt
In Crash at
Main, Sarnia

1 P.M. New Vork
Stock Prices

Aluminums
Weak, FatG.M.
Checks Seen

Want Ads
Start Here

PtirsenaU

.

¦

7
w

BEAT THE DRUMS and sand up 'moke
signals, we're pitching out
taepea
¦cross from the Red Men's Wigwam at
327 E. 4th St., starting Mon,, Nov . 1.
Visit us soon In our new quarters. W.
BETSINGER, Tailor.

Allied Ch 4fl<i I B Mach 530*4
FREE TOYS for having ¦ Playhouse
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORAllis Chal 29!* Intl Harv ssft
toy demonstration In your home. Tel.
3497.
An\erada 73 Intl Paper 31 •£
D 44, 59, 77, 71, «0, 44, 17, 19, 93.
Am Can 66*4 ,1ns & L
67Vb
ARE YOU A PROBLEM ORINKER7Man or woman your drinking creates
Am Mtr
10R .lostens
19
numerous problems. If you need and
NOTICE
65-< *4 Kencott
AT&T
12.W
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Desex tn our Help
Am Tb
41 •< « Lorillard 45V NEW YORK (AP) - Alumi- Designations a? lo columns
livery, Winona , Minn .
Is made
Wa nted advertising
Anconda fl4 Minn MM 63'.i nums were weak in an irregular only
(11 to Ind icate bona (Ida occuTAKE soil away the Blue Lustre way
pational qualifications for employ. A . Goodview mot orist was in Arch Dn 3B7* Minn P&L 31" \ stock market early this after- ment
from carpets and upholstery. Rem
which an employer regards ara
Community Memorial Hospital Armco StI 70^ Mn Chm 83li noon as they reacted to pub- reasonably necessary to the normal
electric shampoo**,. $1. R. D. Cone Co.
3
3R * Mont Dak 4(1 lished reports the President was operation ol his business, or (21 as PARTY planners phone or drop In,
today with inj uries she suffered Armour
a
convenience
1o
our
rraders
to
Inip a two-car accident at Main Avco Corp 23' x Mont Wd 36 opposed to the aluminum price form (hem at to wWch positions the
Before holiday havoc- and crisis b*gln.
Choose a date for your Christmas
Beth Stl 39\4 Nt Dairy 88'4 increase and WHS in favor of re- advertiser believes would be of mora
and Sarnia streets.
party,
Inte
rest
lo
one
sex
than
the.
other
be121:i 4 N Am Av . 56V leasing aluminum from the gov- cause of tho work Involved. Such
She is Mrs . Carl Gernes, 60 , Boeing
Do It now and be a smartlel
ernment
stock
pile.
Ray
Meyer , Innkeeper, WILLIAMS
designations
do
not
Indicate
or
Imply
740 39th Ave . Goodview. who Boise Cas 57 N N Cas f tp *
HOTEL.
any advertiser Intends to prac8 Nor Pac 51 ' H Trading was fairly active but Trial
was taken to the-hospital , about Brunswk
tices any unlawful preference, limitaI V E S who cook and do tha dishes,
7:10 a.m. today. Her condition Catpillar 49'x No St Pw 35:!„ not as brisk as on Friday. Ma- tion, specification or discrimination in W Should
be granted these 3 wishes;
employment proctices.
WVh. jor st ock exchanges will be
at noon today was listed as Ch MSPP 43 Nw Air
A gratefu l mate, a well-kissed cheek ,
A restaurant dinner every week.
C&NW
108'ij Nw Banc 47 closed . Tuesday for Election
good.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT
Card of Thanki
fifi 1-; Day.
126 E. 3rd St. Open 24 hours every day,
THE ACCIDENT was one of Chrysler '55V Penney
except Mon.
Cities
Svc
43'
4
Pepsi
80V
four investigated by city police
Wall. Street had a weather SWEENEY ,r
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
during the Halloween weekend. . Com Ed' 54 > 8 Pips Dge 76M* : eye cocked toward General Mo- We wish to express our sincere appreSACROILIAC SUPPORTS
42*H Phillips
ciation to all 'A/ho thoughtfully remem59'i
Mrs. Gernes was traveling i ComSat
us In Ihe recent loss of our father
45 tors because of insistent specu- bered
GOLTZ
nort h on Main .Street and was i Con Coal 64' 4 Pillsby
with
messages
of
sympalhy,
prayers,
lation about a fatter dividend Masses, visits, floral tributes, food or 274 E. 3rd PHARMACY
Cont Can 62' 2 Polaroid
Tel. 2547
9fi 7/«
foing through the Main - Sarnia II Cont
any other way. Special thanks to
Oil I Va RCA
45 and possible stock split which In
tre<?t intersection when her car
Bach
and
Father
Clarke,
the
Father
might be recommended when
10
and members of American Auto Service, Repairing
was struck by a vehicle travel- t Cntl Data 36' * Red Owl 21 \<* directors meet today. CM was pallbearers
Leolon Post 54.
431* Rep Sll
4.1'i
ing west on Sarnia driven by j Deere
Donald & Gerald Sweeney
44 x k up a fraction at the start but
Mrs Robert Hemmelman, 665 Douglas 61 Rexall
faded
,
showing
a
net
loss
of
76
Rey Tb
47Vi
K. Sanborn St. Mrs. Hemmel- ! Dow Cm
(n Memoriam
nearly a point as caution overman tried to apply the brakes du Pont 243 Sears Roe 62' g took optimism.
I » i i t .i o i » »l ' " m • * Q ¦
East
Kd
109-'i
Shell
Oil
65'k
but was to close to the Gernes
IN LOVING MEMORY of our little son
Ford Mtr fiO' s Sinclair
63' « Steels and chemicals were a and brother, who passed away 1 year
vehicle.
r,n lif tie ' ahead on balanc e. Many
ago today, and Is sadly missed by
Gen
Elec
118
Socony
88
The Gernes car was pushed
those left behind.
17 '* groups were mixed or showed
The Marvin Mueller family
about 50 feet and the Hemmel- Gen Food 82V Sp Rand
man car jumped the curb and Gen Mills 61 "4 St Brands 73V little change.
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
went onto a lawn before stop- Gen Mtr l l l -V St Oil Cal 77 '^
7
The Associated Press average Personals
46 St Oil Ind 49
ping. Damage to the Gernes Gen Tel
40 St Oil N.I 80'k of 60 stocks at noon was up .1 HAND-TOOLED men's billfolds, lust In
car was estimated at $fi00 and Gillett
at 355.1 with industrials off .2, time for Christmas layaway, regularly
Goodrich
56 Swift
49V rails up .1 and
to the Hemmelman car. $375.
utilities up .2 selling for 48.95, only S5.M at RAINGoodyear
48V
Texaco
81V
A Winonan was charged with
The
Dow
Jones
industrial av-^ BOW JEWELRY, 116 W. 4th.
Gould
,
4
30' Texas Ins 143V erage at noon
Plus
drunken driving after a two-car
was off 3.25 at
(Flrsf Pub. Monday, Nov. J , 1965)
accident at 7:12 p.m. Sunday at Gt No Ry 55-% Union Oil 5() :'i 957 57.
FREE BRAKE CHECK
41%
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
East 3rd and Franklin streets: Greyhnd 22% Un Pac
Prices were generally higher
NO. 300
59% U S Steel 52
He is Jacob Overing, 561 Gar- Gulf Oil
in active trading on the AmeriLa Crescent, Minnesota
field St., who was traveling west Homestk 48% Wesfc 'EJ 57VB can Stock Exchange.
CALL FOR QUOTATIONS
Honeywell
75V
« Wlwth
28%
on 3rd Street when he struck
Corporate bonds were mostly NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Thai
will be received by the Board
the parked car of Perry L.
unchanged. U.S. Treasury bonds quotations
of Education, Independent School District
'Flannery, 157 W. Sarnia St.
declined .
No. 300, La Crescent, Minnesota, until
PRODU CE
8:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 9th, 1965,
Flannery had just parked. DamMira cle Mall Tel. 8-4301
at which time they will be read publicly,
age to the Overing car was $200 CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
lo furnish Insurance coverage for propand to the Flannery vehicle, Mercantile Exchange: butter WINONA MARKETS erty owned by the district In accordance
wllh printed specifications and quotation
$150.
steady; wholesale buying prices
conditions on file with the clerk and
Swift & Company
ANOTHER parked car was hit unchanged ; 93 score AA 62%;
the superintendent.
Wtst Highway «1
quotation shall be accompanied
at 10:25 a.m. Sunday on Mar- A 62%; 90 B 61%; 89 C 61 cars Buying hours are from S a.m. to 3:30 byEach
a certified or cashier 's check or bid
P m. Monday fhrouoti Friday.
ket at 4th Street. A vehicle own- 90 B 62V4 ; 89 C 62.
bond In the amount of $100.00, which
Thert will be no call markels on Frl. check shall be forfeited to the Board
ed by Mrs. Earl Jsrandes, 1629 Eggs steady;
daysof Education.as liquidated damages In
wholesale
buyTrust quotations apply as to noon to the event a contract Is awarded and the
W. Sth St., was parked on Marctay.
ing
prices
unchanged;
70
per
successful bidder thereafter falls to comThis Week Only
ket Street facing north when it cent or better
HOGS
ply with the terms thereof .
grade
A
whites
The
hog
market
Is
25
cents
higher.
was struck by a vehicle driven
Complete specifications and quotation
Top butchers, 500-230 lbs .
22 SO forms may be obtained from Mr. Leby Jay J. Mertes, 327 W. King 37%; mixed 37%; mediums 33; Butchers ((jradlnQ
36-38)
JJ.7S-23.00
Roy Harlos, Clerk , or from Ihe ofilce bl
. . . . 9.75-20.75
St. Mertes told police that he standards 32; dirties unquoted; Top sows . . .
Ihe Superintendent of Schools.
(No Extra Charge
checks
24.
CATTLE
INDEPENDENT
didn 't see the other car. DamThe callle market Is steady; cows 25
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 300
Whitewalls) *
lower.
age to the Mertes vehicle was NEW YORK (AP ) — (USDAV cents
L. (. Harlos, Clerk.
Prlr"»
2f50-26.00
$350 and to the Brandes car , Butter offerings adequate today, Choice
Have Your Car
23.50-2X.50
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. 18, 196J)
Good
21 .OD-23.00
$400.
Washed While
s*.
Demand fair.
/' *—
Standard
State of Minnesot a ) ss.
19.00-21 00
A park lot accident Sunday
cowl
County of Winona
) In Probata Court
12.50-13 50
You Shop
Wholesale prices on bulk car- Utility
Cutter«
File No. 15,692
10.eo-12.50
aftemon caused $165 damages to tons (fresh).
In 'Re Estate of
VEAL
Special Ends Saturday
two vehicles. Joseph C. Page ,
The veal market is Iteady.
Robert J. Bauer, Decedent.
choice
Order for Hearing on Final Account
27.00
156 E. Sth St., was backing his Creamery . 93 score (AA) 63%- Top
Tel. 8-1525
Good and choice
and Petition for Distribution.
18.00-25 00
car out of a parking stall at the 64 cents; 92 score (A) 63%-63V. Commercial
For Appointment
The representative of Ihe above named
13,00 16 00
estate having filed her final account and
.
12.00-down
courthouse parking lot when it Cheese offerings light to ade- Sonets
petition for settlement and allowance
Bravo Foods
was struck by a vehicle driven quate. Demand fairly good.
thereof and for distribution to the perend of llh strur
sons thereunto enlltled; ,
by Greg L. Glenna, 1359 Manka- Wholesale egg offerings ade- Buylno Bast
hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
IT IS ORDERED, That tha . hearing
to Ave., who was going south quate to ample. Demand light to day through Friday.
thereof be had on November 10, 1965, at
These quotations apply as to noon to 11:15 o'clock A.M.. before this Court In
Miracle Mall
through the lot. Glenna 's vehi- fair .
day on « yield (dressed ) basis.
the probate court room In the court
cle received $150 damages and
( Wholesale selling prices Canners and cutters 27.50.
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Froedtert Malt Corporation
notice hereof be given by publication of
the Page car, $15.
dased on exchange and other Hours:
21
this order in the Winona Dally News Plumbing, Roofing
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.! closed Saturand by mailed notice as provided by
volume sales.)
days. Submit sample before loading.
law.
KEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANINO
(New crop barley)
New York spot quotations folDated October 15, 1965.
THE PLUMBING BARN
No. 1 barley
$1.14
E. D. LIBERA.
Tel. 93M
3rd & High tores! (rear)
No. 2 barley
low:
J . OJ
Probate
Judge.
No. 3 barley
.98
(Probata Court Seal),
Standards 34%-38; Checks
No. 4 barley
.»)
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Brehmer and McWahon.
Winona Egg Market
28%-30.
For clogged sewers and drains
Attorneys for Petitioner.
These quotations apply as of
Tel. 9309 or 4434. 1 year guarantee.
Whites : extra fancy heavy
10:30 a.m . today
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 1, 1965)
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
weight (47 lbs min) 40-42; fancy Grade A dumbo)
36
State of Minnesota ) ss.
Grade A (large)
:
.31
James Heinlen, 16, was elect- medium (41 lbs average ) 37- Grade
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
A (medium)
.24
Septic Tank & Cesspool
No . 16,036
ed clerk of- the house of repre- 38%; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs Grade A (small)
12
In Re Estate of
Grade B
24
Cleaning Service
sentatives Saturday in a YMCA min) 39-40%; medium (40 lbs Grade C
Joseph
J.
Vogelsang,
Decedent.
,
12
Order for Hearing on Final Account
Special truck. Sanitary & Odorless
model legislative organization average ) 35-36; smalls (36 lbs Bay State Milling Company
and Petition for Distribution.
G. S. WOXLAND COElevator A Grain Prices
meeting in St. Paul.
average) 30%-31%.
The representative of the above named
Tel. 844-9245
Rushford , Minn.
Starling Oct. 15, 1945, 100 bushels ol estate having filed his final account and
Heinlen, a Cotter High School Browns: extra fancy heavy grain
will be the minimum loads ac petition for settlement and allowance ALL THE NAME IMPLIES . . . Servajunior , is the first Winona weight (47 lbs min) 44-46; fancy ceptcd al the elevator .
thereof and for distribution to the perSlnk . . . the modern replacement of
No . 1 northern spring wheat
1.42
sons thereunto enlltled;
dingy metal laundry tubs . . . the
youth to win an medium (41 lbs average ) 35- No.
2 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.40
That
the
hearing
IT IS ORDERED,
utility unit for any clean-up |ob. The
1,56
elective office in 36%; fancy heavy weight (47 No. 3 northern spring wheat
thereof be had on November 24, 1965, at
lightweight molded-stone construction
No. 4 northern spring wheat
1.52
A.M.,
before
this
Court
in
11
o'clock
bel' es its strength and permanency. Its
the model legis- lbs min) 42-43%; smalls (36 lbs No. 1 hard winter wheat
1, 52
Ihe probate court room in the court
surface Is virtually stalnproof. An atNo. 2 hard winter wheat
1.50
t lature, held an- average) 30%-31%.
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
tractive addition lo any room. Check
No, 3 hard wlnler wheat
1.46
notice hereof be given by publication of
Into Its possibilities!
' nually at t h e
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.42
this order In the Winona Dally News
No. 1 rye
, 1,13
Capitol . Along CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA)- No.
O'LAUGHLIN
and by, mailed notice as provided by FRANK
2 ry»
l.ll
low.
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
with 12 other Wi- Potatoes arrivals 167; on track
Dated October 28, 1965.
3rd
Tel. 3703
207
E.
nona delegates, 203; total U.S. shipments for
E. D. LIBERA,
Probata
Judge.
Friday
208;
Saturday 174 , Sunhe will attend
Halp Wanted—FemaU
26
LIVESTOCK
(Probate Court Seal)
the two-day ses- day none ; supplies liberal; deJohn D. McGill,
WAITRESS—full and part time. Apply
Attorney for Pet llloner.
ST . PAUL
sion Dec. 10 and mand moderate; market about SOUTH STSOUTH
Downtown Country Kitchen.
Minn. Ml--(USDA)
11 during which steady ; carlot track sales : - Calllo 7.500;. PAUL,
1965)
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 1,
1,800 ; slaughter
I youths from all Idaho russets 4.25; Minnesota steers and heiferscalves
'TWO FULL-TIME waitresses. Apply In
fairly active, strong Stale ol Minnesota ) ss.
person. Taylor 's Truck Stop, Wabasha,
lo 25 cents higher ,- cows moslly steady
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
Heinlen
over Minnesota North Dakota Red Rive r Valley with Friday 's low close;
Minn.
bulls, vealers
No . 15,918
slaughter calves steady; choice 1,000
will man all positions in the round reds 3.00-3.05; Wisconsin and
In Re Estate of
BABYSITTER-to live In, J
RELIABLE"
lo 1,250 lb slaughter steers 25.00-26.00;
Helene B. Lelcht, Decadent.
state legislature. The mock ses- round reds 2.65.
days a week. Tel. 9S78 after 4:30.
mined high good and choice 24.50-25,00;
Order for Hearing on Final Account
good 22 75-24 25; high choice 609 lb hellsion will draft and adopt bills
Petition tor Distribution.
WAITRESS
and kitchen
PART-TIME
CHICAGO (AP)-Wheat No. 2 ers 24 .50; most choice 850-1,000 lbs 23 25- The and
representative ol the above named
nnd afford youthful participants hard l.enVn ;
help. Uncle Carl's Oaks.
23 00; good 20.50-22.75; utility and comestate having tiled her final account and
No.
2
red
1.63'i.n.
mwclfll cows 13.00-14.50; Conner and
firsthand knowledge of legisla- Corn No. 2 yellow
for settlement • and allowance
1.15'- 4 n. Oats cutle, 10 50-12 .50 ; utility and commercial petition
thereof and for distribution to tha persons
tive processes.
bulls
culler 15 00 17.50; choice
No. 2 heavy white 70n. Soybeans vealers18.50 2519.,0050;29 .00;
thereunto entitled;
good
22 00-25,00 :
Speakers at the Saturday as- No. 1 yellow
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
2.50; No. 2 yellow thole* slaughter calves 19.00 22.00; good Ihereot
be had on November 24, 1965, ol
sembly of delegates were Lt. 2.47%.
15.00-19 .00
10:45
o 'clock A M., before this Court In
Hogs 5,500; moderately acllvej barLocal firm has an opening
Gov . A M. Keith and Edward
rows .snd cjllts steady lo 25 cents hlgh- the probate court room In the court
Soybean oil 10.50n.
A. Burdick , desk clerk for the
for
an experienced bookei than rridny 's average, all other class- house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
es about slc ndyi 1-2 200 240 lb barrows notice hereof be olven by publication of
Minnesota House of Representakeeper. This is a machine
and cjllts 23 50 2375: mixed 1 3 190 250 this order In the Winona Dally News
tives. An estimated 300 delegates i
lb;, 23 2523.SO; medium 1 2 160 300 lbs and by mailed notice as provided by
job. Employer will train on
22 SO 23.25; 1 .1 270 400 lb sows 21.0022 00; law .
were pcrsent.
Dated October 29, 1965.
2 3 400 500 lbs 20 0021 00; choice 120-160
machine if you know bookE. D LIBERA.
Heinlen has been a YMCA '
II) feeder plus 21.00-22 ,00
Probate Judge.
Sheep
4,
500;
keeping, Apply in person.
tiade
modornlely
eight
years.
He
ati
member for
active
(Probate Court Seal).
on all classes, steady wllh Inst week ' s
tended the 1%4 mock legislature !
close ; iliolte and prime 115 )05 lb woolw i Brehmer and McMahon,
slaughter
lambs 23 50 24 00; good and Attorneys lor Petitioner.
as a representative. He is presiMinn. State
choice 70B5 lbs 72.50-23.50, utility and
dent of his Explorer Scout post •
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. 18, 1965)
good slaughter ewes 6 00 6 50; cull 5.00ST. CHARLES , Minn. - First 5 50; choice and ta ncy 60 85 lb feeder State of Minnesota 1 ss.
Emp loyment Service
and vice president of the Cotter
lbs 21 00 22 .00; good and choice 75 lb County ot Wlnonn
)
In
Probata
Court
District
American
163 Walnut St., Winona
letteri
Legion
memhas
Student Council. He
lambs 22 00 2) .00, good and
50 40
No. 15,563
was reported at 52.34 yearling biredlnu ewes 20.00choice
; 110 lb 2
ed in track , plays on football bership
In Re E stale ot
;
J year olds 13, 00, 11; lb solid
Sophia Ellestad, Decedent.
and basketba ll teams and is a percent and Auxili ary member- fl'ul
mouths 9 00.
27
Halp Wanted—Mala
Order for Hearing on Final Account
ship
at
70
percent
at the disCHICAGO
member of the C Club. Last
and Petition for Distribution.
CHICAGO
(fl
(USDA)
Hogs
trict
rally
7,500;
Tha representative ot the above named YOUNG MAN WANTED to train lor rent SI. Charles Satur- bulllii rs sii.mty
summer he was one of six schoto 25 cents higher; 1-2 estate having tiled his final account and
ceiving, slocking and merchandising.
190 225 lb butcheis, 2 4 2 5 2 * M; muMt \ -3 petition tor settlement end allowance
larship winners from Minnesota |day.
Apply Wayne Himrlch, Ted Maler
190 24(1 lbs 2,1 75 24 25; miked 1 1 300 .150 Ihoreol and for distribution to Ihe per•
Drugs
at the Moral Rearmament Youth ! A crowd of i:t(l at tended the lb sows 22 00 22 75; 2 3 400 500 lbs 20 25- sons thereunto entitled;
,
25
21
banquet
boars
17
,
,
Mackinac
Island
.00-la.OO
at
the
.school
Conference
INTERVIEW
proapecllve
at which Callle 12. 500
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing NCR
WILL
slaughter steers generally thereof be had on November 10, 1965, nl
programmers, requirements
Mich.
jI tlie Kev. Willjj im Curl is, Hok- sle.idy, nine loads moslly prime 1.200- 10:10 o'clock A M., before this Court computer
are 2 years college , age 21-24 . For apHe is the son of Mr. and j|ah , departmen t chaplain , was 1.150 Ih slaughter steers 28 .50; high In the probate court room In Ihe court pointment write resume to National
nistl prime 1,1501,150 lbs 27 75- house In Winona, Minnesota, and Ihal
Cosh Register Co., Box 887, Rochester,
Mrs .lames Heinlen , 42f> W. '. guest speaker. Other guests in- ilioire
.'825 , choic e 1,100-1 .175 lbs 24 .50 27 50; nolle* hereof be given by publication ol
Minn.
good
74
eluded
Cyril
25
25
50,
tour
loads
Sanborn St.
,
Carroll
high
choice
tills
order
in
Ihe
Winona
Dally
News
Clenvillc, anil prime »50 1,075
j
¦
¦
lb slaughter hnllius and by mailed notice as provided by MARRIED COUPLE wanted on modern
1st
D.stret
commander : Erne 25 50 , choi ce bOO 1,000 lbs 24.25 25 ,25: law .
«
!I
.
dairy farm . House and ext ras , Write
Dedeiieh , Austin , department good 21 50 2:1 50 . utility ami rommrrdal Dated October IJ, 1»M.
D »l Dally News.
lows H2 5 uoo , utility ami commercial
E. O LIP.F.RA,
, commander , and Mrs. .1nines bolls 1/ 50 IV 50
Probate Judge.
MvlBITIOUS YOUNG MAN, preferably
Walker , Hobbinsdale, stale aux- Sherp .'00; slaughter lambs fully
(Piobale Court Seal)
student, to work In store and deliver,
sternly, 1 ti(,n e ami prime vp-loo Ih Georoe M, Hoharhon Jr.,
mornings only. Safe driving record, no
ilim-y president.
wonliMl slaughter lambs 24 50 25 00, most Attorney "or Petitioner .
I
previous experience necessary. Apply
.mil c hoice 22 50 24.00 , cull to good
In person. Tushner 's, 501 E . 3rd.
A membership earvan through good
wookrt slaughter ewes 4 00 8,00 .
(First Pub , Monday, Oct. It, 1965)
I the district will be held Satur¦
WA NTFO full-time, part
CHAUFFEUR'S
Ma ' f of Minnesota ) ss.
day .
lime tor evenings and weekends. Must
) In Probata Court
County of Winon a
C
n
s
t
i'uli
Monday,
Nov.
1,
1945)
Apply
Royal Yellow Cab Co„
on
a
stolen
Two juven iles
be 21 .
No 15. 945
131 Main
's
Mrtle ni Mumrsota ) ss
In Rt Estate of
motor scooter didn ' t net very
Counly ul Winona
I In Pioliate Court
Mauro Thomas, also known as Maura
far .Sunday morning , they were Thea ter Owners See
No 14,110
M Thomas and Mauro Tomas, Decedent , P O R T F R - C o f f e o Shop. Evenings I to 11.
Older man prelerred . See Mgr., Hotel
In
Re
Estate
ot
Order tor Hearing on Final Account
apprehended by city police only
vVlnona,
Bessie C. B«n»delt, Decedent
and Petition for Distribution.
H short distance away fiom the 72 Films in 3 Hours
Order for Hearing on Petition
The representative ot the above named
$100 GUARANTEE, plus bonus, eastern
lo
Sell
Real
Estatt
nsMIe
having
Hint
his
tlnnl
account
and
scene of their crime
I .OS ANGELES . (API - The ll,e representative nt said nstnln h«v prllllon lor settlement nnd allowance manufacturer of chemicals has opening
'fhe two were slopped by pol- nation 's theater owners
lor local man up to age 3.S to service
filed hewn a petition fo sell certain thrreot and for distribution to the persaw one InO
established customers. Car and neal aprrnl estate , described In said petition.
sons thereunto entitled;
ice for going through a stop of th e year ' s most
pearance e^enllai. See Mr. Johnson,
IT IS ORDF.RI'D. That Ihe hiMfln.l
IT IS ORDFREO. That tha hoailng
sie.n at Mh and Center streets views last, weekendunusual pre- theu'ol he hail on November
yv Kstgale Motel , 10-12 a.m. and 1 3
24th, IVis5, thereof be had on November 10, 1965, at
72
motion
^
n tn , Tuev
nt Id 11) ( ' I
A M , helore Ihis Court
in 45 o'clock A AA . before this Court In
dis
at «:.">() a.m. The police
in
the
proh.ile
pictures
in
thiee
mull
hours . The pre
room 11) thr 1 our I the probate court room In Ihe court
covered the scooter owned by
house l '\ Wu.oim , Minnesota, and Hint house In Winona. Minnesota, nnd thai W A N T E D STUDENTS part lima work,
17 21, cor nnd nr/it appearance essenLawrence Schneider . 471 E. 5th I view of scKmcnbi of $250 million nohir hereof be given hy pulilii nt rori ol notlca hereof be given by publication ol tial
, ' Is hours. 41.8S rwr hour. Apply
outer In Ihe Winona Oailv News this order In the Winona Dally News
St.. had been taken from the i in feature films was shown by1 liris
Mr Johnson, We^lgale Motel. J 6 p m.
and hy mailed notice as provnleij hy and by malted notice as provided by
nine
major
distributors
at
lift
1
urs.
law
law
dithi'dral of the Sacred- Heart |
Dated October 14 , I96S
p inkin g lot only minutes earlier | Theater Owners of America Daletl Oc tober 28lht; , I)IVi,sI till (<A
E, n I mt PA.
Part Time
convention
here
The
films
will
Probata Judge.
The scooter was returned and
PfOhrtlfl J lHlQO.
YOUNG MAN with iar can earn II 80I
I
'
l
Dilate
C
o
u
r
t
S
e
a
l
)
(Prnhale
Court
Seal)
the youths turned over to juven- be released in the next few Sassy' t, Ds i l v .
1? SO r*r hour. Write Wan rn D. Lee ,
StM'nt n, hfi urphy a. nmsnahao.
months.
111 Losey Blvd. Jo , La Crosse, Wis.
Attor neys lor f' ttilioner .
Attorneys lor Petitioner .
ile authorities .

IWARDS I
SPECIAL

LUBE-JOB

99

c

CAR WASH
SPECIAL
$1.44

TEMPO -

Winona Youth
Gets YM Post

BOOKKEEPER

j District Leg ion,
|Auxiliary Rall y
At St. Charles

Juveniles Caught
Soon After Theft

I I OC K

*t

Halp Want.d—M»U

27

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS

46 Articles for Sale

WinttxJ—Llv#)«»ock

.

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sal* TTiurs. Tel. 2647.

Farm Implements

Excellent op p o r t u n i t y
with nation 's top scholastic jewelr y firm for an
aggressive young college
graduate with 1-3 years
business experience. Must
be articulat e and able to
express self well in dictating correspondence. Excellent advancement possibilities. Minn, location .
Send complete resume
stating age, education , experience and salary requirements. Write:
Box D-93
Daily News

48

HOMELITE CHAIN taw parts, service
and sales. AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE,, 2nd and Johnson. Tal. V.'J.
DISC SHARPENING by longer lasting
metal saving rolling. Fred Kranz, St.
Charles, Minn. Tal. 932-43M.
LUNDELL FLAIL chopper and PTO
John Daare No. 43 corn shaller. GeorgeFlmlan, Alma, Wis.

Tel. 4007

TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent cr Portable.
Ed's Refrigeration 8. Dairy Supplies

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
$125 WEEK SALARY
PLUS COMMISSION

Mr. Richard T, Vogel
Tel. 2801 .

Rat & Mouse
Killer

TED MAIER DRUGS
49

BLACK DIRT—all top soil and pulverized, 4-yd. load, S8. Call HALVERSON
BROS., 4573 or 4402.
GOOD BLACK DIRT , all top soil; also
fill dirt, sand, gravel, crushed rock.
Trenching, excavating, and back filling. DONALD VALENTINE, Minnesota City. Tel. Rollingstone 8489-2346.
CULTURED SOD
72.4 E. 7th.
1 roll or 1,000.
Tel. 6232 or 8-4132/

Hay, Grain, Feed
STANDING CORN —
Busch, Alma, Wis,

SO

IS acres. Orvllie

ALFALFA HAY, 11,1)00 bales, to b» delivered; also some mixed hay. Lloyd
Jaffers, . Fountain, Minn. Tel. 268-4330.

COOK WANTED
For School Lunch Program^
experienced or partly experienced in cooking.
Write D-94 Daily News.

LOWEST PRICES on appliances. Check
with otkers and tben us and see .
FRANK LILLA fc SONS, 761 E. 8th.
Open evenings.
MONOGRAM OIL boater, 5>oom size)
set of dishes for S, Including glasses
and silverware; cot frame. Inquire 176
W. Mark.

TREAT rugs right, they'll- be ¦delight
if cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, SI. H. Choate & Co.
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
HUMIDIFIERS
$49.95
BAMBENEK'S, 91h & Mankato

SANITARY

PLUMBING aV HEATIN9
148 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 27»
BEAUTIFUL wood finishes. No removing.
No scraping. No bleaching. Old Mastera
Liquid Wood .

J>AINT DEPOT
167 Center St .

DA ILY NEWS
¦¦ ¦ ¦ »
>
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Clearance Sale

Enterprise Sausage Stuffer
2 Electric Emery Grlnderl*"
Electric Grindstone
Electric Jigsaw
Electric Meal Sllcer
Guns, Ammunition, Traps
& Paint at Discount
Prices ,

EAR CORN—from picker. Fren Benson,
Houston, Minn. Tel. 896-3874.

Articles for Sale

Neumann's

57

FRUIT AND vegetable stands for-sale.
Tel. 7356.

Bargain Store

Building Materials

REJECT PANELING—another shipment
of size W x 4' x 8' Has arrived, priced
at $2.99 ea. Others priced from $4.50.
Kendell-O'Brlen
Lumber
Co.,
115
LARGE RUMMAG E SALE containing
Franklin, Winona, Minn.
antiques, furniture, dishes, clothing,
most everything. 185 N. Baker, garage.

CHILD'S . ADJUSTABLE . combination
walker and lumper, like new, $10. Near
Ridgeway. Tel. Houston 896-3997.

.

OIL HEATER, 4 or J-room size, like new;
also 2-room size. Reasonable. 168 High
Forest.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

40

Gri
LOANS ua„ r
PLAIN

NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
170 E. 3rd. Tel . 2915.
Hrs. » a.m. to 5 p.mfc, Sat. ? a.m. to noon

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

PLAYFUL SIAMESE KITTENS—for sale,
8 weeks old, *10. 1864 W. 4th ,
TWO SILENT mala coon and squirrel
dogs, 4 and 5 years old, top tree dogs,
day or night, straight coon at night.
Trial here. Oscar KalstaBSkken, Chatfield, Minn. Tel . 867-4139.
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED Pointers, AKC
registered, 8 weeks old, excellent hunting dogs Intelligent and good disposition. Will train. LeRoy Woychlk, Arcadia, Wis.

Hones, Cattle, Stock

43

PIGS FOR SALE—50, weaned, castrated,
erysipelas vaccinated. Roy & Glenn Michaels. Tel. Alma 685-3557 .
TWO HORSES, 12-year-old mare and 1year-old coir. Tel. 8-3081.
FEEDER PIGS—12, 8 weeks old, Arnold
Ness, Rt. 2, Spring Grove, Minn.
SIX JERSEY cows, 2—1st call helters,
4 -4th calf cows, registered but no
papers. Tel. Houston, Minn. 876-3W7
around 5 p.m.
HAMPSHIRE BOARS-purebred, 1 left
lo choose from. Harley Goede, Houston,
Minn. Tel. 896-3727.
POUND CHINA boar, 260 lbs.) wlso
purebred Yorkshire spring boars. Marvin Manlon, Rushford, Minn. Tel. 844725;.
FEEDER CATTLE , »0 head, 70 ara
Charolals-Hereford cross, 20 ore Herefords. Emll P. Skroch, Independence,
Wis Tel. 985-3979.
POLAND CHINA purebred boars, weight
250300 lbs. Roger Boynton, Lewiston,
Minn . Tel. 3792.
AQHA REGISTERED Quarter colls, S1O0
up, lime payments) new and used trullers. HuntHne Farms, 3 miles N. of
Holmen, Wis., on V. Tel. 526-3636.
POLAND CHINA boars, healthy, heavy
hammed, weight 250 to 300. Reasonably
priced . Elmer Trehus, Caledonia, Minn.
(Village) .
HOLSTEINS—A good selection ol registered serviceable bulls. Mueller Farms,
Lewiston, Minn.

MEDIFURAN
Mastitis Ointment
6 lubes
Reg price 16

Our Price

$5.25

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown & Miracle Mall

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

YEAR OID HENS -for sale . Robert Roll.
2 miles W. of Wilson.
BUY ARBOR ACRE Q U E E N S, excellent
lor egg sire, Interior nuallly and pro
ducllon . 20 weeks pullets available all
year around . For quality ask for Arbor
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Crilck
Hatchery, 3« E. 2nd, Winona . Tal. 5414.
DEKALB 20 week pullets grown hy professionals, in new envlronmcni con
trolled buildings , that are wlnrlowlrs*
lor light control. Available year Around
SPfcL U CHICK HATCHERY , Rollingalone, Minn. Tel. 86(9-2311.
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THEREIS PLENTY OF

COAL WEATHER
AHEAD!
Be Prepared
ORDER NOW
Prepared Size Coal
• COKE
• BRIQUETS
• STOKER-FtfELS

PICTURE WINDOW — 82" wide, 45"
high, storm windows for same . Tel.
4515.
BIG RUMMAGE SALE—clothing for the
whole family. Nov, 1 thru 6, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. 306 Whitewater Ave., St. Charles, Minn.

BOLT ACTION .22 rifle, with scope;
pump rifle .22; 55-lb. hunting bow, arrow's and quiver; Deca portable stereo
and stand ; twin scuba diving tanks; 1
pair A' oars; 3 llres, 750x14; 2 new
house screens, 29"x59" ; Vt h.p. electric
motor; I2'x22' boathouse; 14' aluminum
Business Opportunities
37 runabout, with 35 h.p. Johnson motor.
All in excellent condition. 1 set speak»".E!>C!.M_ PROPERTY - Suitable
Ce.M.
ers, speaker and amplifier. 204 Edshop for a plumber, carpenter, elecward St.
trical contractor or other tradesmen
ABTS AGENCY, Inc., 1S9 Walnut St LARGE QUAKER oil burner, good conTel. B-4365.
dition. Winona
Potato Market, Tel.
4741.
ESTABLISHED RESTAURANT business
for sale. Good Income from connecting
bowling alley Included. Write D-92
Dally News.

Money to Loan

61

UPRIGHT PIANO and bench, excellent
condition; girls' 26" bicycle. Tel 8-2524.

9

28

USED REFRIGERATORS, electric elothea
dryers and rangts. B&B Electric, 155 '
E. 3rd.

GLASS-LINED 30-gal. gas water heaters,
with 10-year warranty, as low as $64.50.

3 lbs.
Special . . . . . $1.89

PREWAY OIL burner; Perfection gas
space heater, 1 year old. Tel. 8-1913
. after 4.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

ANOTHER SHIPMENT of apple peelers,
peels, slices and cores, $4.91, ROBB
BROS. STORE, 576 E. 4th. Tel. 4007.

Tel. 5532

Fertilizer, Sod

These are permanent, fulltime jobs leading to management promotion . Experience in specialty or intangible sales helpful, but not
necessary. For appointment
phone anytime Monday
evening, November 1, 1965,
or before Noon Tuesday
morning, November 2, 1965:

Halp—Mala 'or Famala

555 E. 4th

Downtown & Miracle Mall

Will appoint a few experienced sales representatives
to call on businessmen in
Winona area OR La Crosse
area OR Southeast Minnesota. Qualified representatives will earn a 5-figure
income. Base salary $125 a
week (not a draw) plus
commission during * field
training by manager. Choice
of continuing same salary
and commission after training period OR high pay
commission and bonus contract with top fringe benefits.

MOUNTING BOARDS, names and numbers for rural mailboxes. ROBB BROS.
STORE, 576 E. 4lh. Ttl. 4007.

TWO MCCORMICK self-unloading chop- BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy the
comfort of automatic personal care.
per boxes; McCormlck chopper wittt 1Keep full service — complete burrier
row cornhead; Getil blower with short
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price .
hopper; 64 McCormlck pull-type comOrder
today from JOSWICK'S FUEL I
bine with motor; 203 International selfOIL CO., 901 E. 8Th. Tel. 3389.
propelled combine with 10' gralnheao!
and 2-row cornhead. Make offer or will
consider trade for livestock. Orlln Ohl- WE TRY to save you money on any fthaber, 6 miles E, ot Bellechesttr or .nanclng. Our rates are low and monthly payments are tailored to your re3','j miles N.W. of Oak Center.
quirements. Drop Into the Installment
¦ Loan Department at the MERCHANTS
SMALL ENGINE
NATIONAL Batik atid discuss your
•ERVICE 8. REPAIR
problems. You will receive straight
Fast — Economical
forward advice from . our loan officers^
ROBB BROS. STORE

576 E. 4th

UNITED STATES
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"It Costs Less to
Burn the Best"

&HMX1i %M»&&
350 W. 3rd Tel. 3373

ANNIVERSARY SALE

Save during this Once-A-Year Event at

Borzyskowski Furniture

Spectacular Savings are yours . . . Vs to
J/2 off on our brand new regular stock.
COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION
2-Pc. Danish Modern Living
Room Suites. Now .. $99.95

1Group Table Lamps, values
up to-$19.95, now . . . . $4.95

2-Pc Living Room Suites ,
include 78-inch so a with
matching chair , nylon covers, zippered foam cushions. Reg. $219.95.
Now
$139.65

xG

Reclining Chairs with soft
vinyl covers
$69.95

Pole and Tree Lamps Reduced to
$9.95
Wardrobes starting at $13.95
Deluxe Baby Strollers Reg.
$21.95, now
$13.95
_ ,,. „. . „, .
Folding High Chairs ,
$12.95
now

Swivel Chairs. Reg. $34,95.
$19.95
Now
Large swivel Platform Rockers, 39-inch T-cushion sfyling, reversible foam cushions. Choice of 7 different
fabrics. Reg, $89.95.
Now
$59.95
Desks, walnut , maple or
mahogany. Starting
at
$29.95
3-Pc. Table Group, including
2 steptablcs and matching
cocktail table. Now $19.95
3-Pc. Starlight Mahogany
Bedroom Suite with 50-inch
double dresser, 32-inch
chest, with Formica tops.
Reg, $199.95. Now $159.95
5-Pc. Brody Dinettes , table
36x48x60, with 4 matching
chairs. Now
$89.95
9-Pc . Dinettes, table 36x4ttx
60x72, with 8 matching
chairs. Now
$99.95
Hollywood Beds, complete
wifh innerspnng mattress,
spring ami headboard
Now
*49 95
Sealy Hollywood Beds , com- '
plete , and choice of 9 differcnt headboards.
Now
$69.98
,

Table Lamps values
to $29 95 mw
$9 95

Lane Cedar Chests,
now :
-

$44
95
*™ m

Innerspnng Crib Mattresses ,
wetproof cover. Reg.
$11.95, now
$9.95
$38 95 L U n a by e Cribs ,

now
$29.95
_
_
,, , ., _,
„
,
3-Pc. n
Oak Suite
an double dress<J bed . Formica
?'". che
^ $2.19.95,
tops. Reg.
now
. . . . $169.95

3-Pc. Walnut Suite with 62inch triple 9-drawer dresser , framed mirror , chest
bed ' Rc »»¦*
*
J*
noW
*mVd
..
. .
...
c . „
Scaly
Mattresses , twin or full
size, all especially priced
to fill your needs at $29.95,
$34.95, $39.95, $49.95, $59.95
Bunk Beds complete
, regular
l
full ^ in g , w|lh ' ^
mattresses , guard rail and
ladder. Now
$79.95
Innerspnng Mattresses , twin
s'*e only. Now
$24.95

THIS IS NOT A CASH SALE . . .
EASY PAYM ENTS TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET!
FREE

Register for full size Sealy Mutlvcss.

BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE STORE

Open evenings

302 Mankato Ave.

Free parking

Forn„ Rugs, Linoleum

64 wanted to Buy

HARVEST FESTIVAL of values specie!.
7-plac* bronze dinette, big 34x60 with
i smart chain. Sir. BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, Jrd & Franklin.

9ft Uiid Cm

81 House* for Sale

109 JtarJ Cm

Squirrel Tails Wanted

...
.. Unlimited Markaf
Write for Prices and Instruction*

D. GOODVIEW, Nice 4-room, 2-bedroom CHEVROLET-1961 Impale hardtop, A-1
home. Large kitchen . Nice yard. Big
condition throughout, power ateerlng
and brakei. Reduced In prlct). Inquire
Sarage. oil' heat. Basement fixed for
rd bedroom. Priced under tllOOO,
6i9 E. Mark.
ABTS
AGENCY,
INC.,
159
Walnut
St,
BUNK
bed»,
BLOND
complete,
SET
Itv
P. O, Box 10*. Anllgo, Wis,
Tel. S-4345.
CORVETTE - 1«*0, excellent condition,
nersprlns mattresses, excellent condi~
—
will acctpt trad*. Tel. 8-3574 after J
'
tion. John Marsolek , Bluff Siding. Tel.
Rooms Without MeaU
NEW HOUSE—carpeted living room, parv
weekdayt, all day Sat. and Sun. WfM
fountain City «67-«241.
8ft
¦' r- '
tiled
walls,
3
carpeted
bedroom*,
dhv
E. Trh.
i
II
Ing room, deluxe kitchen with copper
ROOMS FOR MEN , with or without
ton* dishwasher an dstove, IV, ceramic CHEVROLET-1M4 Impale Super Sport,
housekeeping privileges. No day «teen111* bath, basement has 2 bedrooms,
excellent condition, tmnt sail, going iners, Tel. 4859.
large family room, bath and laundry
BUY WINTER potatoes now. Lazy-A Ruato servlct, $2)50. Tel. St. Charles WJtets. 20 lbs. <55c. All varieties ol apples. SLEEPING ROOMS for
room, Priced- low. Immediate posses4141.
glrll. T«l. 3018
WINONA POTATO MAR KET, 111 Mkt.
ion. Inquire at Chicken Villa No phone
or 4741.
call*.

SHELDON'S, INC.
¦

Good Things to Eat

_ __

¦

63

Buy Food Wholesale

Capitol Food Provision Co., arao
6th St., Gdvw. Tal. 7354.

HEY MOM!
Let 's Eat at . . .

McDonald's

E. LINCOLN SCHOO L area. 3-bedroom
horn*. 1 bedroom down, 2 up. Living
GIRL TO SHARE double housekeeping
room and dining room. Nice kitchen
room. Tel, t-uu.
with new cupboards. Full lot, Big garage. Below $10,000. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., 159 Walnut Tel. 8-4365.

Apartments, Flats

90

PLEASANT MODERN 4-room upper,
adults, prefer working couple, 145. Inquire Haake Grocery. No phone calls.
References required.
TWO-BEDROOM apt., lights, water , heat
furnished. Immediate possession. May
be seen afternoons and evenlnos. 1913
Gilmore Ave. Tel. 7509.
TWO BEDROOMS, fireplace, full basement, s«s , furnishings optional, 12
miles sooth on Hwy. 41. Tel, Dakota
443-3070 alter 4 .

Guns, Sporting Goods

66

STILL TIME TO have a scopa or sight
mounted for deer hunting. Huntllne
Gun Shop, Rt. 1, Box 21, Holmen, Wis.
Tel. 524-3426.

Musical Marchandis*

70

UPRIGHT PIANO and bench, good condition, S70. 204 E. I01h. Tel. 9(03.
BALDWIN SPINET ORGAN-like brand
new. 1763 Gllmor*. Tel. 8-1776.

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt' s Music Store
Radios, Television

TRANSISTOR RADIO S

Sewing Machines

73

W6 OIL, CLEAN and adlust ell makes
of sewing machines. SCHNEIDER SEWING t, APPLIANCE. Tel. 7334.
USED SINGER—In enoct condition, walnut console, forward and reve rse stitch,
only $40. WINONA SEWING CO, 551
Huff. Tel. 9348.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

KITCHEN
RANGE-comblnatlon wood,
coal and bottle gas. Excellent condition. Stanley Wieczorek, Fountain City,
(Bluff Siding). Tel. 8687-6344.
HEATERS, oil or gas. Installed, sold,
serviced; Aladdin Blue Flame portable
heaters; also oil burner parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St. Tel.
7479. Adolph Mlchalowski.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent . Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for all your offlee supplies, desks, flies or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.
GOING OUT? Keep the amazina 24-hour
"telephone secretary " on the lob while
you're away. ANSA .FONE answers
your phone, records all messages automallcalty. Solve the unanswered telephone problem as never belorel Arrange a FREE demonstration In your
office. See ANSA FONE of WINONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE , 161 E. 3rd.

Vacuum Cleaners

78

ELECTROLUX SALES & parts. Clarence
Russell. 1570 W. King.

Washing, Ironing Mach.

79

RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service

FEITEN IMPL. CO.
113 Washington

NOV—Broadway, near St. Teresa College. Pleasant upstairs apt., front entrance, 4 rooms, bath, pantry, cabinets,
wall-to-wall carpeting, 2 closets, TV
signal, drapery rods living room, electric rang* and refrigerator, garage,
natual gas heat , hot and cold water
furnished , Working couple preferred.
Tel. 6546.

Apartments, Furnished

WEST CENTRAL location, 2nd floor, 2
rooms, bath and closet, heat and hot
water furnished. 612 E. 6th.
THREE ROOMS with heat and hot water furnished. Private entrance. Tel,
5236.
NEW TWO-ROOM furnished efficiency,
private entrance and bath. Suitable for
2. Available Immediately. 264 ' W. 7th,
side door.

Tel. 4832

Wanted to Buy

81

JOINTER—4" or 6", wllh or without
motor. Tel. Fountain City 8487-4151.

WAREHOUSE SPACE for rent, central
location. Tel. 7193.
LAW OFFICES occupied as such since
1890 are now available In the Morgan
Building at modest rental. See Steve
Morgan at Morgan's Jewelry.

Farms for Rent

93

DAIRY FARM—5 miles from Winona.
Completely stocked with 40 head of
milk cows. Tel . 4425^,

Houses for Rent

DOWNSTAIRS of nice home, 13 miles
south of Winona, In Pickwick, new gas
furnace, hot water heater, bath tub,, no
toilet, raised lighted walk to toilet, garage, some utilities If desired, reasonable. Tel. 4415.

96

GARAGE WANTED—west location, 1000
block. Tel. 5319.
LOCAL MANAGER needs 2 or 3>bedroom
home or lower apt., between now and
Dec. 1st. Tel. 8-3705.

Farms, Land for Sale

K
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WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices lor scrap
Iron , metals, and raw fur,
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 2067
Closed Saturdays
SEE Us For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal , Wool, Raw Fun
M & W IRON 4 METAL "CO.
201 W. 2nd St.
Tel. '3004
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool I

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
450 W . 3rd '
Tel. 5847

Telephone Your Want Ar5S

Do You Want \t
Sold . . .
Or J ust Listed??
We don 't just list or tie up
your property for a Jong
time nor throw it in the
hopper with many others.
When you list with us qur
entire staff gives your property personal attention. To
us "SOLD" Is a very necessary part of our business.
Phone us and see,

1

BOB

T REALTOR

)20 ciMm-Tii.3349

WITH

|||E
jp

Relax This Winter in the Comfort
Of Your Own Home Knowing Your
Tank Will Never Run Empty

BOB STEIN
OIL CO.

on the sale
of your home.
We will either list it-for sale
or purchase it outright.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Ziebell . . . 4854

601 Main SrT.

Tel. 2849

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104
TRACTOR TIRES
550x16 - Nylon - $10.50
400x16 — Nylon — $11.50
plus lax
FIRESTONE STORE
200 W. 3rd St.

Nelson Tire 's
Bargain Center
GREAT BUYS ON:
ft
ft
ft

Passenger Tires
Tractor Tires

Boats, Motors, Etc.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

/ T «SCO\

-(iJFJ

^^

FUEL CHIEF
TEL. 4743 FOR PltOMFP
FURNACE OIL
FUEL OIL DELIVERY
Nights and Holidays 8-3450

FIND TUBFINEST ON
VENABLES
LOT
1964 PONTIAC Tempest Le
Mans 2 door
1964 PONTIAC B o n neville
4 door hardtop
1964 PONTIAC Catalina 4
door
1964 CHEVROLET 4 door
1963 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4 door
1963 CHEVY II 4 door
1962 PONTIAC Catalin a 4
door
1962 PONTIAC Catalina 2
door Hardtop
1962 OLDSMOBILE 2 door
Hardtop
1962 MERCURY S-22 2 door
1961 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville
1961 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4 door ,
1960 CHRYSLER I m perial
Le Baron 4 door hardtop
1959 CHEVROLET 4 door
1958 RAMBLER Custom 4
door
1957 CHRYSLER Windsor 2
door Hardtop
1957 MERCURY S t a t i o n
Wagon
1956 CHEVROLET 2 door
Hardtop
-PLUSOTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM

VENABLES

Truck Tires

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri . Evenings

106

107

MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLE SHOP
573 E. 4th.

EVERY FUEL
mSsmi1! OIL
DELIVERY

• KEEP FILL SERVICE
• EMERGENCY SERVICE

CALL US
FOR
FREE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS

TWO STUCCO HOUSES-1 J bedroom, I
3-or 4-bedroom. Garages. West ' ocatlon.
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel. 4Q59.

S A V E s & H GREE
22lai STAMPS ^
H^T^

(Winona's Only Real Estate Buyir)
Tel. 4388 or 7093
P.O. Box 34S

THREE BEDROOMS, fireplace central
location. Dave Henderson. Ttl. 6-2446.

to The Winona Dail y News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

"HANK" JEZEWSKi

HARLEY DAVIDSON Sprint sets stilling
absolute AMA 250CC speed record.
George Roeder clocks amazing 176.S17
MPH lor 1 mile (177.225 for 1 kilometer) at USAC Timed, Bonnoville,
Utah run. This record, made with
standard engine and pump gasoline,
bettors anything done before In either
Class C or Class A. Yeske Bros. Sales
& Service, 527 E. Belleview St.

DELUXE DUPLEX, large living room,
dining area, modern kitchen, ? large
bedrooms, lots of closet space, bath in
each apt. hot water heat, full basement, with'recreation room. Tel. 8-1776.
1743 Gilmore.

USED VIOLIN WANTED-flood condit ion, AVAILABLE for Immediate occupancy
2-bedroom brick, recreation room. Tel
reasonable. Write 369 Kansas St., Wi8-2598 for appointment.
nona, Minn.

TOP PRICES paid for Walnut furniture,
old clocks, dishes, dolls end antiques.
Write 623 E. King, Winona, Minn.

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

FOUR-BEDROOM home, oil heat, gool
location. Tel. 7369,
FACTORY BUILT Pontoon boat. S' xl6'
deck
with
fiberglass
canopy
and
STOCKTON, MINN.—3-apt. building and
transport
for
moving
on highway.
vacant fat . Must be sold. Address InWith or without 1959 10 h.p. Evinrude
qulrles to the Merchants National Bank,
motor. May be seen at the Legion Club,
Trust Daptj Winona . Tel. 2837.
Fountain City. Tel. 667-3626.

ORATES FOR Holland furnace, 250 A. MOVE RIGHT INI New, 3 bedrooms, family room, attached garage, west 'ocaElmer
Erdmann,
Lewiston,
Minn.,
(Hart). Tel . Rushford S64-94D5.
Hon. Easy financing. Tel. H039.

OLD MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS wanted,
need not be In playing condition. Write
P.O. Box 431, Winona , Minn.

Wanted—Real Estate

Old "Wagon Works" Bldg.

FOURTH E .—3-room cottage, full bas»
ment, large lot. Sacrifice for quick
sale, $2100. C, SHANK. 53} E, 3rd.

Tel. 8-4331 weekdays
or
Tel. Dakota 643-2061

175 Lafayette
Tel. 5240 or 4400 aftar hour*

W. 5th & RR. Tracks
99

'63 RAMBLER AMERICAN
2-door, automatic transmission, whitewalls, radio, heater, low mileage. Excellent
condition, perfect second
car . Any reasonable offer
accepted.

Frank West Agency

SHOP NOW AT

HARMS
FARMS
FARMS
We buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Res. 695-3457
Tel. Office 597-3431

Houses for Sale

FOURTH W. 622—Near Madison & St.
Caalmlr schools. Modern 5-room bungalow, good condition, large lot, 2 car
garage. New paint |ob. Will errangj
long term loan.

95

TWO-BEDROOM house and garage, modern, near stores and bus line, gas heat.
$90. 1676 Hanover St.

Wanted to Rent

HOMES-FMWS-LOTS-ACREAGES
CORNFORTH REALTY
Tal. 895-3104
L* Crescent, Minn.

91

TWO ROOMS wllh bath and kitchenette,
heated, hot soft wafer, lauitdry, air
conditioning, newly redecorated complete wllh furniture. $100. Tel, 3762 or
3705 for appointment.

71 Business Places for Rent 92

W» have 40 different models on hand
et our sto, a. We service all we sell.
Coma In or Call WINONA FIRE &
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5045.

FOR SALE

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108
PICKUP, 1951 Chevrolet, S195. 19S« Ford
4-door sedan, $149 . WILSON STORE,
Rl . 2, Winona. Tel. Wiloka 2347,

These Are Not
The Average Run
Of Used Cars But Pre-Ovvned Cars
For The Sportsminded

1964 PLYMOUTH Barracuda , V-8, 4 on the floor ,
radio, white sidewalls, deluxe wheel covers, low mileage. Immaculate throughout . A real sharpie.
1963 CHEVY II Nova 400
Super Sport , 6 cylinder,
standard transmission , radio, white sldewall tires, tutone green and white with
all leather interior , low
mileage. Economy plus in
this one.

WINON A UTO

RAMBLEfl /~\ "DODOT"

109 Mobile Hemes, Trailer* 111
RENT OR SALE-Trallcn am) camp.
ara. Leahy's, Buffalo City, Wli. Tal.
Cochrane 248-2532 or 248-2470.

STATION WAGON
BARGAINS

I

Auction Salts

NOV . S--Frl . II noon. 3' T mllee N W . of I
Holmen, Wis., on Hwy. i.l lo H* ,. S3! NOV . a—Sat , 12:30 d.m. t mllte i,
*f
and 1 mile W. on 93 to lunctlon ot 93
Gilmanton on "18". then 1 mil* E. rm
and Country Trunk XX. Charles Van"U". then J miles 3. on "XX" . Delbert
derLaan estate, owneri Alvln Miller,
Hermundson, owner; Francis N. Werauctioneer/ Northern Inv, Co., cleric.
lain, auctioneer)
Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
RICHARDSON, 1W 12x60 Mobil* home. NOV. 5-Frl. 12 noon, s mllc» E. of Et3 bedrooms, washer, dryer , l'A baths, ' trick. Martin Sevanon, owner ; Alvln
sewer pip* Included. 15,173. Ron Slaby,
Kohnar, auctioneer) Northern Inv . Co., NOV . 4—Sat . 12 noon CST. t miles t. nl
Tel. Arcadia 4425.
Lanesboro en Hwy, Is, then I mile
clerk.
S., or 1 mile S. of Whalan. William
Walsh, owner; Olson fc Ode. auction,
NOV. a—Sat , 10 a.m. 3 mllai N. ol
eersj Thorp Sales oCorp., clerk.
Caledonia, Minn, Otorge o. Schuldt *
J
George E. Bllien, owners; Scnroeder
Brol., auctioneer!; Thorp Salet Corp.,
NOV . 7—Sun. 12 noon. Grand Creasing in
clerk.
N. La Crossa, Wis. 1 mil* off Hwy. Irf
near WKBM Radio Towers and Hem,
NOV. <-S«f. 1 p.m. Vi mil* W. of RlrlgaHocK Cement Block Co. Shlttar Brr>».
wav or 11 mllei S.E. of Winona. Frank
Grand Crossing Dairy, nwnersi Mlll»r
& Donald Oroth Dairy Dispersal) Fred$ Wehrenberg, auctioneers; Thorp Fidy Frlckion, auctioneer; Minn. Land
nance Corp., tier*,
1 Auction Serv., dark.
SEE OUR Una selection of new and
used mobile homes, all sizes. Bank
financing, 7-year plan. COULEE MOBIL* HOME SALES, Hwy. 14-61 B.,
WlnoM. Tel. 427*.

1059 OLDSMOBILE
Station Wagon
Local one owner car equipped with power steering,
power brakes, radio, white
sidewall tires, luggage rack.
Available, for your immediate Inspection.
— Also —
5 other station wagons to
choose from.

La Crosse Mobile Homes
New & Used

ROLLOHOME

VM mile S. of City limits on
Hwy 14.
Lyle Norskog ¦
Hollls Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554

See Them at

NYSTROM'S

Auction Sil«t

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights

MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

OUR BLACKTOP?ING
Was DELAYED
We Are Therefore

REPEATI NG

Evereft J. Kohner
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, after hour* 7114
Household Goods Our Specialty
HIL H. DUELLMAN, Fountain City,
Wis. Tel. 8687-3631 or B687-3676.
CARL FANN JR. ¦
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-7811.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and ttat* licensed
end bonded. 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E. Sth and Liberty) Tal 4980.

our 10%

NOV. J—Tues. 11 i.m. 4 mllss W . of
Black River Falls, Wis., on County P,
then 2 miles N. In Ken/on Valley.
Francis & Richard Heller, owners ; Alvln Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv.
Co.. clerk .

Discount SALE
THIS WEEK ONLY
Every NEW and USED
Car Will Be Sold
at a

Auction Salta

,

10%

Discount
See RAY LITERSKI
DAN PETKE
MARK HIPPS
BOB WEBSTER
JOHN EKELUND
DAVE HOLMAN

>«C cHmoiiT<^o.
^
121 Huff Tel. 2396 or 9210
Open Mon. thru Fri.
night until 9:00

1963 BUICK
Ri v ie r ia

2-door hardtop , dark blue
with leatherette bucket
seats, power steering, power
brakes, tinted glass, radio ,
heater , whitewalls, automatic transmission , with console. A 1-owner automobile.
Sharp as they come!

$2600 .
1962 BUICK
Invicta Convertible
Power steering, p o w e r
brakes, power windows, red
with black top and red
leatherette bucket seats, automatic transmission , radio,
heater, premium whitewalls. 1-owner automobile.

$2000

W ALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Mon. & Fri. nigh t ,
/Mobile Homes, Trailers 111
HWY. «! Mobil* Horns Salai, east cl
, BhanqrI -La Motel. W« have 1J v/ldet
on hand, also ntw 1966 modal I wldas.
Tal. (-3626.

NOV 3—Wed. 11 a.m , 3 miles E. ol
Ettrick on "D", then I mil* S. Oscar
W.
A.
Slmonson
Estate
Properly;
Zeck , auctioneer; Northern Inv . Co
clerk. .
NOV. 3—Wed. 7 p.m. 5 miles from Winona bridge, 1 mile E. of brldcnV on
Hwy. 35, then 3 mlloa N. On AA, then l
mile olf M. Marlon Knutson, owner
Alvln Kohner, auctioneer; Minn, Land
& Auction Serv., clerk.
NOV. 3—Wed. 12:30 p.m. 5 miles S.W .
tit Lamoille. Richnrd HeMwIck. owner
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn. Land
t, Auclion Serv., clerk,
MOV . 4—Thurs. 11 a.m. Wistcy Vallty, «
miles S.E. of Rushford, 3 miles fc. ol
Herl. Frank Pruka, owner ; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn. Land 8. Auction
Serv., clerk.
NOV. 5—Fri . 10:30 a.m. 18 miles Vi. ot
Eau Claire on County Trunk "C" . Donald & Joanne McClsllemd, owners;
Johnson A Murray, auctioneers; Gateway Credit . Inc., clerk ,

REMINDER

RICHARD' HARTWICK

AUCTION

5 miles S.W. of Lamoille,
3 miles E. of Pickwick , 15
miles E. of Winona. Watch
for arrow off Hwy. 61 at Lamoille.

Wed., Nov. 3

Starting at 12:30 P.M.
Lunch on grounds.
17 cows, dairy equipment ,
feed , d u c k s , machinery,
, household goods.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
Minnesota Lard &
Auction Service
Jim Papenfuss , Clerk

REMINDER

1
I

FRANK AND DONALD GROTH
DAIRY DISPERSAL

%
$

A U C T I ON i

1 Located Vi mile west of Ridgeway, or 13 miles southeast ;:
I of Winona. Watch for arrow off Highway 7fi east of Witoka. ;•:

Saturday, November 6 \

Lunch on (grounds.
Starting at 1:00 P.M.
fj
\
I
41 HOLSTEIN CATTLE
Due Data
Days
Butterfat
| Cow No.
March 10
613
I
99
305
=,
March 1ft
1
4
283
441
\.
4
weeks
i
28H
464
Fresh
9.
'
%
\
Due January 23
314
42
222
%
Due January 1
434
20 .
312
42()
Due January 17
21
218
so
282
439
Due January 11
)
Due February 26
2
249
423
%
402
Due January 25
H
229
\
?¦
Fresh October 5 _
73
295
47fi .
Bred
139
22
73
;.
263
Due March 30
14
155
>•
Due December 15
R7
192
28fi
302
Due December 12
i
54
259
j;
Due February 2C>
52
215
240
*
Due December 14
ifi
254 .
234
\
309
Due January 2
%
I^
23
282
J
h
Due February 4
7
282
233
i
»
Due January 25
273
18
202
J
19 2,30
281
Due December 15
\
f
Due January 23
9 .
227
233
\
I
254
Due February 7
24
165
fa
331
Due May 15
C
51
260
Due January 1
257
'
5.1
2.34
\
Due February lfl
94
162
203
?
'>•
Due March 27
221
6
140
%
">
Due March 30
{
152
15
100
|
Due in December
Dry
9n
|
]3
Fresh by sale data
Fresh by sale date
I
2
Heifers
5
Just fresh 2 weeks |
I
<
5 Heifers due March 1; 4 Heifer calves
\ HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET ALL YOUNG GOOD : 1?
, PRODUCING COWS WITH 408 POUND HERD AVER- I
£ AGE. COMPLETE DHIA (IBM) RECORDS WILL BE %
m AVAILABLE ON SALE DATE. MOSTLY OUT OF ARTL I
* FICIAL BREEDING AND ARTIFICIALLY BRED. AL- I
*! MOST ALL ARE CALFHOOD VACCINATED. T.B. AND ?
H BANGS TESTED FOR INTERSTATE SHIPMENT.
U
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Surge SP11 milker pump; .|
I 2 Surge seamless buckets; 8 narrow bore teat liners ; milk ?
i
S strainer ; 6 can Masterbilt milk cooler.
I
FEED — 500 bushels Lodi oats; 2,700 first crop alfalfa %
. ' '?
1 hay ; 750 bales straw.
like
new;
i
bushel
hog
feeder,
75
MISCELLANEOUS
%
% 25 steel fence posts; pile of junk iron ; Montgomery Ward \
I garden tractor , snow thrower, cultivator and lawn mower. \
TERMS: Cash or finance with Vi down and the \
I
I balance in monthly installments.
\
\
Freddy Frickson, Auctioneer
1
i
Jim Papenfuss representing Minnesota Land
\
I
and Auction Service, Clerk
I

Marion Knutson

AUCTION

Located 5 miles irom Winona bridge, 1 mile E. of
bridge on Hwy, as, then .1
miles N . on M, then 1 mile
off M.

Wed., Nov. 3
Starting at 7 P.M.
11 cattle, dairy equipment ,
300 bales straw, misc. items.
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
Minnesota Land &
Auction Service , Clerk

jjfm [NORTHERN INVf STMENT

J IW I

CO

CHARLES VANDER LAAN ESTATE AUCTION

|

Friday, November 5

|

Located : 3M> miles northwest of Holmen, Wis., on Hwy. %
¦ 53 to Hwy. 93 and 1 mile west on 93 to junction of 93 and U
County Trunk "XX. "
j|

Time : 12:00 Noon

Lunch on grounds.

|i

REAL ESTATE
The Charles VanderLaan Estate farm of approx. 110 E
acres, practically all level open land, will be offered for ?:
m
f Wm
^w-*
mmwmimtwm^m
m^^m
T •* j m m & m m m m m
§:
mm W
sale at approx . 2 P.M. Marv. Miller Agency, broker .
m^
Open Mon . & Fri. Eve.
mmSm%WmWBaWmWmf ^^^a^m^mWkWmW
I
Used Cars
109
TERMS: 10% date of sale. Further terms to be an- §
3rd & Mankato Tel. fl-3649
nounced.
T - BIRD — 1961 convertible , Immaculate
j;
PERSONAL PROPERTY
shape, new tires. Tel. 7205 alter 5:30.
weighing from 65 to 125 >;<
feeder
pigs,
30
HOGS
—
30
public
sold
at
>
"
T?operty
will
be
proCHRYSLER for sale by estate. Bid
The following personal
|lbs. ; 2 Pax round steel hog feeders ; 1 steel hog waterer. * ;
posals are solicited on 1961 Chrysler
auction on
•
|j
Traded in
4-door Sedan Newport, V-8. Make InGRAIN AND FEED — 250 bu. oats; 125 bu. 1964 corn ; ;
quiries of Leslie Grover, Rt. 1, Galesf
1,000 bu. 1965 corn ; 400 bales hay ; 125 bales straw.
vlllo. Wis.. (Centervlllc, Wis.). Right to
reject any and all bids Is reserved,
2 TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - Farmall "MD" $
on new
time to file expires Nov. 9lh, J p.rr.
rubber , clean and In good con- •
At 12:00 Noon CST.
|Diesel tractor , very good
tracto r, good condition ; Farrnall r
PONTIAC—1956 4-door , power sleerlna,
Farmall^
"
dilion
;
Highwa)
Lanesboro
on
3
miles
east
of
%
Farm Is located
power brakes , clean, boing used ovary
; tractor umbrella; McD. •
IB then 1 mile south , or 1 mile south of Whalan . Follow |cultivator; foldifrg top for "MD" 2-14-inch plow on rubber ; Vi
day. 270 Liberty St, Tel. 7624.
rubber
;
McD.
on
3-16-inch
plow
Thorp Auction Arrows. Lunch will be served by the Unit |
OLDSMOBILE-1957 48 ? door harrllop,
. 7-ft. semi-mounted power i; '
•155 Mustang
of St. Patrick' s Parish , Lanesboro.
|J.D. 7-8 ft. tandem disc; McD
power brakes, very clean, reasonably
<tO/10C
«
;
tractor chains.
set
"H"
cab
for
»7J
mower;
heat
«p*
priced. Tel. 8687-6774 . Norman Schniepp,
Shorthorn
Hardtop
SHORTHORN CATTLE - Bangs tested. 3
|
Blufl Sidinu, Wis,
AND GRAIN EQUIPMENT- 3cows, 2 with calves at side , bred back; 2 Shorthorn steers, | TILLING, FERT.
steel drawbar; New Idea
ANTIQUE CAR-1926 Pontlac; will trade
500 lbs,; 1 Shorthorn heifer , 500 lbs.
|section wood drag with folding
lor car or cycle. Tel. 3522 or tea al
V.B.
137A grain drill , 8-ft., ;V
J.D.
spreader;
manure
14A
MACHINERY - McD. "H"' tractor with cultivator , I
120 Washington .
attachment, very good
good condition ; McD. tractor plow , 2x14 tractor chains; |on rubber , fert. and grass seedelevator
and V4 h.p. elec- ,
CHEVROLET—1957, 4-cyllndar, ilrelght
McD. single disk drill with grass seeder, all steel , 8 ft.; |condition ; Cardinal 16-ft. grain
stick , good condition. Kermlt " Virtheln,
• 'r>4 Fairlane
& 1 QQC
Altura, Minn.
McD . 4-bar side delivery ; McD. binder , 7 ft. ; 2 McD. 4- |trie motor.
CORN AND HAY EQUIPMENT - McD. No. 250 corn '
«pl073
4-door
.section steel drags , folding draw bar; AC baler; Little j |
CHEVROLET - 1955, good condition,
, fert. attachment, on rubber , very good condition ;
lanter
p
Tel. 8-3364 after 5 p.m.
Giant elevator , 32 ft.; JD plante r No. 999; JD spreader , g
; model "R" ; Kelly Ryan tandem disk , 9 ft. ; field digger , |New Idea No. 10 corn picker, 1-row pull type, used only
new; New Idea 5-bar side delivery rake ,
8 ft . on rubber; spring toothi 2 section; breaking plow ; | 1 season, like
looks
like new; Kewanee 40-ft. elevator , witlfl
,
on
rubber
stubble plow; slip scraper; tumble bug; horse mower with |
, good condition ; l'.i
tractor hitch; 2 wheel trailer with box ; steel waRon on rub- |type , with drag hopper and spout
motor.
h.p.
electric
In these
junk
'
'63 Chevrolet
<tl QQC >
bpr with box 7x14; steel wheel wagon with box 7x14;
|
|
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT — 1961 Model Ford F250, 6 ¦'
-P I 7 7 J
Impsla
Breezy Acres
machinery (sulky plow , 2 corn cultivators , dump rake , |
, % ton pickup truck , 4 speed transmission , rack
cylinder
etc.)
,
&|
spreader , bob sled
'83 Monterey
Bargains
ClOO^
just
over
18,000 miles, very clean; 3 rubber tired wagons
4> I77J
FEED - 600 bu, oats; 12 acres field corn; 100 hales $
4-door
including
Win Power 5 ton and Electric Wheel , all in
4
straw; 700 hales hay ,
1964 FORD Galaxie 500 4
'6S Fairlane
good
condition
; 2 good flat racks ; New Holland metal ,
OQC
<1
troughs;
feed
bunks
;
hog
crate;
hoR
FEEDERS — 2
door sedan , economical V-8,
|side opening grain box , like new.
«PI07J
4-door
ft
' 2 stock tanks (one with hog wateror) .
straight transmission with
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT - 300 gallon overbakcr
SHEEP — 3 ewe lambs.
f\
overdrive.
head
tank and stand; 24 ft. extension ladder; platform
CAR — 1956 Ford 2-door sedan.
$
McCullough 1-man chain saw ; % and \ inch elecscale;
1884 PLYMOUTH Fury 4
FENCING EQUIPMENT - Lumber pile, 4x4 e(c ; *)
82 Chevrolet
<M J QK
drills
; Shopmnte 7-inch skll. n\ portable air comtric
door sedan, one owner car ,
picket fence (sections); new barb wire , woven wire ; elec- $
and tackle ; heavy duty post vise; Int .
pressor;
block
a u t o matic transmission ,
1
j?
trie fencer , steel posts, etc.
steel stock tank , good condition ; sevOQC
largo
'61 F6rd
110V
fencer;
whitewall tires, power steer<
HOUSEHOLD — Maytag washer; G.E. refrigerator ; x
y i1L 7 J
tired wheelbarrow; now
4-door
ing, power brakes.
>
kitchen range; electric range; 2 kitchen tables anefchairs; |eral rolls woven wire; rubber
10
new
6-ft. steel posts; 3
lumber;
2-lnch
board
nnd
•62 Fairlane
< 1 1QC
power mower , reel type; pasteurizer; iron kettles; heat |
1964 JEEP 2-Wheel drivo
tools
and equipment .
good
supply
of
small
e
J
M
T
J
cords;
electric
4-door
lamps; single and double beds; Roll-a-Way bed and couch; A
Wagoneer 4 door , fl cylinMotorola 21-inch television ,
GOODS
-HOUSEHOL
D
M
wood
or
coal;
2
sawed
wood
piles;
< dresser; space boater ,
der, standard transmission.
like new; Kalamazoo refrigerator; Skelgas apartm ent
locking chairs ; picture frames; windows and window glass tt
1959 FORD Galaxie 2 door
size
gas range ; kitchen range ; 2-burncr electric hot plate ;
panes; trunk ; lamp; lanterns; dishes; jars ; etc,
fy
Hardtop, V-8 engine , autoradio ; metal top t able ; droplcaf table ; wood cupArvin
MISCELLANEOUS - McD. hammwmlll and bolt ; JD |
See these and many i< threshing
matic transmission, excelbuffet ; 12 dining room chairs ; leather daveno
board;
machine , 28 inch with Hart feeder; drive belt; |
lent tires.
3 rockers; p latform rocker ; small tables and stands ;
bed
;
more.
boll,
shelf;
granary
scale;
fanning
mill;
roto
<
bale
fork
;
j
j$
trunk ; pictures ; old Victor phono , table model; 3 metal
1960 CHEVROLET %-ton
is pump with Vt electric motor ; Roper pump ; dehornor; vise; jp
dressers; ,commode; >.)xl2 wool nic; fruit jars and
—? Wi A,dv«rtl»» Our Prlcaa _
pickup, 6 cylinder engine,
emery on stand with electric motor ; JD tiro purntt; horse |beds; 2
^
^ \i
crocks;
dishes and utensil s; sausage sluffer; some items ..
long box, excellent rubber.
K collars ; electric motors; gas tank with steel tank ; barrels; |j
antique valine including an old organ in good f.
of
possible
pj ladder; hay rope , 190 ft.; garden hose; tank heater ; bolts ; h
large
pile of split wood and other items .
condition
;
See these and several other
U
f| forks , shovels ; etc.
"Chcapies" including pickand under cash. Over that amount V<
$10.00
TERMS:
B
H
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
41 Years in Winon a
ups . . .
down and balance in monthly installments. Your credit is
k
OWNER ; William Walsh
M;
always good with the Northern Investment Co.
Lincoln-Mcrcury-Fnlcon
i
ji;
AUCTIONEERS: Louie Olson nnd Walter Ode
CoiTiet-Fiiirlanp
Alvln Miller , Auctioneer * F. A. KRAUSE CO
|.
CLERK : Thorp Sales Corporation , Rochester , Minnesota §
l'tepr. Northern Investment Co. , Clerk
,
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Marvin
Breezy Acres
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
Local
Representative
Lnneslioro
,
Paul Kvonson ,
¦
Hwys. 14 and CI East
and Saturday afternoons
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FORD TRUCK, 1957 F-600, long wheel
base, 3-spefd transmission , with box;
1959 Plymouth Belvedere 4-door hardfop, red, V-8. Reasonable. 64 Lenox St .
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Attention!
HUNTERS
p
SEASON OPENS SAT. NOV. 13th
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MEN'S UNDERWEAR
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• 100 % Nylon Shell
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NEW! THE MOST COMFO RTABLE , LIGHT-

WEIGHT CASUALS EVER MADE FOR ALL DAY WEAR

BREAIHIN' BRUSHED PIGSKIN CASUAL SHOES
BY WOLVERINE

from

*J

Step lively through marketing and housework In new Hush
Puppies. They breathe with your every step, and are specially
"Hell Cat" tanned to brush up like new, and to resist water , too.
With crepe sole, steel shank support A delightful selection of
fashion right colors. Girls' and women's sizes.
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